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ABSTRACT
Composite laminates are an important subject of modern technology and
engineering. These materials are frequently subjected to either static or dynamic cyclic
loads, in structural or aerospace engineering applications. The most common mode of
failure in these materials is probably interlaminar fracture (delamination). This process
frequently starts from initial interlaminar crack-like defects that can induce propagating
delaminations. This usually leads to structural integrity loss of the composite laminate, and
hence its catastrophic failure. Thus, understanding and developing a prediction ability for
the propagation of delamination is of paramount importance to engineering. This permits
the prediction and optimisation of composite fatigue fracture performance. It is known that
several parameters can affect this performance. These include the constituent material
properties (elastic constants), geometrical dimensions and shape (laminae thickness and
curvature), post-fracture phenomena (interface crack surface roughness), loading
(frequency, distribution), and environment (temperature, humidity). The knowledge about
effects of these parameters on fatigue delamination growth can lead to a better
understanding of composite fatigue fracture behaviour. These effects can be elucidated by
undertaking sensitivity analysis. Sensitivity analysis can pinpoint the most crucial
parameters and illuminate which parameters of the composite are most in need of further
study. Moreover, sensitivity analysis can be an introductory step to composite optimisation
and estimation of composite reliability. Firstly, it enables to pinpoint directions for an
optimum design of the composite. Secondly, sensitivity analysis can be used to evaluate the
effects of the scatter of composite parameters. Thus, sensitivity analysis can introduce a
new insight in the understanding, prediction and optimisation of composite fatigue fracture
performance. The advanced state of finite element method (FEM) and related software
packages provide a reliable tool for engineering composite analysis, but gives a composite
engineer little help in identifying ways to modify composite design. Thus, the
implementation of sensitivity analysis for composite materials using existing FEM-based
software may be valuable to composite engineers. In this way an enhanced systematic
trade-off analysis can be carried out to improve composite design.
The purpose of this work was three-fold. The first goal was the elaboration and
computational implementation of FEM-based numerical strategies for the sensitivity
analysis of interface fatigue crack propagation in elastic composite laminates. These
strategies were developed based upon linear-elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) for opened
and closed (with dry Coulomb’s friction) interface cracks between dissimilar isotropic
materials. This was complimented by the empirical Paris-like law of fatigue delamination
growth and the (forward and central) finite difference approximation. The computational
implementation was undertaken with the special utilisation of the FEM-based package
ANSYS. The second goal of this work was the numerical determination and investigation
of displacement and stress fields near the crack tip, contact pressures along crack surfaces,
mixed mode angle, energy release rate and the number of cumulative fatigue cycles. The
investigation of these quantities was carried out during delamination growth in a two-
component curved boron/epoxy-aluminium (B/Ep-Al) composite laminate in two material
configurations subjected to a constant amplitude cyclic static shear. The aforementioned
quantities were investigated for nominal as well as perturbed values of the design
parameters of the composite laminate using ANSYS. The design parameters of the
composites that were used in the present study were the constituent material properties (the
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio), the geometrical dimensions of the composite (layer
thickness, interface curvature), and the interface crack surface roughness (i.e., the
ii
interfacial friction coefficient). The third aim of the present study  was to use the developed
sensitivity analysis strategy to evaluate numerically the sensitivity gradients of the total
energy release rate, cumulative fatigue cycles number and fatigue life with respect to the
design variables of the curved B/Ep-Al composite laminates, for two different material
configurations under cyclic static shear.
This study provides a novel strategy for undertaking sensitivity analysis of the
interfacial crack propagation under fatigue loads for elastic composite laminates using the
package ANSYS. The numerical results of the work shed more light on mechanisms of
interfacial crack propagation under cyclic shear in the case of a curved B/Ep-Al composite
laminate. Moreover, the outcome of the sensitivity gradients demonstrated some
advantages for using the sensitivity analysis in fatigue fracture problems of elastic
composite laminates. The numerical strategy proposed in this work can be used to study the
sensitivity of the interface fatigue crack propagation in other elastic composite laminates, if
the crack propagates at the interface between the elastic and isotropic components.
However, the strategy can be potentially extended to composites with interfacial cracks
propagating between two non-isotropic constituents under a constant amplitude fatigue
load. This can be done through the extension of the fatigue fracture model. The strategy
can also be used to undertake the sensitivity analysis of composite fatigue life with respect
to variables of the fatigue load (i.e., fatigue load amplitude and ratio).
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1
Introduction
1.1. Structural composite mater ials
Composite materials are generally defined as materials that combine two or more
constituents with differing properties. Their combination results in a material with new,
frequently improved properties. Thus, composites utilise mechanical, as well as
geometrical properties of their constituents. These can be varied with respect to size, shape,
orientation and content in order to obtain optimum properties for specific engineering
applications. In most composites there are two types of constituents, namely the matrix and
the reinforcement. Typically, the matrix has low stiffness and strength in comparison with
the reinforcement, whilst having high corrosion resistance and being easy to manufacture.
The main role of the matrix is to transfer load onto the reinforcement. The reinforcement
can have the form of particles, fibres, threads, textiles or laminae (Hull and Clyne (1996)).
The general class of structural composite materials that are of interest for engineering
applications are unidirectional composite laminates, angle-ply composite laminates and
hybrid composite laminates, as shown in Fig. 1. Actual engineering applications, where
composite materials are superior to other conventional structural materials, are cases in
which high stiffness to weight ratios are required, and/or stiffness, strength or service life
degradation conditions are very likely and severe. Thus, such materials find applications in
aerospace engineering (Vlot et al. (2002)), naval engineering (Smith (1990)),civil
engineering (Hollaway and Leeming (1999)) and recently bioengineering (Ramakrishnan et
al. (2001)).
a b c
Fig. 1. General types of structural composite materials
(a) unidirectional laminate (b) angle-ply laminate (c) hybrid laminate
The development of an optimum composite material which resists phenomena such
as fracture and fatigue is primarily an exercise in the selection of appropriate constituent
material properties which are resistant to these composite degradation processes. The
design of an optimum composite structure with desired performance characteristics is
frequently an engineering subject that utilises the mechanics of composite materials
(Christensen (1979), Hashin (1983)), the mechanics of fracture and fatigue (Friedrich
(1989), Reifsnider (1990), Bolotin (1999), Harris (2003)), damage mechanics (Talreja
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(1994)) and deterministic or probabilistic computational methods of continuum mechanics   "! # $!% &'')(* * +
1.2. Fatigue fracture of composite laminates
Despite their excellent material characteristics, structural composite materials are
susceptible to fatigue fracture phenomena when subjected to certain cyclic loads (static or
dynamic) and/or environmental factors (temperature and corrosive media). Failure
processes may actually begin during fabrication or at a low applied stress level. In
consequence, the thermal and chemical shrinkage of laminate constituents, low velocity
surface impact as well as localised damage during service, holes, notches or joints are
potential sources of crack-like defects such as debondings and delaminations. Hence, an
understanding and prediction of further propagation of such defects is of paramount
importance for predicting the service (or fatigue) life of composite materials subjected to
long-term cyclic loads.
Originally, the term fatigue applied to materials denoted damage and fracture under
cyclic loading of amplitudes smaller than static loads required to cause composite failure in
a single cycle. In other words, fatigue in this sense can be defined as the cyclic degradation
of composite properties and structural integrity. In a wider sense, this term incorporates a
large number of delayed damage and fracture phenomena under applied cyclic mechanical
loads and environmental conditions. In addition, delayed damage and fracture occur not
only under cyclic, but also constant and slowly varying loads, as reported in Bolotin
(1999). This is generally called static fatigue. In this work only fatigue due to mechanical
cyclic loading is addressed. The main purpose of engineering fatigue analysis is fatigue life
prediction for structural components. This is generally defined as the number of loading
cycles counted from the first applied loading cycle until catastrophic failure occurs. There
are generally two different approaches to predict the fatigue life of the structural
component, depending on the original state of damage of the structural component at the
beginning of the fatigue loading process. Utilisation of the first, so-called classical
approach involves determination of the fatigue life in terms of cyclic stress range (S-N
fatigue curve), or plastic or total strain range, as reported in Suresh (1998). In those cases,
the fatigue life is determined from initially non-cracked structural materials under stress or
strain controlled loading amplitudes. The resulting fatigue life is the number of fatigue
cycles required to initiate a dominant crack in the structural component and to propagate
the dominant crack until catastrophic failure of the structural component occurs. The total
life determination in terms of cyclic stress range is used in applications where low-
amplitude cyclic stresses cause primarily elastic deformation in the structural component,
consequently leading to long fatigue life. This is the so-called stress-life approach (Suresh
(1998)). On the other hand, when significant plastic deformation in the structural
component occurs during cyclic loading due to high stress amplitude and/or stress
concentration, it is more appropriate to consider the strain-life approach (Suresh (1998)).
The defect-tolerant philosophy is the second general approach for fatigue life prediction in
structural components and is based on the utilisation of fracture mechanics theory
(Cherepanov (1979), Broek (1986), Anderson (1995), Panasyuk (2002), Cotterell (2002)).
The basic premise of this approach is that all structural components are inherently cracked.
In this case, the fatigue life is defined as the number of fatigue cycles necessary to
propagate a dominant crack from its initial size to some critical dimension. This can be
based on the material fracture toughness, allowable limit load, allowable strain or
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allowable compliance (stiffness) change of the structural component. Fatigue life
prediction in terms of the defect-tolerant approach requires the utilisation of empirical laws
based on fracture mechanics describing fatigue crack growth such as the classical Paris law
(Suresh (1998)). This approach is used in the framework of elastic fracture mechanics,
namely when small-yielding and elastic loading conditions prevail and for which the crack
tip plastic zone size is small in comparison with any characteristic length of the cracked
structural component. These two aforementioned approaches for fatigue life prediction are
originally proposed for constant amplitude fatigue loading. However, different techniques
are available to incorporate the effects of mean stresses, stress concentrations,
environments, variable amplitude loading spectra and multiaxial stresses as reported in
Suresh (1998). The two aforementioned general approaches to fatigue life prediction were
originally formulated for conventional metallic materials, but have also been adopted with
or without modifications to estimate the fatigue life of composite laminates. Choosing
between the two aforementioned approaches is mainly related to the laminate mode of
failure, while modifications are pertained to heterogeneity and anisotropy of some
composites.
There are three principal failure modes in a laminated composite. These are
intralaminar (or transverse) cracking, interlaminar fracture (or delamination) and fibre
failure as reported in Garg (1988). Other types of damage simply alter the load levels at
which the aforementioned modes occur. Amongst these three main damage modes,
interlaminar fracture (delamination) which is the subject of this work is perhaps the most
commonly observed in laminated composite materials. This is characterised by a separation
of adjacent layers. High interlaminar stresses which can cause delaminations can arise due
to either material or geometrical discontinuities, and eccentricities of the applied load as
reported in Pagano (1989), O’Brien (1990). One example of a generic structural component
that is subjected to all three of these interlaminar stress sources is the curved laminate, as
reported in Martin (1992). Delamination can originate at the fabrication, transportation,
storage and service stages as reported in Bolotin (1999). Generally, it is possible to
distinguish between different kinds of delamination by their position in a structural
member. The first kind is internal delamination which are situated within the bulk of the
composite laminate (either through-the-width or embedded) as shown in Fig. 2a. In part,
edge delamination caused by material mismatch, especially in the Poisson’s ratios of
adjacent layers, can contribute to this kind of interlaminar crack (cf. Fig. 2b). Another type
of delamination is that situated near the surface of a structural member (cf. Fig. 2c) which
can result from impact. Such near-surface crack propagation under compression is
frequently accompanied by local buckling (or delamination buckling) as reported in
Kachanov (1988), Hu et al. (1999), Riccio et al. (2000).
a b c
Fig. 2. Interlaminar cracks (delaminations) in laminated composite materials
(a) internal delamination (b) free-edge delamination (c) near-surface delamination
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Composite delamination in structures subjected to in-plane loading is frequently a
sub-critical failure mode whose effect may be a loss of composite laminate structural
integrity or a local instability, especially under compression. Although delaminations are
rather similar to common fatigue cracks in metals, as reported in Bolotin (1999),
nevertheless they are frequently indirectly responsible for the final failure of a composite,
contrary to cracks in metals. Consequently, interlaminar fracture toughness for composite
delamination does not have the same design significance as fracture toughness for metals.
Therefore, the designer must be able to determine the consequences of delamination
growth and relate it to some appropriate structural failure criterion. Fracture mechanics is a
useful tool for understanding the mechanics of delamination, for determining the
parameters that control the delamination formation and growth, and for characterising the
inherent delamination resistance of the composite. Delamination is constrained to
propagate between adjacent lamina. As a consequence both interlaminar tension and shear
stresses are commonly present at the delamination front. Therefore, delamination is often a
mixed mode fracture process (Hwu et al. (1995)) and a boundary value problem must be
formulated and solved to determine the corresponding fracture parameter components. This
complex mixed mode nature of composite delamination is the reason that no closed-form
solutions have been developed to understand the governing parameters that control
delamination growth, as reported in O’Brien (1990). There exist some approximate
analytical models combined with numerical solutions such as those reported e.g. in
Storäkers and Andersson (1988) or Williams and Addessio (1997). Consequently, other
ways have been proposed to describe delamination and determine fracture parameters such
as via linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) for homogeneous anisotropic materials
(Williams (1989)), or LEFM for interface cracks between different isotropic and
anisotropic laminae-like constituents (Deng (1995)). The LEFM concepts and defect-
tolerant approach to composite fatigue life prediction were applied to study composite
interlaminar fatigue fracture (or fatigue delamination) under cyclic loads. This has resulted
in some amount of empirical and theoretical work. A semi-empirical model was developed
by Dahlen and Springer (1994) for estimating the fatigue growth of delamination inside
fibre reinforced composite laminates, such that it incorporated laminae modulus, static
tensile and shear strength and fracture parameters. The effects of the matrix resin and fibres
on the mechanisms of delamination fatigue crack growth in unidirectional laminates were
investigated in Hojo et al. (1994). Equations describing the growth of delaminations in
composite plates under compressive cyclic loads were obtained on the basis of a combined
delamination buckling-post-buckling and fracture mechanics model and reported in
Kardomateas et al. (1995). Kenane and Benzeggagh (1997) investigated the influence of
the loading mode on fatigue constants and exponents incorporated in the Paris-like fatigue
delamination growth law by undertaking an analysis on unidirectional laminates. A
stochastic delamination growth model has been developed by Bucinell (1998) that defined
the model parameters in terms of fracture mechanics quantities. A simplified method that
can predict the fatigue delamination growth rate under arbitrary load ratios and different
mixed-mode ratios was developed in Schön (2000). The same author developed a model to
investigate load ratio effects on fatigue life of delaminated composites (Schön (2001)). An
interesting unified model of interlaminar fatigue crack growth based upon the synthesis of
fracture and damage mechanics is reported in Andersons et al. (2001) for brittle-matrix
unidirectional composite laminates. The computational modelling of delamination
propagation in woven and non-woven composite laminates under compressive fatigue
loading is reported in Shen et al. (2001). A mechanistic approach to the fatigue crack
growth prediction in hybrid laminates is reported in Shim et al. (2003), where delamination
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growth between cracked metal layers and a composite laminate is investigated. Also, very
recently, Jia and Davalos (2004) investigated experimentally effects of the load waveform,
load ratio and frequency on the fatigue growth of delamination along the interface between
wood and composite laminate.
To conclude, the reported facts in the literature show that the ability to predict and
quantify delamination failure using the LEFM analysis plays an important role in
understanding composite damage behaviour. This may allow the establishment of damage
tolerance and durability design criteria for certification, and the development of improved
composite materials.
1.3. Sensitivity analysis of composite mater ials
In the classical problem of composite mechanics (Christensen (1979)) it is
frequently assumed that the shape, boundary conditions, material properties and loading are
given. Therefore, the problem is to determine the composite response described by state, or
some objective functions such as displacements and stresses or fracture parameters. One
question which arises is how to describe the variation of this response under changes in
composite parameters. This information is necessary during modification of the composites
design, during analysis of manufacturing errors, and the scatter of performance or
composite constituent properties on the composite structural response.
Sensitivity analysis (Saltelli et al. (2000)) provides basic concepts to deal with the
aforementioned problems. This analysis is a qualitative or quantitative investigation of the
origins of system (model) response variations and can be generally deterministic (Haug et
al. (1986)) or random (Kleiber and Hien (1992), Saltelli et al. (2000)). The structural
sensitivity analysis (Haug et al. (1986), Kleiber (1997)), that is of interest in this current
study, originated from classical mathematical sensitivity theory initially developed for
studying the influence of coefficient variations on differential equations (Frank (1978)).
This theory can be generally divided into two categories: sensitivity analysis and sensitivity
synthesis (Frank (1978)). The latter is defined as the structural system design according to
sensitivity analysis directives, in order to obtain minimal or maximal sensitivity with
respect to parameter variations. Thus, sensitivity analysis is the foundation of sensitivity
synthesis. The main purpose of deterministic structural sensitivity analysis is the derivation
of so-called sensitivity gradients of objective functions with respect to the material and/or
shape characteristics of the analysed structure (material and shape sensitivity analysis).
Furthermore, the numerical values of these gradients can reveal the effects of different
design parameters on the composite response and point out the most crucial design
parameters, being the purpose of this current work. Sensitivity analysis is directly
connected with design and topological optimisation methods (Kibsgaard (1992)). Optimum
design variables or design functions have to be determined from the condition of the
minimum/maximum objective functions under specified constraints (El-Sayed and Lund
(1992)). Determination of the objective functions’  gradients is frequently the most
important part of the numerical optimisation routines. Thus, if it is known how to
accurately evaluate computationally inexpensive gradients of the objective functions and
constraints with respect to the design parameters, then gradient-based numerical algorithms
can be developed. This leads to an optimum solution through the successive modification
of the analysed structure. Moreover, the sensitivity gradients’  evaluation is a very
important aspect of computational structural reliability (Besterfield et al. (1989), Ditlevsen
and Madsen (1996)), when the reliability problem formulation reduces to optimisation
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problem. Thus, the solution of the optimisation problem provides the best design according
to the objective function, while the solution of the reliability problem provides the random
parameters, bringing the highest probability of failure (Lin (2000)). The main difference is
that a designer decides about parameter variations in the optimisation problem, whilst the
random parameters variations are dictated by nature in the reliability problem (Kleiber et
al. (1997)). Furthermore, another class of mechanical problems are where sensitivity plays
an important role. This includes for example the identification of material models’
parameters (Mahnken et al. (1998), Corigliano and Mariani (2001), Saleeb et al. (2003))
and crack identification problems (Stravroulakis (2001)), where a central role is played by
gradients of system response in the state variable space.
Generally, one can distinguish two general methodologies for sensitivity gradient
derivation. The first one consists of differentiation of the continuum based equilibrium
equations and is followed by a discretisation procedure applied to the continuum sensitivity
equations. A second methodology is based on discretising the continuum based equilibrium
equations and it is followed by differentiation of the discretised equations to get the
algebraic representation of the sensitivity problem as reported in Kleiber et al. (1997). The
former methodology can turn out to be more straightforward in computer implementation,
whilst the latter appears more advantageous since it allows for discretisation that is quite
independent of that of the corresponding equilibrium problem. Sensitivity analysis is very
useful when it is formulated in the framework of the FEM (e.g. Lund (1994)), however
other discrete numerical techniques such as the boundary element method (BEM) (e.g.,-. / 0 1 2 3465 7 889): :;/ < =?>@"-%2 @ A%BCD@"E). < A4 @ =F;/ G)HJI-F < F 4 G)=%2KL4 F D?. @ 2 I@ / F6F GH"< F @ . 4 < M< =A
shape characteristics can be carried out within the framework of the FEM by means of a
finite difference approximation (FDA) approach, the direct differentiation method (DDM)
or the adjoint variable method (AVM). These are reported in Haug et al. (1986), Haftka
and Adelman (1989) or Dems and Mróz (1995). FEM-based derivation of shape sensitivity
expressions for linear systems can be carried out through two methods. These are the
material derivative approach (MDA) and the domain parametrisation approach (DPA)
applied along with the DDM and AVM (Kleiber et al. (1997)). Additionally, modern
computer approaches to the determination of sensitivity gradients is the so called automatic
differentiation method (AD) (Griewank (2000)). This is based upon the Taylor’s expansion
and the systematic application of the chain rule to the sequence of elementary operations,
the derivatives of which are well known. Therefore, instead of manipulating algebraic
formulas, AD always deals with numerical derivative values evaluated for a particular
argument of interest. The main disadvantage of this approach is that it requires a
substantial amount of available memory in the computer.
Considering the aforementioned capabilities of sensitivity analysis and the complex
structure of composite materials, such analysis should be preferentially applied in designN O PQR S N;T U)V;N PW XN O V PW O PV S N Y%Z NV S [U)V O S QR \]Z ^"R N _R` abb)ac d%e;\SfUTgO XSLh)V S Z O S N OW XZ i i S \hS N
facing composite designers today is in selecting optimal material architectures including
the micro-geometry and properties of the constituents as reported in Fish and Ghoualli
(2001). Instead of one or two parameters which characterise the elastic response of the
homogeneous structure, the total number of design parameters is obtained as a product of
the number of constituents in a composite and the number of material and geometricaljk l k m"n o n l pq r)lksp t uv)w nyx r)u%p o t o zn uo {k pl n jr)l o n |}t u~k m"t p tJ ) Lr)m"nyn o l kp o k o n
variables should also be analysed to define the interfacial behaviour, general interaction of )%       ) )6          %   )   Jf)   ¡¡¢)£6  %  " ¤  6      )
on the development of a DDM based FEM computational procedure for sensitivity gradient
evaluation in an axisymmetric laminated composite structure. They computed sensitivity
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gradients of total strain energy and contact forces with respect to laminae elastic constants
and fibre angle, as well as the friction coefficient. Sensitivity gradients of total stored
energy and failure index were evaluated with respect to composite layer thickness during
the design optimisation process of a hybrid composite flywheel to maximise the total stored
energy (Ha et al. (1999)). The development of a discrete geometrically nonlinear FEM
model for the determination of the sensitivity gradients of laminated plates and shells is
reported in Moita et al. (2000). The sensitivity gradients of the load limit or stress-based
failure criterion with respect to laminae fibre angle and thickness were used in an optimum
design problem of the composites. A methodology aimed at determining the sensitivity of
global structural behaviour, (such as deformation or vibration modes) with respect to local
composite characteristics (such as the material constants of micro-constituents) is reported
in Fish and Ghoualli (2001). A general, a computational sensitivity study of the effective
properties of some periodic composite materials with linear elastic and transversely¥ ¦ §)¨ © §)ª¥ «;« §)¬%¦ ¨ ¥ ¨ ­® ¬¨ ¦g¥ ¦© ® ª§)© ¨ ® ¯L¥ ¬J°± ²"¥ ¦ ³¥µ´ ¶··¸)¹ º
Although the fatigue fracture of composites is a very important phenomena that
controls composite life, nevertheless, this problem has not yet been accounted for within
the framework of sensitivity analysis. To the best knowledge of the author there exists very
little literature devoted to the shape sensitivity analysis in fracture problems, albeit limited
to homogeneous materials (Saurin (2000), Feijoo et al. (2000), Taroco (2000), Chen et al.
(2001), Bonnet (2001)). Thus, there is a need for the introduction of sensitivity analysis
concepts to the problem of fatigue fracture of composite materials, such as laminates. This
might provide an additional understanding of these phenomena through the evaluation of
trends in composite failure behaviour under changes of individual design parameters. It
may therefore be possible to detect the most crucial design parameters that can be used
further in composite optimisation and probabilistic analysis. An accurate selection of
composite design parameters for this purpose can be undertaken from the existing classical
parameters (constituents’  properties and geometrical dimensions) as well as others that
have exhibited an influence on composite fatigue life (e.g. load frequency and ratio or
crack surface roughness). Moreover, the development of computationally efficient
approaches for the evaluation of gradients can then be used for computational optimisation
or reliability algorithms as well as the identification of model parameters in fatigue fracture
problems of composite materials.
The computational strategies towards sensitivity analysis exploiting existing FEM-
based software packages can provide a composite engineer with a useful tool. This allows
an analysis of the trade-off between the modification of composite design against fatigue
fracture through an improvement of desired composite quantities. Commercial FEM
software packages, such as ANSYS or ABAQUS which are based upon standard FEM
formulations (frequently displacement based) contain standard solution tools which are
frequently sufficient to carry out any linear or non-linear FEM analyses. However, few
packages e.g. NASTRAN (Haug et al. (1986)) posses implemented tools or strategies to
carry out numerical sensitivity analyses. Therefore, there is a strong need for the
development of computational strategies to the problem of the sensitivity analysis of
composite materials and their integration with common FEM packages. For this purpose,
these computational strategies can be formulated for particular computational composite
models (e.g. fatigue fracture models) and implemented with the special utilisation of FEM
based packages via flexible integration of the pre-processor, solver and post-processor.
Alternatively, sensitivity analysis can be carried out by taking an advantage of existing
mathematical packages such as Mathematica or Maple via so-called symbolic
computations. This would require the knowledge or direct derivation of closed-form
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analytical solutions for state or objective functions that describe composite response,
followed by symbolic differentiation of expressions that can, in-turn, be implemented into
available FEM based packages.
Fig. 3. Optimum computational environment for composite design
Hence, a development of a general purpose computer aided environment for
interactive composite design as shown in Fig. 3 is required. Such an optimum design
environment should consist of commercially available computer aided design (CAD)
packages such as AutoCAD, which are connected with commercial FEM based packages,
that perform the structural analysis of the composite response. Furthermore, the most
optimum approach to computational analysis of a composite problem (e.g. fatigue fracture
problem) ought to be complemented by computational sensitivity analysis, design
optimisation and probabilistic design analysis.
1.4. Motivation
The following summarising conclusions present a challenge that serves as a motive
to undertake this present work. Composite laminates are the subject of many modern
technology and engineering applications. Delamination is perhaps the most commonly
observed mode of failure in composite laminates, frequently originating from initial
interface crack-like defects. Understanding and predicting delamination growth under
certain static and dynamic cyclic loads enables composite service (fatigue) life to also be
predicted and optimised. Fatigue fracture performance of composite laminates can be
affected by factors such as the elastic properties of the constituent material, geometrical
dimensions and load frequency. These factors can be selected as design variables
(parameters) in the composite laminate optimisation process or as random variables
(parameters) in a probabilistic fatigue fracture analysis. Sensitivity analysis can be an
introductory step to composite laminate optimisation and probabilistic analysis. It enables
the generation of a relationship between design parameter changes and the corresponding
changes in objective functions, such as fatigue life. Moreover, sensitivity analysis makes it
possible to reveal the most crucial parameters that affect these objective functions and
hence it can introduce a new concept leading to better understanding, optimisation and
composite uncertainty analysis. Sensitivity analysis is especially convenient from the
composite engineering point-of-view when utilised with FEM-based formulation and
CAD
FEM
ANALYSIS
SENSITIVITY
ANALYSIS
PROBABILISTIC
DESIGN ANALYSIS
DESIGN
OPTIMISATION
SYMBOLIC
COMPUTATIONS
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related software. However, FEM software in its present form offers little help to a
composite engineer in identifying flexible ways to modify and improve composite design
through the utilisation of sensitivity analysis concepts. Thus, an elaboration of flexible
computational tools is an important task for composite engineering. Ideally these should
take advantage of existing FEM-based software. Utilisation of these tools or strategies
allows a composite engineer to carry out a systematic trade-off analysis and improve
composite design.
1.5. Goals
The purpose of this work is three-fold. The first goal is the elaboration and
computational implementation of an FEM-based numerical strategy for interface fatigue
crack propagation sensitivity analysis in elastic composite laminates. The second goal is
the numerical determination of displacement and stress fields near the tip, contact pressures
along crack surfaces, mixed mode angle, energy release rate and the number of cumulative
fatigue cycles. These quantities are investigated during delamination growth in a two
component curved boron/epoxy-aluminium (B/Ep-Al) hybrid composite laminate in two
material configurations subjected to constant amplitude cyclic static shear. The third aim of
the work is to utilise the developed and implemented sensitivity analysis strategy to
numerically evaluate sensitivity gradients of the total energy release rate, the number of
cumulative fatigue cycles and fatigue life. This evaluation is conducted with respect to the
design variables of the curved B/Ep-Al composite laminate, in two material configurations,
under cyclic static shear.
1.6. Outline
Chapter 2 contains a theoretical description of the problems addressed in this work.
The computational fatigue fracture model for a two-component elastic composite laminate
is then presented in chapter 3. The strong and weak forms of the present boundary value
problem (BVP) are presented in chapter 4. The weak formulation of the BVP is given by
means of the variational inequality and attention is paid to the solution method of this
inequality with ANSYS. The concept of isoparametric FEM approximation for the present
problem is presented and focused on the discretisation of composite domain, near the tip
region and delaminated contact surfaces. Chapter 4 ends with discrete forms of the BVP in
terms of algebraic equations, that are solved with ANSYS. Some fundamentals of
sensitivity analysis are presented in chapter 5. A justification of the chosen method of
sensitivity gradient evaluation with ANSYS is also given. The development and
implementation of the computational strategy for sensitivity analysis is presented in the
same chapter. Chapter 6 contains two computational illustrations on two-component
curved boron/epoxy-aluminium (B/Ep-Al) laminates. The results of interface fatigue crack
growth analysis in the B/Ep-Al composite are also presented in this chapter. Afterwards in
Chapter 6, sensitivity gradient results of TERR and CFCN are presented, with respect to
curved laminate design parameters. Chapter 7 contains the main conclusions resulting from
this work along with some recommendations for future work. Appendix A briefly describes
some aspects of the symbolic computations of sensitivity gradients in fatigue fracture
problems with the program Mathematica. Appendix B concerns the solution of the current
delamination frictional contact problem with ANSYS, and focuses on the efficiency and
1                                                                                                                                                        Introduction
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accuracy of the constraint treatment methods used, and resulting solution convergence.
Finally, Appendix C contains most input files to program ANSYS that were elaborated and
employed during the present study. The nomenclature and acknowledgements are given as
the last two parts of this work.
2                                                                                                                                   Definition of the problem
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2
Definition of the problem
The fatigue fracture behaviour of a composite laminate Ω  that consists of n=2
components nΩ  and contains an initial interfacial defect (pre-delamination) of length ao, as
shown in Fig. 4, is considered. The composite is subjected to repeatedly applied static loads
(cyclic static loads) of constant amplitude ∆σ=σmax-σmin and load ratio R=σmin/σmax=0
(σmin=0), where σmin and σmax denote the minimum and maximum value of applied load
during a single cycle, as shown in Fig. 5. These facts imply that ∆σ=σmax and for
description brevity σ=σmax will denote the maximum applied fatigue load throughout this
work. The composite body is defined in a two dimensional global rectangular coordinate
system X={ X1, X2} T as shown in Fig. 4. Effects of inertia and body forces as well as load
frequency effects are not considered here. Therefore the problem is time-independent,
although time serves as load tracking parameter in an incremental solution of the problem.
Each laminae nΩ  is considered as homogeneous isotropic material and characterised by its
constitutive elasticity tensor Cn defined in terms of two elastic constants En (Young’s
modulus) and νn (Poisson’s ratio). Small deformations of the composite laminate model are
only allowed. It is noted that the elastic constants’  values of the composite are assumed to
remain constant during composite fatigue process.
Fig. 4. A two component composite laminate model
The boundary of each laminae Ωn is divided into four parts as
Γn=Γσ(n)∪ Γu(n)∪ Γc(n)∪ ΓI and n=1,2; Γσ(n) denotes the part of composite boundary with
applied fatigue loads σ; Γu(n) describes boundary with prescribed displacements u ; Γc(n)
denotes crack surface of layer Ωn where contact with friction can occur; ΓI denotes an
RI
Γu(n)
Γσ(n)
ao
g
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u=0
∆σ
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interface of vanishing thickness, the so called interface, that perfectly bonds together both
composite constituents. The geometry of this interface is described by the interface radius
RI as shown in Fig. 4. It is noted that the boundary conditions at different composite parts
Γn are such that buckling problem is avoided.
Fig. 5. Loading profile
Crack surfaces Γc(1) and Γc(2) are considered here to be macromechanically smooth, in the
sense of lack of macro asperities and possible microasperities are approximated by constant
surface roughness defined by an isotropic dry friction coefficient µ. It is noted that possible
thermal (heat generation and conduction) and wear effects due to friction between sliding
delamination surfaces are neglected in this work. Potential contact surfaces are selected in
such a way that Γc(1) is the contact (or slave) surface, while Γc(2) is the target (or master)
surface, as shown in Fig. 6. Then, the normal distance between the crack surfaces Γc(1) and
Γc(2) is described by the so called gap function Ng , while the slip function Tg  describes a
relative movement of the crack surfaces in the tangential direction. The gap function and
slip functions are defined using two points P(1) and P(2) located on opposite crack surfaces
Γc(1) and Γc(2), respectively, and the right-hand basis of vectors n and t with its origin at the
master surface.
Fig. 6. Crack surface contact
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Actual values of n and t are defined at the point P(1)∈ Γc(1), whereas the contacting
points P(1) and P(2) must fulfil the following equation, the so called minimum distance
problem:
( )
2)2()1()2()1(min
min,d PPPP −= , (2.1)
where 
2
.  denotes the Euclidean vector norm.
Hence, the normal distance (gap) between points P(1) and P(2) is defined by
( ) nPP T)2()1(Ng −= (2.2)
while the relative displacement (slip) of P(1) with respect to P(2) takes the following form:
( ) tPP T)2()1(Tg −= (2.3)
It is noted at this point that the problem of slip velocity is not accounted for this work, thus
0gT =
»
.
Thus, the crack surfaces Γc(1) and Γc(2) undergo the slipping contact only if
0gN =  and 0gT ≠ (2.4)
and thus the contact forces ( )TTN12 f,f=f  must appear at point )1(c)1( Γ∈P , due to contact
with delamination surface )2(cΓ , as shown schematically in Fig. 6. Contact forces vector
may be expressed in terms of normal and tangential components as follows:
tnf TN
12 ff +=  thus ( ) nf T12Nf =  and ( ) tf T12Tf = (2.5)
Having defined the gap, slip and contact forces it is possible to describe the mechanical
behaviour between contacting delamination surfaces in the normal direction via the Hertz-
Signorini-Moreau conditions according to Curnier (1999) as follows:
0fg,0f,0g NNNN =≤≥ (2.6)
First term described in Eq (2.6) precludes penetration of delamination surfaces (a
geometric inequality condition of impenetrability or separation on the contact gap Ng ); the
second term excludes non-compressive tractions (a static inequality condition of
compression on the contact pressure fN); the third term of Eq (2.6) excludes contact
pressure when crack surfaces are at the distance Ng  from each other.
Then, the mechanical behaviour at the crack surfaces in the tangent direction is modelled
by the following static form of the Coulomb law of dry friction:
sT ff ≤ , where ( )max,Tth,TNs f;ffMinf +µ=  and (2.7)
                      If sT ff <  then 0gT = (2.8)
               Else if sT ff = then 0gT > , (2.9)
where the friction coefficient µ is assumed to be independent of the contact pressure fN in
this work. Model of friction described by Eqs (2.7)-(2.9) accounts for high contact pressure
levels via maximum frictional forces max,Tf  and cohesion sliding resistance via threshold
frictional force th,Tf . The maximum frictional forces are used to avoid composite
constituent yielding resulting from the large contact pressures Nf . The introduction of fT,th
enables to describe the crack surface resistance to sliding even if the contact pressure is
Nf =0. It is assumed that max,Tf  is very large in this work, while the cohesion sliding
resistance is set to fT,th=0. Moreover, Eq (2.8) describes the so called stick behaviour, while
slip is described by Eq (2.9). It is known fact that the friction criterion described by Eq¼ ½%¾ ¿)À"Á Â Ã Â ÄJÅÆ Â ÃÇ ÈÂyÉÊ Â Æ ËÌ Á Ê Ç Â Á Ê Í)ÎÏ%Ã Â ËÊ ÎÐÆ Ñ Ã Ç Ê Ì Ê Ç É¼ ÒÓÊ Ì ÈÑ Ô Í)ÕfÃ ÖÊJÑ ÎË}Ò×Á ØÙ¼ Ú Û¿Ü À À ¾
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Moreover, this is a non-associative criterion because the sliding direction is not normal to
the Coulomb’s cone, but co-linear to the friction contact force. Therefore, the classical
loading-unloading Kuhn-Tucker conditions for Coulomb’s friction can be defined as
follows:
( ) ( ) 0fF̂,0tF̂,0 TspTsp =λ≤≥λ (2.10)
to determine the plastic parameter λp that is used to compute the slip gT. The first
component in Eq (2.10) requires that the slip occurs in the direction opposite that of
applied frictional contact force fT; second term expresses Coulomb’s friction condition; the
last component in Eq (2.10) enforces the condition that slip may occur only when
( ) 0tF̂ Ts = .
Fig. 7. Friction model
The behaviour at non-cracked portion of the interface ΓI between composite
constituents is described in terms of gN and gT, and additional internal stresses σN(n) and
σT(n), n=1,2. The continuity of normal and tangential displacements is given by
0gand0g TN == , (2.11)
while the equilibrium of stresses is expressed as follows:
)2(N)1(N =  and )2(T)1(T = (2.12)
It is assumed that delamination propagates along the interface (without kinking out)
under applied fatigue loads. Thus, if the interface ΓI undergoes fatigue crack growth, then
conditions given by Eqs (2.11) and (2.12) must be simultaneously replaced by the Hertz-
Signorini-Moreau conditions (cf. Eq (2.6)) and Coulomb’s conditions (cf. Eqs (2.7)-(2.9)).
Further, the interface fatigue crack growth per cycle, da/dN, is assumed to be governed by
the following general law:
( )Lf
dN
da =  and ( )a,gL = , (2.13)
where f(L) is a function of appropriate loading parameter L, which enables a quantification
of the intrinsic resistance of the interface to delamination growth for different combinations
of applied stresses, composite geometry and crack geometry. Then, fatigue life is defined as
the number of fatigue cycles to propagate the crack from the initial length ao to some
critical dimension af as follows:
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( )∫=
f
o
a
a
f Lf
da
N
(2.14)
Now, it occurs a change in composite design parameters, that describe constituent
properties (En, νn), geometry (RI) and some additional phenomena such as friction (µ),
from their initial (or nominal) values to perturbed ones due to the change of design or their
statistical scatter. All nominal design parameters are grouped into one vector of nominal
design parameters bo={ bo1,...,bok,...,boD} . The vector of perturbed design parameters is
described by b=bo+∆b, where ∆b denotes the vector of design parameter perturbation; D
denotes the number of design parameters. Herein, it is assumed that all design parameters
are not correlated, thus the perturbation of the parameter bok, does not influence the value
of the parameter bom. A purpose is to find out the change of the objective function ℜ  such
as the loading parameter L and the fatigue life Nf due to the change of design parameter
value bok and estimate the most crucial parameters that affect the objective function. Some
further assumptions are utilised here. First, the design parameter increment ∆bk is time
invariant. Second, actual value bk deviates infinitesimally from the nominal value, thus the
parameter increment is very small, i.e. much smaller than the design parameter value
∆bk<< bok. The nominal value of the objective function is denoted by ℜ o(bok), while the
actual or so called perturbed one by ℜ (bk). Then, this actual objective function can be
extended into the Taylor’s series around bok as follows:
( ) ( )
( )
( )
( )
( )ϖ
ϖ
ϖ
∆
∂
ℜ∂
ϖ
++∆
∂
ℜ∂+∆
∂
∂ℜ+ℜ=ℜ k
k
2
k2
k
2
k
k
okok b
b!
1
...b
b2
1
b
b
bb
(2.15)
where ϖ denotes degree of series expansion. It is noted that partial derivatives expressed by
∂ are evaluated at nominal parameter values bok. According to the assumption stated above
that okk bb <<∆ , the Taylor series described by Eq (2.15) can be truncated to the linear
term as follows:
( ) ( ) ℜ∆+ℜ=ℜ okok bb  and k
k
b
b
∆
∂
∂ℜ=ℜ∆ (2.16)
where ∆ℜ  denotes perturbation of actual value of the objective function due to a design
parameter change. For finite values of ∆bk, the expression described by Eq (2.16) can be
considered a first order approximation of ℜ (bk). For infinitesimal parameter perturbations
Eq (2.16) is exact and can be used for the definition of the actual value of the objective
function. This fact is reported in Frank (1978) for the actual solution of some general
mechanical problem. Then, the absolute sensitivity of the objective function with respect to
design parameter bk is defined as the following limit:
( ) ( )
k
okkok
0b
absk
okabs b
bbb
lim
b
)b(S
k ∆
ℜ−∆+ℜ
=



∂
∂ℜ=
→∆
(2.17)
The actual value and design parameter-induced perturbation of the objective function can
be written in terms of absolute sensitivity as follows:
( ) ( ) ( ) kokabsokok bSbb ∆+ℜ=ℜ Ý  and ( ) ( ) kokk bbSb ∆=ℜ∆ (2.18)
It is noted that Eq (2.18) expresses the absolute sensitivity, that cannot be used in cases
where sensitivities of the objective function with respect to different design parameters are
to be compared. This comparison is the purpose of this work, thus the relative sensitivity or
classical sensitivity due to Bode (Frank (1978)) is utilised as follows:
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∂
∂ℜ=
(2.19)
Thus, the advantage of the formulation of relative sensitivity over the absolute one is that
the final outcome is dimensionless.
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Computational fatigue fracture model of elastic composite laminate
3.1. Fatigue crack growth
Growth of macroscopic cracks such as delaminations reduces significantly the
fatigue life of laminated composite structure. Thus, one of the goals of fatigue design is to
develop reliable methods for characterising the delamination growth rate. This can be done
in the framework of the fracture mechanics theory using appropriate loading parameters
(Liu (1991)). These loading parameters should quantify the material resistance to fatigue
growth of delamination and at the same time be a basis for elaboration of damage tolerance
and durability design criteria. The primary parameters, which control the delamination size
increment during a cycle is the range of applied stresses, ∆σ, and the actual crack length, a.
The crack growth per cycle for load ratio R≠0 is given by
( )a,,faa minmaxi1i =−+ (3.1)
Fatigue growth of delamination can be treated as a continuous function of variable N
(fatigue cycles number). Then, equivalent differential equation takes the following form:
( )a,,f
dN
da
minmax=
(3.2)
where max and min  are treated as continuous or piece-wise continuous functions of N.
Instead of max and min  other variables can be utilised, such as stress range (or cyclic
stress) and stress (or load) ratio as follows:
( )R,a,f
dN
da ∆= (3.3)
Further reduction of the number of controlling parameters can be attained by utilisation of
the fracture parameter range, generally denoted as ∆L, that leads to
( )Lf
dN
da ∆=  and minmax LLL −=∆
(3.4)
and more explicitly, as a special case in the form of the well known empirical Paris-like
equation
( )mLC
dN
da ∆= , (3.5)
where C and m are empirical constant and exponent, respectively, that are dependent on
material microstructure, environment, temperature and load ratio R as reported in Suresh
(1998). Eq (3.5) holds for fixed values of the load ratio and fixed environmental
conditions. For fixed environmental conditions and R=0, as assumed in this work, the
fatigue crack growth is influenced only by ∆L.
It is known that there exist usually three different regimes of fatigue delamination
growth as shown schematically in Fig. (8). In the regime I delamination does not propagate
or grows at nondetectable rates. Then, the regime II exhibits linear variation of loge(da/dN)
with loge(∆L), and finally high ∆L values in the regime III lead to delamination growth rate
increase, that causes catastrophic failure. Hence, a sufficiently general form of fatigue
17
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delamination growth based on aforementioned regimes is required and similarly to Bolotin
(1999) is given by
( ) ( )
( ) 3
21
m
maxc
m
thmax
m
th
1
LL
LLLL
C
dN
da
−
−∆−∆
=
(3.6)
where C1, m1, m2 and m3 are positive empirical constants; ∆Lth and Lth are threshold
quantities of ∆L and Lmax, respectively; Lc is the critical value of loading parameter in
fatigue, that not necessarily coincides with the critical value in the static case due to far
field damage, that can change conditions at the fatigue delamination tip. Thus,
0dNdaLL
0dNdaLL
thmax
th
=→<
=→∆<∆ (3.7)
and it is noted that parameters that enters Eq (3.7) depend on many factors e.g. on load
ratio R.
Fig. 8. Fatigue growth of delamination
The proper choice of a fracture parameter that must define ∆L is a crucial point in an
analysis of delamination growth and further life prediction of composite laminate.
Interlaminar cracks as delamination in laminated composite structures are as common as
fatigue cracks for conventional metallic structures, as reported in Bolotin (1999). Therefore
there exists some amount of work in the literature that utilises the conventional stress
intensity factor (SIF) range, ∆K, (Hojo et al. (1994)) as the driving force for crack growth
in composite laminates, which replaces ∆L in Eq (3.5) as follows:
( )mKC
dN
da ∆= (3.8)
Although delaminations are as typical as metal cracks, nevertheless interlaminar cracks
usually lie between two laminae (or composite constituents) of different elastic moduli.
Therefore, use of the conventional SIF for correlating the delamination growth rate is
questionable by the fact that more than one SIF component is present at the delamination
tip, as it is presented in the next section of this chapter. In order to resolve this problem and
properly define the interface fatigue crack driving force, Chan and Davidson (1989)
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expressed ∆K in terms of J-integral and evaluated it quantitatively on the basis of applied
loads.
Recent works have focused on the so called energy release rate (ERR) as the
fracture parameter that describe fatigue growth of delamination in laminated composite
materials (Dahlen and Springer (1994), Schön (2000), Jia and Davalos (2004)). The ERR
based on the LEFM for interface cracks enables to describe fatigue growth of delamination
between laminae of different properties, therefore it is selected as the delamination driving
force in this work. The total ERR (TERR) range consists of two contributions,
∆GT=∆G1+∆G2, the so called opening (∆G1) and shear (∆G2) modes. Due to assumption
that one mode prevails the other (∆GT=∆G1 or ∆GT=∆G2) due to specific boundary
conditions and for R=0 (GT,min=0 and GT,max=GT) conditions the Paris-like equation can be
given by
( ) 1mT1 GCdN
da = (3.9)
C1 and m1 are similar to C and m. It is noted, that in the case of thermomechanical fatigue
delamination propagation it is necessary to apply the following equation (Figiel andÞß à"á â ãáµä åææç)ß è è é
( ) 2mthmax,Tthmin,T2 GGCdN
da −= (3.10)
where thmax,T
th
min,T G,G  correspond to the thermomechanical TERR calculated at the
minimum and maximum temperatures at a given cycle. It is noted that the power
coefficient m2 was found in Iost (1993) to be temperature dependent for metals.
It is further noted that C1 and m1 from Eq (3.9) can be approximated based on the
knowledge of two points on the II regime line of the loge[da/dN]-loge[GT] diagram
presented in Fig. 8, as reported in Schön (2000). The first point can be found using the
threshold values (da/dN)th and GT,th, while the second point is available considering a
critical delamination growth rate, (da/dN)c, at which the energy release rate range reaches
its critical value, Gc, as for quasi-static loading. Similar concept is applied in this work
based on the experimental knowledge of (da/dN)th, GT,th and the fatigue law exponent m1.
Thus, one point of the loge[da/dN]-loge[GT] diagram is known. Therefore, it is possible to
determine the fatigue constant C1 from the following relation:
( )
( ) 1mth,T
th
1
G
dNda
C =
(3.11)
Then, the knowledge about C1, m1 and GT enables to predict the delamination growth per
cycle (cf. Eq (3.9)) and composite fatigue life, Nf, as presented in the following section.
It is noted that all the aforementioned descriptions of the fatigue growth of delamination
are deterministic. For the stochastic treatment of the laws describing fatigue crack growth,
the reader is referred to Sobczyk and Spencer (1997).
3.2. Formulation of the computational model for  composite fatigue fracture
The computational model of fatigue fracture is formulated using the local approach
of fracture mechanics and a defect-tolerant approach of mechanics of fatigue. Therefore,
only a part of the composite laminate model presented in Fig. 4 is used in this formulation.
Namely, it is a region near the delamination tip between two composite constituents’
domains Ω1 and Ω2 characterised by two different elasticity tensors C1 and C2,
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respectively. This region is described in local rectangular Cartesian coordinate system
x={ x1,x2} T and related local cylindrical coordinate system r={ r,θ} T with their origins fixed
at the delamination tip. It is assumed that cyclic stresses applied to the composite laminate
are small enough to assume elastic field ahead of the delamination tip. Any inelastic
microphenomena near the delamination tip such as microcracking is neglected in this work.
Then, it is considered that during fatigue propagation of delamination and/or for certain
combination of laminae properties, delamination surfaces can come into contact with
friction near the tip. Thus, the model is formulated for two different situations as it shown
in Fig. 9.
a b
Fig. 9. Possible near tip behaviour (a) opened crack tip (b) closed crack tip
First situation is referred to delamination surfaces, which are out of mechanical
contact near the tip, and this results in an opened tip, as shown in Fig. 9a. Second situation
pertains to delamination surfaces being in contact with friction over a distance c, that
causes closed delamination tip, as shown in Fig. 9b. It is necessary to distinguish between
these two situations, since there exist two essentially different singularities near the
delamination tip. This is especially important, when one considers the local failure criterion
based on the precise knowledge of stress conditions near the delamination tip. Ultimately,
it is noted that in both cases, the delamination surfaces are allowed to come into contact
with friction far away from the tip, irrespectively from the situations near the crack tip.
3.2.1. Opened delamination tip
In this case cyclic loads, composite geometry and constituent properties’
combination lead to the opened delamination tip (cf. Fig. 9a). Maximum cyclic loads, σ,
applied to composite boundary Γσ(n) generate near tip fields of maximum cyclic stresses, σt,
and maximum relative displacements, gt. A distribution of these fields around the crack tip
is described by the so called oscillatory solution of the LEFM for interface cracks.
Therefore, the singular part of the stress field near the crack tip is given in this case by
[ ] ( ) [ ] ( )εθσ
π
+εθσ
π
=
εε
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r2
rIm
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r2
rRe II
i
I
i
t KK (3.12)
whereas corresponding near tip displacements are given as follows:
[ ] ( ) [ ] ( )εθ
π
+εθ
π
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where K=K1+iK2 is the complex SIF, such that it consists of real and imaginary
components, K1 and K2, consecutively; ( )εθσ ,~ II,I  and ( )εθ,u~ II,I  are the so called angular
functions and reported in Deng (1995). Solutions described by Eqs (3.12)-(3.13) stem from
the asymptotic near tip fields and were first derived and reported in Williams (1959) using
Airy’s stress function and an eigen-expansion technique. Further, they were obtained
through a complex functions’  representation based on a complete series expansion as
reported in Rice (1988). Asymptotic fields described by Eqs (3.12)-(3.13) posses an
oscillatory singularity as r→0, due to material mismatch defined in terms of the so called
oscillation index (or mismatch parameter) ε given by (Hutchinson and Suo (1992))




β+
β−
π
=ε
1
1
ln
2
1 (3.14)
that is nonzero for interface cracks between dissimilar materials and where
( ) ( )
( ) ( )11
11
1221
1221
+κµ++κµ
−κµ−−κµ
=β
(3.15)
is the second Dundur’s elastic mismatch parameter; µn is the Kirchhoff’s (or shear)
modulus, while κn denotes the Kolosov’s constant of n-th composite constituent, and the
latter is given by
( ) ( )
î


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ν+ν−=κ
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(3.16)
It is noted that particular oscillatory singularity described by Eqs (3.12)-(3.13) differs from
the conventional square root singularity for cracks in homogeneous materials for which
mismatch parameter is ε=0. According to this specific singularity, stresses can manifest a
pronounced oscillatory character, which in turn can lead to interpenetrating delamination
surfaces near the tip. This oscillation behaviour can thereby be physically unrealistic. The
size of the oscillation zone though is usually very small for engineering composites, as
reported in Chan and Davidson (1989), due to relatively small mismatches in constituents’
elastic properties. Therefore, the oscillatory behaviour is neglected for purposes of an
engineering analysis of composites.
Delamination propagation along the interface (without kinking out or branching)
under fatigue loads is studied here. Therefore it is sufficient to analyse stresses on the
interface ahead of the tip (r, θ=0), or displacements behind the crack tip (r,±π) expressed as
follows (Hutchinson and Suo (1992)):
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where ro denotes the so called characteristic length. It is noted that an introduction of the
characteristic length ro is an attempt to produce dimensionally meaningful results for the
SIFs, K1 and K2. The characteristic length is an arbitrary scaling length, but is preferable to
choose ro as some material length, invariant to differences of crack size or other overall
geometric dimensions, as reported in Rice (1988). Moreover, Eeff denotes the effective
stiffness and it is given by Hutchinson and Suo (1992)
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It is noted that the effective stiffness described by Eq (3.19) represents the Voigt or the so
called lower bounds on effective moduli of composite models composed of series and
parallel elements (Christensen (1979)) with equal volume fraction.
The stresses t22σ  and 
t
12σ  are coupled, but the combinations of fracture modes is defined
precisely by the mixed mode angle as follows (Dollhofer (2000)):
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The mixed mode angle denotes a contribution of fracture modes 1 and 2, and generally it is
confined within the range of orΨ ∈ (0deg, ±180deg) (Dollhofer (2000)), although for
purposes of fracture mechanics is frequently enclosed within orΨ ∈ (0deg, ±90deg). The
open range reflects the mixed mode nature of delamination growth between constituents of
different elastic properties, therefore principally the pure modes 1 ( orΨ =0deg) or 2
( orΨ =90deg) do not occur. However, in some cases the mixed mode angle is very close to
its lower and upper bounds, therefore it can be assumed that delamination growth is driven
only by a prevailing mode. Moreover, it is noted that mixed mode angle is one of the
parameters that control fatigue crack growth trajectories as reported in Shaw et al. (1994).
Then, for the cyclic variation of the applied stress and R=0, the fatigue propagation
of delamination is controlled by the maximum TERR expressed as follows:
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It is noted that the origin of Eq (3.21) is based on the crack closure concept of Irwin (1957)
proposed for cracks in homogeneous materials. Then, the final form of Eq (3.21) was
proposed and is reported in Malyshev and Salganik (1965). Thus, determination of the
TERR described by Eq (3.21) requires knowledge of laminae elastic constants and mode 1
and 2 SIFs. The closed form of SIFs can be derived either from stresses and displacements
through utilisation of Eqs (3.17)-(3.18) and the following relationships:
ϕ+ϕ=ϕ sinicosei  and ϕ−ϕ=ϕ− sinicose i (3.22)
Introduction of Eq (3.22) into Eqs (3.17)-(3.18) yields after some mathematical
manipulations following closed form expressions for SIFs
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in terms of near tip stresses, and
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through near tip displacements, where
( )πεπ=Λ coshE
r
2
8
1 eff (3.27)
Thus, Eqs (3.23)-(3.26) are computable expressions for SIFs, which require a knowledge
about composite constituents’  material properties and the solution of the specific boundary
value problem (BVP). If this BVP is solved by the finite element method (FEM), as in this
work, the nodal SIFs can be computed from nodal values of displacements and stresses.
Then, the final SIFs at the delamination tip can be obtained e.g. via the so called
extrapolation method, as reported in Aliabadi and Rooke (1991). The linear extrapolation
technique based on the method of least-squares is used to compute SIFs K1,2 as follows:
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where nk is nodes’  number; K i(1,2) denotes values of SIFs 1 and 2 at node nk; ri is the
distance between node nk and delamination tip.
3.2.2. Closed delamination tip
In the case when the delamination surfaces are closed and slide over each other
during delamination growth due to applied cyclic loads, the local shear and normal stresses
near the tip are described by
( )λπ
=σ
r2
K 2t
12
(3.30)
in the front of the tip along the composite interface (r,0), and
( )
( )λπ
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12  and 
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sinK 2t
22 (3.31)
behind the delamination tip (r,±π), where λ  describes a singularity of the near tip stress
field that depends on the friction coefficient µ in the following way:
( ) µβ=λπcot (3.32)
It is noted that Eqs (3.30)-(3.32) were originally proposed by Comninou (1977) to resolve
the problem of the stress oscillatory singularity of the LEFM for opened tip interface
cracks. It is observed from Eqs (3.30)-(3.31) that shear stresses are singular on both sides
of the delamination tip. The normal stresses ahead of the tip are not singular, but can be
large as reported in Comninou (1990), while they are singular behind the tip with λ=0.5.
Therefore, it is possible to define the SIF, KI, behind the tip, which is always negative and
can be related with singular shear stresses ahead of the tip in the following way (Comninou
(1990)):
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2I KK β±= (3.33)
where ‘+’  corresponds to the interface being on the left side of the tip, while ‘–‘  denotes
opposite situation.
It is noted that Eq (3.32) predicts the square root tip stress singularity (λ=0.5) for
frictionless contact (µ=0), which resembles that of the classical mode II linear elastic field
ahead of the crack tip in an isotropic and homogeneous solid (K2=KII). However, in the
general and real frictional case the stress exponent is λ≠1/2. In turn, this can result in the
weak and strong singularities as follows (Comninou (1977)):
2
1<λ  for 0>µβ  (weak singularity) (3.34)
2
1>λ  for 0<µβ  (strong singularity) (3.35)
that demonstrate singularity dependence on the slip direction. Then, it is observed that the
stress exponent can be alternatively derived numerically from Eq (3.30) to be compared
with Eq (3.32). This can be done by taking a natural logarithm of both sides of Eq (3.30)
and after some simple rearrangements it leads to the following expression:
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=λ (3.36)
Numerical values of K2 and σ12 are dependent on the distance from the delamination tip, r,
therefore λ can be determined via linear extrapolation as r→0.
Further, the tangent (or sliding) component of crack surface displacements behind the
crack-tip (r,±π) were originally derived by Sun and Qian (1998) and are given by
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212
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where the coefficient γ is expressed through (Qian and Sun (1998))
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Then, the TERR for a finite delamination extension a∆  in the presence of friction can be
approximated under plane stress conditions from (Sun and Qian (1998))
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where ( ).Γ  is the Euler’s gamma function. There is a requirement for finite size of ∆a,
which is dictated by the fact that the TERR diminishes as 0a →∆  and λ<1/2, while it
becomes unbounded as 0a →∆  and λ>1/2.
It is noted the evaluation of Eq (3.39) utilises the crack closure concept of Irwin (1957), but
accounts for work done by the shear stresses and sliding displacements only. Moreover, the
TERR described by Eq (3.39) does not include the dissipative energy due to friction during
delamination extension, and therefore can be regarded as energy expended solely for
delamination growth, as reported in Sun and Qian (1998).
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3.2.3. Fatigue life prediction
Cyclic variation of loads σ applied to the composite laminate with initial
delamination ao, leads to a delamination growth that can be described by the TERR range,
∆GT. Thus, the delamination growth per cycle, da/dN, for GTmin=0 is related to
∆GT=GTmax=GT by the Paris-like power function relationship
( ) 1mT1 GCdN
da = (3.40)
where C1 and m1 were described in preceding section and description of GT depends on the
contact conditions near the tip during delamination propagation.
Further, the fatigue life or the number of fatigue cycles to composite failure can be
computed by integrating of Eq (3.40) from the initial delamination ao to the critical
delamination length af as follows:
( )∫=
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f
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N , (3.41)
where the final length is identified with the total length of the interface in this work. It is
noted that in order to estimate the fatigue life, Nf, it is necessary to divide the delamination
length range from ao to af into small delamination length increments, ∆a. Then, it is
possible to determine the fatigue cycles number increment, ∆N, which corresponds to ∆a as
follows:
( ) 1mT1 GC
a
N
∆=∆ (3.42)
Then, it is possible to compute the cumulative fatigue cycles number (CFCN), Nc at
delamination length ai+1, based on the knowledge of GT at ai, the CFCN at ai and the
increment ∆N as follows:
( ) ( ) NaNaN ic1ic ∆+=+ (3.43)
The fatigue life can be determined as the sum of all fatigue cycles number increments from
the following relation:
∑
=
∆=
an
1i
if NN (3.44)
where na denotes the number of delamination length increments; ∆Ni can be obtained from
Eq (3.42) for a given fatigue crack growth increment.
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FEM based computational delamination contact problem and solution
4.1 Boundary value problem
Computation of the TERR and CFCN, thus fatigue life of composite laminate
requires knowledge of its fields of displacements and stresses resulting from applied loads.
In order to obtain these state variables, especially in the vicinity of the crack tip, it is
necessary to solve the following static boundary value problem (BVP) during delamination
growth:
                               ( ) 0Div n =                             in nΩ (4.1)
                               ( ) ( )[ ]Tnnn 2
1
uu ∇+∇=         in nΩ
(4.2)
                               nnn C=                              on nΩ (4.3)
                               )n(snn fn =                            on )n(σΓ (4.4)
                               0n =u                                    on )n(uΓ (4.5)
where the equations denote the equilibrium equation, kinematical relation, constitutive
equation and are complemented by traction (Neumann) as well as displacement (Dirichlet)
boundary conditions, respectively. Particularly, σn is the Cauchy stress tensor at a point Xn
in the interior of composite constituent Ωn. Then, εn is the linear Green-Lagrangian strain
tensor written in terms of the displacement field in un. Further Cn denotes the elasticity
tensor of the n-th composite constituent, nn is the outward normal of the surface of the
composite constituent and fs(n) denotes the applied traction on Γσ(n). This system of
equations is complemented by the Hertz-Signorini-Moreau and Coulomb contact
conditions holding at delamination surfaces presented in Chapter 2. Then for purposes of
this work, the equations’  system must be solved for displacements and stresses at
maximum applied load σ during a single fatigue cycle (cf. Fig. 5) and specified
delamination length a. Therefore, the present BVP corresponds to a sequence of static
solutions at subsequent delamination lengths. The overall number of the BVP solutions is
equal to a given number of delamination length increments ∆a. Knowledge of
displacements and stresses obtained from the BVP solution enables to determine the TERR
at specified a, and compute the CFCN from the empirically based law of the fatigue growth
of delamination.
4.2 Var iational formulation of the problem
The FEM is applied here to solve the nonlinear BVP presented in the previous
section, thus the variational formulation of the problem or weak form of Eqs (4.1)-(4.5)
makes it possible to obtain governing FEM equations. It is frequently based on the
principle of virtual work and it is equivalent to equations of equilibrium and the
mechanical boundary conditions of the considered body. The variational approach leads to
26
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the principle of minimum potential energy in the small displacement theory of elasticity
(Washizu (1982)), when the existence of a strain energy function is assured and the
external forces are kept unchanged during displacement variation  In the finite
displacement theory of elasticity, the principle of virtual work leads to the establishment of
the principle of stationary potential energy when the existence of a strain energy function of
the body material and potential functions of the external forces is assured Washizu (1982).
Thus, variational principle or formulation of an elasticity problem provides the governing
equations of the problem as stationary conditions and, in that sense, is equivalent to Eqs
(4.1)-(4.5). For details on variational principles in elasticity and plasticity, the reader is
referred to Washizu (1982).
The weak form of Eqs (4.1)-(4.5) can be obtained in different ways. For instance,
the equilibrium equations (4.1) can be multiplied by the corresponding test function or
virtual displacement nuδ  that fulfils the following conditions due to contact (Simo and
Laursen (1992))
0nn ≤δ nu  on )n(cΓ  if gN=0 (4.6)
Then these equilibrium equations should be integrated over the composite constituent
domain Ωn. This approach is equivalent to the virtual work produced by the stresses and
the virtual strains due to the virtual displacements as well as the virtual work stemming
from the external loads. This is given by the following variational inequality:
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where σn=σn(un) is a function of the displacement through the constitutive and kinematical
relations. It is noted that the term which includes Γu(n) does not enter Eq (4.7), since δun
satisfies the Dirichlet boundary conditions, δun=0 on Γu(n).
Due to the inequality constraint on the displacement field (cf. Eq (4.6)) the contact problem
is nonlinear even in case of linear elasticity. The problem described by Eq (4.7) must be
reduced to a variational equality to be handled within the framework of classical FEM.
This can be done by the so called active set strategies (Wriggers (2002), Laursen (2002))
through removing the restrictions referred to consideration of the variations limitations δun,
on account of introduction of additional contact contributions ℑ c as follows:
0c =ℑ+ℑ (4.8)
where ℑ c considers contact constraints either in the normal or tangential direction.
Particularly, the contact contributions can be introduced via e.g. the penalty (PE) or
Lagrangian multipliers (LM) method, or combination of both so-called the augmented
Lagrangians (AL) method within active set strategies. It is noted though that there exist
some other methods to solve inequality given by Eq (4.7) such as e.g. based on
mathematical programming (Klarbring (1999)).
A classical method within active set strategies is utilisation of Lagrange multipliers
to add constraints in the normal and tangential direction to a weak form in the following
form:
( )∫
Γ
Γδλ+δλ=ℑ
c
cTTNN
LM
c dgg (4.9)
along with the enforcement of the contact constraints
( ) 0dgg
c
cTTNN =Γδλ+δλ∫
Γ
(4.10)
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where λN and λT are Lagrange multipliers, which are additional variables introduced over
Γc. The Lagrange multiplier λN can be identified as the normal contact force fN, then δgN is
the variation of the normal gap. In case of pure stick the slip gT is zero which yields a
constraint equation from which λT follows a reaction and thus represents a Lagrangian
multiplier. In the case of sliding it corresponds to tangential contact force vector Tf  which
is determined from the constitutive law for frictional slip. The main drawbacks of the LM
technique are:
•  increased number of resulting algebraic equations to be solved
•  presence of zero terms along the main diagonal of the coefficient matrix of algebraic
equations
These drawbacks motivate to consider the PE regularisation that is achieved by the
replacement of Lagrange multilpiers by
NNN g=∈λ  and TTT g=∈λ (4.11)
where ∈ N and ∈ T are known as the penalty parameters in the normal and tangential
directions respectively. Then, the penalty contact contribution to the weak form (cf. Eq
(4.7)) has the following form:
( )∫
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Γδ∈+δ∈=ℑ
c
cTTTNNN
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c dgggg (4.12)
It is noted that the solution of the Lagrange multiplier method can be recovered from the
penalty formulation for ∈ N→∞ and ∈ T→∞. However, such large values of ∈ N and ∈ T will
lead to an ill-conditioned numerical problem and moreover the contact conditions will be
approximately satisfied. These difficulties lead to the method of augmented Lagrangians
(AL), where Lagrange multipliers are represented in the following way:
NNNN gˆ ∈+λ=λ  and TTTT gˆ ∈+λ=λ (4.13)
for which the contact contribution takes the following form:
( ) ( ){ }∫
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where Nλ̂  and Tλ̂  are estimates of the Lagrange multipliers. If these estimates are correct
Lagrange multipliers, then gN=0 on Γc. It is noted that search for correct Lagrange
multipliers is done through an iterative process. This leads to a double loop algorithm
(Simo and Laursen (1992)) in which the Lagrange multipliers are held constant during an
iteration loop to solve the weak form in the inner loop. Then within an outer loop the
Lagrange multiplier which is unknown, is updated to a new value via (Simo and Laursen
(1992))
1i
T,NT,N
i
T,N
1i
T,N gˆˆ
++ ∈+λ=λ (4.15)
This double algorithm is known as the Uzawa algorithm as reported in Wriggers (2002). It
is noted that the exploitation of the augmented Lagrangian method can generally make
lower the penalty parameters’  values and speed up the solution convergence, and finally
correct the solution via the augmentation procedure.
4.3. Isoparametr ic discretisation of composite domain, delamination tip and contact
sur faces
The composite constituent domains Ωn are discretized by E finite elements. This
discretisation of Ωn leads to its geometrical approximation hnΩ  given by
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The configuration of one finite element is hn)n(e Ω⊂Ω , then 
h
nΩ∂  denotes the boundary of
the discretisation hnΩ , which in general is an approximation of the function describing the
real boundary nΩ∂ . The principal idea of the isoparametric finite element formulation is to
achieve the relationship between the element displacements at any point and the element
nodal displacements directly through the utilisation of interpolation (or shape) functions.
Furthermore, the geometry and displacements are approximated by the same shape
functions in the isoparametric approach
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where xh and uh are the co-ordinates and displacements at any point of the finite element;
Ni denotes element shape functions; ne is the element nodes’  number. It is noted that
displacements are basic variables, that are discretised with the isoparametric formulation of
the finite element. Therefore the current approach is qualified as compatible or
displacement-based approach (Bathe (1996)). The shape functions are defined in the
natural co-ordinate system of the finite element, which has variables ζ1 and ζ2 that each
vary from –1 to +1. The fundamental property of the shape functions is that its value in the
natural co-ordinate system is unity at node ne and zero at all other nodes. Using this
property, the shape functions, which correspond to specific nodes can be solved in a
systematic manner. The discretisation of composite constituents’  domains is carried out
using the eight node plane structural solid element of 2×2 integration points in this work.
This element is implemented in program ANSYS as PLANE82, and it is shown in Fig. 10,
and has quadratic shape functions reported in Zienkiewicz and Taylor (2000).
Quadrilateral solid element Collapsed quadrilateral solid element
Fig. 10. PLANE82 elements for composite domain and delamination tip discretisations
It is known that specific stress singularities exist at the delamination tip. Therefore, there is
a need for finite elements that contain the required stress singularities and can be effective
for determination of fracture parameters. Simple and attractive finite elements are those
involving singular geometric transformations which can be introduced either directly or
through distorting the higher-order (eight node) isoparametric finite elements, as e.g.
PLANE82, to six node triangular finite elements and shifting of mid-side nodes to quarter
node location, as shown in Fig. 10. As a result of it, the nodes I,J,M are collapsed to one
x1
x2
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ζ2
K
IJ
L
M
N
O
P
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node, while nodes N and P are shifted to quarter points to produce the square-root
singularity ( r1 ) at these nodes and in the interior of element. The shape functions of
collapsed six node triangular element with three integration points are reported in Bathe
(1996).
An alternative way of accounting for proper stress singularity can be used via
special finite elements employing analytical asymptotic functions. This can be done
through the enrichment of isoparametric finite elements by a combination of the usual
polynomial displacement interpolation augmented by the known asymptotic solution at the
desired point of singularity. Another approach could take advantage of the so called hybrid
finite elements, where relevant field variables in the element need not, a priori, satisfy the
requirement of interelement displacement compatibility and/or interelement traction
reciprocity, as reported in Atluri and Nakagaki (1986). Therefore, the known asymptotic
solutions for stresses and/or displacements can be incorporated in the element without
worrying about the interelement conditions a priori. A benefit of such a formulation is the
ability to directly yield the solution for fracture parameters, thus eliminating the need for
extrapolation techniques.
Contact surface discretisation can be carried out with ANSYS in several different
ways depending on the purpose of analysis. If the contact model does not account for
friction phenomenon and two bodies are in bonded contact it is useful to utilise constraint
equations or coupled degrees of freedom (DOF) provided by ANSYS (Schüller et al.
(1999)). Otherwise, it is effective and convenient to use contact elements. ANSYS supports
different types of contact elements: point-to-point (CONTAC12), point-to-ground
(CONTAC26), point-to-segment (CONTAC48), segment-to-segment (e.g. CONTA172-
TARGE169), point-to-surface (CONTAC49) and surface-to-surface (e.g. CONTA174-
TARGE170) elements. Two contact element types were initially considered to be used in
the present work, namely 2D three node point-to-segment (CONTAC48) of three DOF
(two translations and temperature) at each node and 2D three node segment-to-segment
contact pair CONTA172-TARGE169 of three DOF (two translations and temperature) at
each node. Ultimately, the latter contact element type was chosen due to the following
main reasons:
•  these elements support higher order solid elements (PLANE82) and hence allow
modelling of curved crack surfaces
•  crack surface discretisation require fewer contact elements than the point-to-segment
elements, hence resulting in less disc space and computational processing utility (CPU)
•  provide very efficient results and their visualisation required for present engineering
purposes
The shape functions of 2D segment-to-segment element shown in Fig. 11 are the
same as for three-node truss finite element and can be found e.g. in Bathe (1996). It is
noted that interpolations for Lagrange multipliers, gap and slip functions defined on ec
contact element described by nc nodes are given as follows:
∑
=
λ=λ
cn
1i
)i(N,Ti
h
T,N M  and ∑
=
=
cn
1i
)i(T,Ni
h
T,N gNg
(4.18)
where M i and Ni are shape functions described in the natural coordinates, which can be the
same.
Contact is detected at two points which coincide with two gaussian integration points in the
interior of the element as it is shown in Fig. 11. Thus the contact constraints are expressed
at integration points and thereby they are called under-integrated compatible elements, that
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makes them similar to the contact elements based on the mixed variational principles,
where displacement and contact stress fields are discretised independently as reported in
Cescotto and Charlier (1993).
Fig. 11. CONTA172-TARGE169 contact pair
It is noted that contact elements CONTA172-TARGE169 are described by a set of key-
options and real constants. All these parameters are related to e.g. contact element stiffness
or choice of the contact algorithm and they are described in Appendix B for the present
problem.
4.4. FEM solution of the delamination contact problem with fr iction
The weak form of the BVP after discretisation and utilisation of the fundamental
variations’  theorem (Washizu (1982)) can be arranged in the form of nonlinear finite
element equations as follows:
( ) ( ) acc ,ˆˆ FuFuF =+ (4.19)
complemented by constraints equation
( ) 0,ˆ c =uH , (4.20)
F, Fc,Fa are internal, contact and applied force vectors, respectively; û  is the global vector
of nodal displacements; H is the vector related to the Lagrange multipliers.
Then, the incremental form of the FEM equations (4.19) and (4.20) is given for e-thê ë ìë í îî ï î ð"î ì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where KT is the tangent stiffness matrix in the absence of contact; K cT is the matrix
associated with the tangential contact conditions; K cN and 
N
cNK  are matrices associated
with the normal contact conditions; R and Rλ are force residual vector and force vector
associated with Lagrange multipliers, respectively; λc is the vector of all Lagrange
multipliers associated with the nc active contact constraints
[ ]
cc TnNnTkNk1TN1c
,,...,,,...,, λλλλλλ= (4.22)
It is noted that vectors R and Rλ contain the normal penalty parameter ∈ N; vectors K cT and
Fc contain either ∈ N or ∈ T depending on the stick or slip contact conditions.
2L
N M L
I J K
ζ2
ζ1
TARGE169
CONTA172
integration points
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Elimination of the Lagrange multipliers from Eq (4.21) leads to the following equation    
	  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  

  
( ) ( ){ } ( ){ } )e(1-NcNcN(e))e(TNcN1-NcNcNcTT -ˆ λ=∆−+ RKKRuKKKKK (4.23)
Moreover, it is necessary to update the contact tractions during solution. ANSYS
carries this out by integration of the Coulomb’s friction law using the backward Euler
scheme (Crisfield (1991)) and return mapping strategy (Giannakopoulos (1989)). For this
purpose, the trial values of the Coulomb’s friction condition sF̂  and frictional (tangential)
force vector fT at load step l+1 can be expressed in terms of their values at preceding load
step l as follows:
( ))l(T)1l(TT)l(Ttrial )1l(T ggff −∈+= ++ (4.24)
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The return mapping algorithm is completed by
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Since the Coulomb’s law is non-associated, then the tangent stiffness matrix (cf. Eq (4.21))
for the sliding case is non-symmetric.
The incremental-iterative scheme must be applied to solve the following nonlinear     "! $#  %  &'(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where
( ) ( ){ } )i(TNcN-1NcNcNcTT)i(~ KKKKKK −+= (4.29)
( ){ } )i(1-NcNcN)i( -~ λ= RKKRR (4.30)
The response vector of the preceding load step l is selected as initial estimates for the
response vector at the current load step (l+1). Equations above are solved for incremental
displacements )i(û∆ .
4.5. Estimation of the discretisation error
There are different approximations within the finite element method such as e.g.
those related to finite geometrical approximations of the domain on which the BVP is
defined. These approximations are sources for errors inherent in the finite element method.
Herein, it is focused on the estimation of errors resulting from the finite element
discretisation. These errors display the error distribution of the finite element solution, thus
the knowledge of it makes it possible to construct new mesh which yields a better FEM
approximate solution. Particularly, the usual continuity assumption used in many
displacement based FEM formulations results in a continuous displacement field from
element to element, while the stress field is discontinuous. In order to obtain physically
acceptable results, the averaging or the so called projection process of the nodal stresses is
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frequently undertaken taking into account adjacent finite elements. Then the difference
between averaged and element nodal stresses is given by
e
a
ee −=∆  and ∑
=
=
ne
1e
ea
e e
(4.31)
where ae  denote vector of averaged nodal stresses; e  nodal stress vector at node ne of
element e; en is the number of elements connected at node ne.
Basically, one has two different possibilities to estimate the discretisation error.
These are the residual-based error estimators and projection or defect correction methods,
which rely on super convergence properties as reported in Wriggers (2002). The program
ANSYS contains an error estimator which relies on super-convergence properties, the so
called Z2 error estimator (Zienkiewicz and Zhu (1987)). The idea of this error estimator is
based on the fact that many finite element meshes have superconvergence properties,
which means that there are points in which stresses are approximated with higher accuracy.
This error approximation technique is only available in ANSYS for linear structural and
linear/nonlinear thermal analysis using 2D and 3D solid elements or shell elements.
Discretisation error per element (or energy error per element) is estimated by the following
norm:
( ) ( )∫
Ω
−
σ Ω∆∆=
e
ee
1T
e2e
dCe , (4.32)
where C is the elasticity tensor. Then, the energy error over the entire finite element model
is given by
( ) ∑
=
σσ =
E
1e
2)e(E
ee
(4.33)
where E is the total finite elements’  number of the entire model. It is noted that additional
terms due to contact must be included in Eqs (4.32)-(4.33) to estimate discretisation errors
with contact elements – the reader is referred to Wriggers (2002) to obtain more
information on this matter.
Finally, the entire energy error can be normalised against the strain energy to give the
structural percentage error in the energy norm as follows:
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where U denotes the strain energy over the entire model.3 4(5 687 9 :;7 4 9 <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eσ(E) is equal for all finite elements,
then the model using the given number of elements is the most efficient one - concept of
error equilibrium. A refined mesh can be constructed based on the knowledge of the error
distribution eσ(E) and through the adaptive finite element techniques. The object of an
adaptive algorithm is usually stated as a nonlinear optimisation problem to construct a
mesh such that the associated FEM solution satisfies
TOL)E( ≤σe (4.35)
where TOL is the expected accuracy. Since the computational effort can somehow be
linked to the number of unknowns of the finite element mesh, the task is to find a mesh
with a minimum number of unknowns or nodes for a given error tolerance.
5
FEM based strategies to sensitivity analysis in fatigue fracture:
development and computer  implementation
5.1. Fundamentals of gradient based sensitivity analysis
The classical mechanics of composite materials and structures (Christensen (1979),
Hashin (1983), Vinson and Sierakowski (1986)) is concerned with the analysis of
composite system behaviour, described by state function vector u or objective function ℜ
and subjected to load F, under assumption that the composite system response itself is kept
unchanged through fixed values of design variables; u={ u1,u2,...,uk,...,uP}  and P denotes the
components’  number. Thus, an investigation of the composite system response to
variations of its parameters is one of the most important aspects necessary for a complete
understanding of the composite performance and design. The analysis of composite
response can be referred to an investigation of composite behaviour as a function of the
design variables, such that the design parameters are subjected to perturbations and the
resulting variations of u and ℜ  are sought for a given value of applied load F.
The sensitivity analysis provides basic concepts to deal with the aforementioned
problems. The sensitivity analysis is the study of how the variation in the output of a model
(numerical or otherwise) can apportioned, qualitatively or quantitatively, to different
sources of variation, and of how the given model depends upon the information fed into it
(Saltelli et al. (2000)). Generally, the deterministic (Haug et al. (1986)) and random
(Kleiber and Hien (1992), Saltelli et al. (2000)) sensitivity analyses can be distinguished.
The essential concept behind the deterministic structural sensitivity analysis, that is the
subject of this work, originated from a purely mathematical studies in the framework of
general theory of sensitivity. These studies were referred to investigation of an influence of
the coefficients of a differential equation on its solution, as reported in Frank (1978).
Similarly to the sensitivity theory, the structural sensitivity concepts can also be divided
into two branches such as structural sensitivity analysis and synthesis as reported in Kleiber
et al. (1997). The former branch provides the basic methodology for studying the
sensitivity of e.g. a composite system to parameter variation. The latter branch can be
defined as the design of e.g. composite systems according to sensitivity specifications to
obtain minimal, or sometimes maximal, sensitivity to parameter variations. This work is
only concerned with the sensitivity analysis.
The properties of the mechanical system (e.g. composite structure) are characterised
by some system parameters’  vector b={ b1,b2,...,bk,...,bD}  called as the vector of design
parameters or variables; D denotes the total number of design variables. The nature of
different design parameters differs so much that ways to pose corresponding sensitivity
problems must also differ, as reported in Kleiber et al. (1997). The choice of design
parameters can be based on e.g. input parameters necessary for an analysis with the FEM.
Thus, in a general case the FEM analysis requires to specify composite geometry and
properties as well as applied loads. A classification of design parameters presented by
Olhoff and Taylor (1983) is adopted as follows for purposes of this work:
34
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•  Geometrical design parameters
(i) Sizing design parameters of composite laminate – e.g. laminae cross-sectional area
and moment of inertia for composite laminated beams, laminae thickness for laminated
shells and plates
(ii) Configuration design parameters – e.g. co-ordinates of joints locations in composite
trusses
 (iii) Shape design parameters – e.g. shape of composite laminate interface
 (iv) Topological design parameters – e.g. type of composite microstructure
•  Material design parameters – e.g. laminae constitutive parameters such as elastic
constants (Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio) and properties of composite
interface/interphase
•  Design parameters describing boundary conditions
(i) Conditions of point supports - e.g. position and orientation of point supports
imposed to composite structure
(ii) Loading conditions - e.g. position, orientation and surface distribution of external
loading applied to composite structure
•  Design parameters related to composite manufacturing process - e.g. fibre surface
treatment or thermal residual fields of strains and stresses
The design parameter variations can result from (Kleiber et al. (1997))
•  imaginary experiment carried out by a composite engineer who wants to know the
direction of changes in composite performance in order to come up with an improved
(optimised) composite design
•  unavoidable imperfections in material properties and geometry of a composite
The deterministic sensitivity of composite in case of time-invariant design parameters
can be described by adopting the definition of parameter sensitivity reported in Frank
(1978). Thus according to that, the sensitivity or sensitivity function of a composite system
describes an effect of design parameters’  variations on the response of analysed composite
structure, characterised by the state function u and/or objective function ℜ . The state
function u can be represented by displacements, strains or stresses at particular locations in
the composite, or as averaged quantities. Then, the objective function ℜ  can be represented
by e.g. fatigue life of composite structure. In most problems of structural composite design
there should exist objective functions that are to be maximised (fatigue fracture resistance)
or minimised (manufacturing cost). These functions are then subjected to certain
constraints related to e.g. allowable loads or fatigue life requirements (El-Sayed and Lund
(1990)). There is very often a case, that ℜ  is a function of b and u, as considered in this
work, and thus it can be described as follows:
( )( )bub,ℜ=ℜ , (5.1)
where u is a function of b. If there exists an explicit dependence of ℜ  on u and b, then this
means that, given a numerical value of b and u one can directly compute the value of ℜ , by
a mere function evaluation. Then, an implicit dependence of e.g. u on b exists, when for a
given numerical of b some further computations are unavoidable, and they usually involve
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solution of a BVP. The objective function ℜ  is explicitly dependent on u and b in this
work, while there is assumed implicit dependence of u on b.
Determination of total derivatives, or so called sensitivity gradients, of ℜ  and/or u
with respect to design parameters b is the main purpose of the deterministic structural
sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity gradients characterise trends of composite structural
response variations under influence of change in the design or of design parameters’
scatter. Thus on the one hand these gradients provide a very useful database to choose such
directions that can lead to the improved composite design. On the other hand they enable to
estimate an influence of particular design parameters on composite behaviour, and select
the most crucial design parameters that affect objective function. Furthermore, the
gradients of ℜ  are indispensable in the majority of algorithms used for such fundamental
problems of composites’  engineering as composite optimisation (Ha et al. (1999)),
parameter identification (Corigliano and Mariani (2001), Saleeb et al. (2003)) or reliability
estimation (Lin (2000)). As a matter of fact, the overall computational cost required by
such algorithms depends strongly on the efficiency of gradient evaluation as reported e.g.
in Kibsgaard (1992) and Kleiber et al. (1997).
Determination of sensitivity gradient, or total derivative of ℜ (u(b),b) with respect
to design parameter b is the main purpose of this work. Therefore, general expression for
this gradient is given using the chain rule of differentiation as follows (Kleiber et al.
(1997)):
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where ∂ℜ /∂bk is partial derivative of ℜ (.,bk) with respect to bk, while ∂ℜ /∂uk is partial
derivative of ℜ (uk,.) with respect to uk so that
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Then, duk/db is the ordinary derivative of uk(b) with respect to b, while ∂uk/∂bk denotes the
partial derivative of uk(bk) with respect to bk, so that
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Finally, dℜ /dbk is absolute partial derivative of ℜ (uk(bk),bk) with respect to bk, while
dℜ /db denotes absolute derivative ℜ (uk(b),b) with respect to b so that
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It is noted that summation is implied by twice repeating indices. According to the
aforementioned terminology, the derivatives ∂ℜ /∂u and ∂ℜ /∂b (∂ℜ /∂uk and ∂ℜ /∂bk) are
explicit, while the derivatives duk/db (duk/dbk) are implicit.
If there exist more complex forms of ℜ , such as e.g. ℜ =ℜ (uk(bk),vk(bk),bk) in which ℜ  is a
known function of its arguments and bk, uk(bk), vk(bk) and ∂ℜ /∂vk it is still possible to use
the chain rule of differentiation to evaluate the sensitivity gradient (total derivative) of ℜ
with respect to b.
The selection of the specific method for gradient evaluation depends on the
problem at hand. A general classification divides problems into distributed and discrete
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parameter systems. Former problems consider composite system as a continuum, where all
parameters b are considered as functions of the spatial variables and state functions u are
described as fields. In the second sort of problems the parameters b are defined as constant
within discrete domains e.g. finite elements, while composite state functions are
represented by nodal (or integration point) quantities. Thus the bottom line in the approach
selection to compute sensitivity gradients depends on the same reasons for which
continuum based or discrete based solutions strategies are chosen to solve the mechanical
problem of the composite. Therefore, there exist two basic routes for sensitivity analysis as
shown in Fig. 12 taken from Kleiber et al. (1997). Route ‘1’  involves discretisation of
continuum based equilibrium equations in the first step, and then the design differentiation
of the discretised equations is undertaken to obtain algebraic representation of the
sensitivity problem. The route ‘2’  in contrary to ‘1’  begins from design differentiation of
the continuum based equilibrium equations, which is followed by a discretisation
procedure applied to the continuum sensitivity equations. Approach ‘2’  appears
advantageous as it allows for discretisation that is quite independent of that for the
corresponding equilibrium problem. However, route ‘1’  can turn out to be much more
straightforward in computer implementation based on FEM as reported in Kleiber et al.
(1997).
Fig. 12. Basic approaches to sensitivity analysis (Kleiber et al. (1997))
It is noted at this point that in general a question related to differentiability of state
and objective functions should be considered. For this purpose, specific tools of the
functional analysis and linear operator theory provide a foundation for rigorous
mathematical analysis of the problem as reported in Haug et al. (1986). This problem is not
addressed in this work, and the reader is referred to Haug et al. (1986) for a discussion on
mathematical aspects of sensitivity analysis in linear elastic mechanical problems, while to
Bensøe at al. (1985) and Kleiber et al. (1997) in nonlinear problems of structural
mechanics.
The non-linear delamination contact with friction problem must be solved to obtain
required state and objective functions in this work. For this purpose, the FEM based
commercial software package ANSYS is used to solve this non-linear problem. Therefore a
computational strategy to sensitivity analysis based on a discrete approach (route ‘1’ )
seems to be a natural choice for the determination of sensitivity gradients of e.g.
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displacements or stresses. However, this approach cannot be directly applied to
numerically evaluate the sensitivity gradients of the fracture parameter or the cumulative
fatigue cycles number. Therefore, several methods for computation of the sensitivity
gradient of the total energy release rate (TERR) and cumulative fatigue cycles number
(CFCN) are discussed in the next section. Then, the most optimum approach, for purposes
of present work, for sensitivity gradients computation is selected and used to build a
computational strategy to numerical evaluation of sensitivity gradients. This is further
described along with the way of its implementation with ANSYS.
5.2. Discrete numer ical strategy to sensitivity analysis in fatigue fracture
5.2.1. Selection of the method to sensitivity gradients’  computations
There exist several ways to determine sensitivity gradients, of which selection
depends on the purpose of sensitivity analysis and level of difficulty of their computer
implementation. It seems that if the sensitivity gradients are to reveal the most crucial
design parameters of the composite, as in this work, then the choice of an appropriate
approach is relatively wide. The finite difference approximation (FDA) approach is
frequently used to determine the sensitivity gradients due its relative ease of computer
implementation. The FDA provides the following approximation of analytical derivatives
of an objective function ℜ  at bo with respect to design parameter b (Haftka and Adelman
(1989)):
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where χ∈ 〈0,1〉  and ℜ  can stand for the TERR, GT, or the composite fatigue life, Nf. The
first term of Eqs (5.7)-(5.8) is the forward FDA of the analytical derivative, as it is shown
in Fig. 13. The second component denotes the so called truncation error, that is a result of
the neglected higher order terms in the Taylor’s series expansion. In order to minimise the
truncation error it is desirable to reduce the design parameter increment, ∆b (bk). A small
increment, though, enlarges the so called condition error that can result from algorithmic
and round-off errors in ℜ (bo) and ℜ (bo+∆b), especially if they are obtained via an iterative
process, as it occurs e.g. for contact and friction due to inefficient convergence criteria in
an iterative process. Therefore, one must deal with the so called increment-size dilemma as
reported in Haftka and Adelman (1989) – a large design parameter increment generates
large truncation errors and a small increment leads to large condition errors. It is frequently
possible to find an optimum increment, but in the case if no increment gives acceptable
errors, the central FDA of the analytical derivative dℜ /db should be utilised according to
Haftka and Adelman (1989) as follows:
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where χ∈ 〈0,1〉 . The first component of right hand side of Eqs (5.9)-(5.10) denotes the
central finite difference approximation, while the second one is the truncation error. It is
observed that the central FDA allows a larger ∆b (∆bk) for the same value of the truncation
errors in comparison with the forward FDA, and thereby problems associated with large
condition errors can be avoided. It is noted that the aforementioned FDA methods are also
called as the overall (or global) FDA techniques since they require two global numerical
solutions of a given BVP to obtain state functions u. These state functions’  solutions
account for a change of design variables b during numerical solution process, and therefore
can be directly used in the computation of objective functions ℜ . In the consequence, the
obtained objective function accounts for its dependence on both u and b. The main
drawback of the FDA is its computational time inefficiency in numerical determination of
the sensitivity gradients. The forward FDA requires at least two separate FEM analyses to
obtain solutions for ℜ (bok) and ℜ (bok+∆bk). Moreover, the computational cost increases
twice for the central FDA. Further, the number of analyses increase if there is a need to find
optimum design parameter increments.
Fig. 13. Relationship between the analytical derivative and its approximation
The discrete analytical and semi-analytical techniques frequently decrease
computational costs associated with evaluation of the sensitivity gradients (Haftka and
Adelman (1989), Lund (1994)). These techniques are based on the differentiation of
discrete FEM governing equations such as e.g. given by Eq (4.21), and are undertaken
according to the route ‘1’  shown in Fig. 12. Considering FEM displacement based, the
absolute derivative of the objective function ℜ (b,û(b)) can be expressed through the chain
rule of differentiation as follows:
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where the objective function ℜ  is assumed to be explicitly dependent on design parameters
b and nodal displacements’  vector )(ˆ bu , such as TERR through equations (3.21) and
(3.23)-(3.24) or (3.25)-(3.26). Therefore, the remaining problem is to find derivatives of
nodal displacements with respect to design parameters, dû/db, since û are assumed to be
implicitly dependent on b These derivatives can be obtained analytically via differentiationO
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where ∂F/∂û, ∂Fc/∂û, ∂F/∂λc, ∂H/∂û and ∂F/∂λc are partial derivatives of tangent stiffness
matrices; ∂F/∂b, ∂Fc/∂b and ∂H/∂b are partial derivatives, which correspond to the so
called pseudo-load vector. It is noted that the external load Fa is assumed to be independent
of b in this work. Moreover, the presence of inequality constraints could imply non-
differentiability. As a consequence, only directional sensitivities could be expected as
reported in Bendsøe et al. (1985). Nevertheless, the use of active set strategy alleviates thisy
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Noor (1995)) for e-th finite element as follows:
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Elimination of Lagrange multipliers from Eq (5.14) leads to the following partial
derivatives of nodal displacements of e-th finite element with respect to design variables     
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which can be in turn introduced into Eq (5.11) to compute the required sensitivity gradients
of the objective function of interest. However, the first difficulty which arises is what and
how many finite elements should be used in derivation of partial derivatives of nodal
displacement vector with respect to b (cf. Eq (5.15)), when the objective function ℜ  is to
represent the fracture parameter such as the TERR in this work. Thus, derivation of the
sensitivity gradients in fatigue fracture problems is closely related to the method of fracture
parameter determination. If there is a global method used to determine TERR, such as by
measuring the total change of the potential energy (Griffith (1920)) summed up over all
finite elements (Aliabadi and Rooke (1991)), then it is believed that the following
summation holds:
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where E is the total number of finite elements in the model. However, this global method
for TERR computation is appropriate in elastic cases, where non-linear phenomena such as
e.g. friction does not occur. Thus, in many cases, it is more appropriate to use the local
approach and utilise the near tip analytic solution of fracture mechanics as it is the case in
this work. This local approach requires that fracture parameter is determined based on the
near tip quantities, such as stresses or displacements, computed at nodal points of finite
elements located close to the tip. Therefore, it is not yet clear if the partial derivatives of
nodal displacements vector with respect to b should be computed at near tip element level,
or determined as near tip nodal quantities. Perhaps, the nodal quantities of these derivatives
can be also extrapolated at r→0, similarly to stress intensity factors, to determine their tip
values that can be used in computation of the sensitivity gradient of ℜ  (cf. Eq (5.11)).
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A closely related problem though is determination of partial derivatives of nodal
displacement vector itself. Such computation requires rather complex evaluation of
pseudo-loads at each iteration during entire iterative-incremental solution process. Then,
although the tangent matrix of coefficients (cf. Eq (5.14)) is the same as that used in the
response computations (cf. Eq (4.21)), nevertheless the accurate evaluation of the
sensitivity coefficients requires the use of consistent tangent matrices as reported in«¬ ­ ¬ ®
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stiffness matrix (Laursen and Simo (1993)) results in a non-consistent matrix. Therefore,
the correctness of the sensitivity coefficients must be ensured through an iterative process,
that involves decomposition of the unsymmetric matrix into a symmetric one, sym
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Noor (1995)) as follows:
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An alternative approach to DDM is the so called adjoint variable method (AVM) (Haug et
al. (1986), Dems and Mróz (1995)) that is based on introducing an adjoint P-dimensional
vector λA, defined as the solution of the following frictional contact problem:
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Utilisation of AVM avoids computation of ∂û/∂b, but it frequently makes use of symmetry
of the tangent stiffness matrix as reported in Kleiber et al. (1997). However, this tangent
matrix is non-symmetric in the case of contact with friction, therefore it is the transpose of
the inverted system matrix that must be used to obtain the vector λA. As it can be
concluded, the basic requirement for both DDM and AVM to carry out all computations is
to have an access to the source code of the commercial FEM based software. This is
needed for an implementation of all necessary sensitivity expressions and manipulate
within this code to obtain e.g. pseudo-load vector. However, these codes are very complex
and very frequently inaccessible to the user, such as in the case of ANSYS. This creates a
barrier to a composite engineer who would like to adopt the DDM or ADM in sensitivity
analysis to some, frequently, specific problem. Moreover, derivation and computer
implementation of sensitivity analysis equations is dependent on the problem at hand, and
its complexity increases along with coupling of different physical fields such as
mechanical-thermal-electrical-etc., which all are influenced by design parameters’
variations. Moreover, derivation of sensitivity gradients through DDM and AVM requires
finite element matrices to be explicitly expressed in terms of design parameters. However,
these matrices can be frequently described only numerically such as it is for isoparametric
finite elements. Therefore, the semi-analytical techniques must be utilised within DDM and
AVM, which apply the finite difference approximation to derive the sensitivity gradients of
finite element matrices e.g. finite element stiffness matrices:
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This approximation can again imply some errors inherently related to the finite difference
approximation and results in at least two separate FEM analyses. Thus, it can make
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superiority of the semi-analytical methods over the overall finite difference approximations
questionable either from accuracy or computational cost viewpoint. It is noted that in order
to overcome the difficulties related to semi-analytical approach, the so called exact
numerical differentiation of finite element matrices was proposed in Lund (1994). The
foundation of this approach is the observation that element functions used in the definition
of finite element matrices have a common mathematical structure. This approach is again
based on the finite difference approximation, but the truncation error can be reduced by
introducing the so called proportionality or correction factor, cr, as reported in Lund (1994).
Then, the relationship between the exact analytical derivative and its first order finite
difference approximation can be established for e.g. finite element stiffness matrix:
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The correction factors cr are independent on actual values of design variables and
successfully avoid truncation errors as reported in Lund (1994). However, this correction
factor’s concept does still not alleviate problems related to computational round-off
(conditional) errors.
The basic idea behind the present work related to sensitivity analysis problem is to
propose a computational strategy that utilises the commercial software package ANSYS,
that is frequently used by composites’  engineers. Particularly, the strategy to be proposed in
this work should enable a composite engineer to carry out any linear or non-linear FEM
analysis, such as accounting for contact with friction, using standard FEM solution tools
and obtain required fatigue fracture quantities. This requirement can be satisfied if an
engineer uses commercial software package such as ANSYS. Moreover, analysis of fatigue
fracture problems frequently necessitates in carrying out so many FEM analyses as there is
given number of analysed crack lengths. The non-linearity of the BVP problem at hand and
situation of crack propagation can be disadvantageous with respect to complexity and
computational time needed by approaches such as DDM or AVM to carry out sensitivity
analysis. Therefore, the FDA can be computationally a competing approach to numerical
evaluation of the sensitivity gradients, in comparison with the aforementioned methods.
Moreover, in most cases it is difficult or even impossible to access the source code of
ANSYS by a common engineer. Therefore, the FDA remains the only one remedy to this
problem. Utilisation of FDA frequently requires only a basic knowledge of main parts of
FEM based package, namely pre-processor, solver and post-processor, and avoids
manipulation in the package routines (if accessible) and rather complex problem of FEM
programming. Furthermore, evaluation of basic fatigue fracture properties such as TERR
and CFCN is frequently carried out within post-processor of the FEM package, and
therefore can be efficiently combined with the FDA approach. Therefore, it is believed that
strategy based on integration of basic parts of ANSYS such as pre-processor, solver and
post-processor and application of the finite difference approximation makes it possible to
design computationally efficient and accurate strategy to numerical sensitivity analysis for
fatigue fracture problems in composite laminates.
5.2.2. Development and computer  implementation with ANSYS
The present concept of a FEM-based computational strategy to sensitivity analysis
in fatigue fracture of composite laminates is based on a combination of the composite
fatigue fracture model with the FDA approach. Moreover, the main idea behind computer
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implementation of such elaborated strategy is utilisation of ANSYS without manipulation
within its source code. It is believed that such a strategy can be very convenient to a
composite engineer that has basic knowledge of the FEM procedures. Two computational
strategies to sensitivity analysis in fatigue fracture of elastic composite laminates are
proposed herein. Both strategies are based on the same fatigue fracture model, therefore
utilise the same method of TERR computation (the linear extrapolation of stress intensity
factors) and CFCN. Moreover, the sensitivity gradients evaluation is carried out for one
design variable during single execution run, such that it precludes any correlation between
design variables.
A first strategy utilises the optimisation module of ANSYS, in which the absolute
sensitivity gradients of the TERR and CFCN can be computed through the forward
difference scheme as follows:
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This computation must be preceded by implementation of the fatigue fracture model
presented in chapter 3 to compute fatigue fracture characteristics. Hence, if the composite
engineer is able to carry such an implementation to compute the TERR and CFCN, then the
strategy can be designed as it shown in Fig. 14 on the right hand side. This strategy starts in
the pre-processor, where the FEM model of the composite must be defined. Then, after
definition of boundary conditions the problem, e.g. contact with friction, is solved to obtain
nodal displacements and stresses during FEM solution. Consequently, the nodal state
variables are used to compute the TERR and CFCN at each delamination length in the
post-processor of ANSYS. Then, a routine must be designed within optimisation module of
ANSYS, that combines together the pre-processing, solution and post-processing stages of
the problem solution. This optimisation module routine utilises the so called gradient tool
of ANSYS and makes it possible computation of absolute sensitivity gradients according to
Eqs (5.22)-(5.23). The user must specify an objective function (TERR, CFCN), the design
parameter and an appropriate design parameter increment ∆bk in this routine. The gradient
tool of ANSYS enables utilisation of one design variable and increment during single
execution of the routine. It was found though that this tool is not efficient when one has to
carry out several FEM analyses, that e.g. correspond to different crack lengths during
fatigue fracture process, as it is the case in this work. Therefore, this gradient tool based
approach is called a multiple execution of ANSYS in this work (cf. Fig. 14), because user
must carry out a multiple ‘start-stop’  ANSYS execution procedures to determine absolute
sensitivity gradients during crack propagation. The number of these execution procedures
C is equal to the product of investigated delamination length increments A and design
parameters increments B, thus C=A×B, for each design variable bk. This is also equal to
computer runs necessary to compute the TERR and CFCN. Therefore this approach is
cumbersome in handling with, when there are many design variables and delamination
length increments. Moreover, this strategy makes it possible to compute only the absolute
sensitivity gradients, and additional routine must be designed to obtain relative values of
these gradients. It is believed though that this can be relatively easily corrected by a
software package engineers.
In order to improve the flexibility and computational efficiency of the
aforementioned strategy, another approach was designed to compute relative sensitivity
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gradients using the ANSYS Parametric Design Language (APDL). The strategy is designed
in such a way that the user must undertake only single ‘start-stop’  execution of ANSYS for
each design variable during analysis of crack propagation problem. Therefore, this
approach is called as the single ANSYS execution approach and it is shown in Fig. 14 on
the left hand side. Thus, this strategy decreases the number of ANSYS executions ‘start-
stop’  to C=1 for each design variable, bk, through utilisation of a single APDL subroutine.
This subroutine called CB-AUTO.mac (cf. Appendix C) governs the process of sensitivity
gradients’  computations and it is integrated with all three basic parts of ANSYS, namely
pre-processor, solver and post-processor. Thus, multiple cumbersome handling with
ANSYS is avoided, that makes this approach user’s friendly, especially for problems
requiring multiple FEM analyses, and thereby it seems to be convenient in fatigue fracture
problems. Reduction from multiple to single ‘start-stop’  executions cuts also down on the
overall time of undertaking the sensitivity analysis. It is noted though, that the time of
computations necessary to obtain the TERR and the CFCN is equal to that of the multiple
ANSYS approach, thus A×B for each design parameter increment. Moreover, this strategy
similarly to the aforementioned does not overcome the problem inherently related to FDA
approach, that requires two separate FEM analyses for each design variable to determine
gradients for a given design parameter increment. This extends the time of computations,
and can appear as the main drawback of this approach. However, it is not known at this
point, whether computational cost related to application of alternative approaches such as
those presented above, DDM or AVM, in fatigue fracture problems involving solution of
non-linear contact problem, would be more advantageous or not, in comparison with the
present FDA based strategy.
In contrary to the first strategy (right hand side of Fig. 14), the second approach
enables to carry out sensitivity studies for many design parameters’  increments in a more
efficient way, through creating a vector of design increments. This allows program to
choose automatically subsequent increments specified by the user for the same design
variable. Thus, this facility makes it possible to reveal faster the most accurate step-size
(design parameter increment) to FDA, than it is done via the first strategy. Particularly, the
user can easily access the main subroutine that enables selection of a design parameter, bk,
and its increment, ∆bk, delamination length increment, ∆a, and the forward or central FDA.
In addition, the second approach enables to compute not only forward FDA based
sensitivity gradients, as it is the case in the first strategy, but also central FDA derivatives
of the objective functions, GT and Nc, through implementation of the following equations:
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On the one hand this feature enables to carry out a comparison with results obtained from
the forward FDA, and on the other hand it improves accuracy of sensitivity gradients
obtained from the forward FDA, especially if no accurate step-size can be found.
The absolute sensitivity gradients described by Eqs (5.22)-(5.23) or (5.24)-(5.25)
are dimensionally incorrect, and cannot be used for comparative purposes, when e.g. a
composite engineer wants to reveal the most crucial design parameters. Therefore, it is
necessary to apply some scaling, as this due to Bode (Frank (1978)) presented in chapter 2,
to come up with following expressions for the relative sensitivity gradients of the TERR
and CFCN:
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where GTo and Nco are values of the TERR and CFCN computed for nominal design
parameter values bok. The sensitivity gradients given by Eqs (5.26) and (5.27) should be
applied along with an appropriate FDA representation of the absolute sensitivity gradients
through forward or central approach.
The second strategy is governed by the main subroutine CB-AUTO.mac (cf.
Appendix C), where, as aforementioned, user can select a design parameter, bk, and its
increment, ∆bk, initial and final crack length, ao and af, crack length increment, ∆a, and the
finite difference approximation (forward or central). Moreover, this subroutine controls the
overall computation process through two loops as shown in Fig. 14 (left hand side). The
internal loop is associated with the delamination length increment, while the external one
drives the design parameter increments. This makes possible to compute sensitivity
gradients during crack propagation. The strategy combines pre-processor, solver and post-
processor of ANSYS. Therefore, the basic requirement for the strategy is to build
parametrically the FEM model of composite especially within the pre-processing part of
the code. This leads to a very flexible FEM model of the problem, of which description of
material, geometrical and boundary conditions can be easily changed by the user. It was
done through writing of APDL pre-processing subroutine CB-PRE7.mac (cf. Appendix C).
The execution of the sensitivity analysis can be started using either a batch or an
interactive mode of ANSYS. As soon as the FEM model is read and build by ANSYS, and
boundary conditions are applied, the non-linear contact with friction BVP problem can be
solved at each given delamination length ai to obtain nodal state variables such as
displacements and stresses. The solution stage of the problem is included within another
subroutine CB-SOL.mac (cf. Appendix C). These state variables are used in further
computations of the stress intensity factors (SIFs) K1 and K2 at ai through the linear
extrapolation technique (cf. Eq (3.28)-(3.29)). In consequence, it enables to compute the
TERR according to Eqs (3.21) or (3.29). Further, the TERR at ai is utilised to compute the
CFCN from the CFCN increment during crack growth from ai to ai+1 (Eqs (3.42)-(3.43))
This part of analysis is included within subroutines CB-POST1.mac and CB-SIF.mac (cf.
Appendix C). Results of the TERR and CFCN are grouped into two vectors, where each
vector component corresponds to GT and Nc evaluated at each crack length. Computations
of these vector components are proceeded until the last delamination length before the
critical one is reached, af-1. It is due to fact that CFCN at ai+1 is obtained from GT evaluated
at ai. Then, the design parameter is subjected to a new perturbation value defined by the
next specified design parameter increment. Further, all analysis steps described above are
repeated for all analysed crack lengths. computed through simple operations on the
aforementioned vectors of the TERR and CFCN and application of an appropriate FDA
(forward or central). Then, these vectors of absolute gradients are normalised according to
Eqs (5.26)-(5.27) to determine vectors of the relative sensitivity gradients. This operation
completes ANSYS’ run. The results of relative sensitivity gradients of TERR and CFCN
for each perturbation of the design parameter are written out into the files in a format that
can be easily read by the program Mathematica (2003) to create appropriate diagrams.
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Fig. 14. Computational strategies to sensitivity analysis in fatigue fracture problems with ANSYS
Computation of sensitivity gradients is carried out after the TERR and CFCN are
obtained for all perturbations of the nominal design parameter. Then, the absolute
sensitivity gradients of the TERR and CFCN are calculated with respect to a selected
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design parameter. A comparison between first and second strategy (right and left hand
sides of Fig. 14) can be carried out at the level of absolute sensitivity gradients as it is
shown in Fig. 14. It is noted that the same pre-processing, solution and post-processing
APDL subroutines were used to build the FEM model, compute state variables and the
TERR, and CFCN in both approaches in this work. Some short additional APDL
subroutine OPTIEXE.mac was prepared to carry out sensitivity analysis according to
optimisation module of ANSYS. It is expected that if there are no user induced errors, then
both strategies based on the forward finite difference approximation should provide equal
results. This enables a verification of a numerical accuracy of both approaches. However it
does not allow to verify the accuracy of the method itself. For that purpose, it is necessary
to carry out a comparison between the forward and central FDA, that can be undertaken
within the second strategy (left hand side of Fig. 14).
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6
Computational examples: results and discussion
6.1. Curved composite laminate
A two component curved composite laminate is the subject of two computational
examples considered in the following sections. Particularly, the composite laminate
consists of two layers, namely, stiffer boron/epoxy (B/Ep) and softer aluminium (Al))
layers. The fundamental idea behind selecting such a composite laminate structure is that it
represents a basic repeated element of a hybrid-like composite laminate, which is utilised
in aerospace applications, frequently in large curved parts of an aircraft fuselage, as
reported in Vlot et al. (2002). It is expected that the behaviour of this type of composite
material may directly depend on different constituent combination with respect to applied
load. Furthermore, these two combinations can lead to two essentially different situations
occurring along the delamination surfaces. Specifically, it is expected that the opened or
closed crack tip can occur during crack growth. Therefore, one example considers
stiffer/softer (B/Ep-Al) layer sequence, while the second is opposite and corresponds to
softer/stiffer (Al-B/Ep) lay-up as it shown in Figs. 15 and 16. From now on, the former
case will be called as a case 1, whereas the latter one as a case 2. Both layers have the same
nominal thickness h1=h2=2.5×10-3m, then composite width is w=5×10-3m, while the
interface curvature is described by the nominal radius value RI=5.25×10-2m. B/Ep
component is considered as linear elastic and isotropic material with the Young’s modulus
E1=207GPa and Poisson’s ratio ν1=0.21, while Al is also considered as linear elastic and
isotropic with corresponding material properties E2=70.8GPa and ν1=0.33. The interface is
a zero thickness layer with no assigned material properties. The composite structure
contains an initial delamination-like defect of length ao=5.498×10-3m (Θo=6deg), which is
located at the interface between layers. Then, total interface length, including cracked as
well as non-cracked portion of the interface is equal to af=1.835×10-2m (Θf=20deg). The
nominal interface friction coefficient is arbitrary selected and equal to µ=0.05. Then, the
exponent of the fatigue law (cf. Eq (3.9)) is equal to m1=10. It was taken from Johnson et
al. (1998), where it was determined experimentally during fatigue fracture tests on
boron/epoxy-aluminium joints. Moreover, the TERR threshold is GT,th=100J/m
2, while the
delamination growth threshold is equal to (da/dN)th=1×10-9m/cycle (Johnson et al. (1998)).
This experimental information enables calculation of the fatigue constant C1=1×10-29,
according to Eq (3.11).
In both cases the composite laminate is subjected to cyclic shear loads of triangle-
like profile shown in Fig. 5, in chapter 2. This particular mode of loading is considered
herein, since one from a number of opened questions regarding cracked hybrid laminates is
their mechanical behaviour under compressive and/or shear loads as reported in Remmers
and de Borst (2001). Shear type of loading is designed by constraining composite edges in
the radial direction and additionally imposing supports on the upper component in the
angular direction, as it is shown in Figs. 15 and 16. The cyclic load of σΘ=100MPa and
R=0 is applied to lower composite constituent in the angular direction. These specific
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boundary conditions allow to concentrate solely on shear mode of delamination and
exclude additional effects related to composite buckling problem (Kachanov (1988)).
Fig. 15. Composite configuration in case 1
Fig. 16. Composite configuration in case 2
The main purpose of computational examples is to utilise the computational
strategies presented in chapter 5 to determine the relative sensitivity gradients of the TERR
and the CFCN with respect to composite design parameters to reveal the crucial ones that
the most affect composite fatigue fracture behaviour. The following composite parameters
are selected as design variables herein:
•  Elastic constants of composite constituents, En and νn (n=1,2)
•  Layer thickness, hn
•  Interface radius, RI
•  Interface friction coefficient, µ
Moreover, since the near tip fields of displacements and stresses are directly
responsible and decisive for fatigue fracture of composite, then their FEM evaluation and
analysis during delamination should precede the sensitivity analysis. Then, it is believed
that study of an influence of design parameters’  perturbations on the near tip fields can
provide some understanding of fatigue fracture sensitivity a priori the sensitivity analysis is
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carried out. Thereby, an information obtained from such a study makes it possible
qualitative verification of the sensitivity gradients’  accuracy.
6.2. FEM model of composite laminate
The FEM model of the composite laminates consists of two different types of finite
elements as it is shown in Fig. 17. Eight node solid structural element PLANE82 described
in chapter 4, is used to discretise both composite constituents domains. The element option
is chosen in such a way that it models the composite under plane stress with out-of-plane
thickness. Then, the crack surfaces are discretized using three node finite contact elements’
pairs CONTA172 and TARGE169, also described in a more detail in chapter 4. In both
examples, lower delamination surface meshed by CONTA172 is treated as the slave
surface, while the upper one is chosen as the master surface and discretised by TARGE169.
Contact element pairs prevent overlapping of delamination surfaces and make it possible
simulation of contact with friction during delamination growth. Values of the so called
key-options and real constants of contact elements used in the present analysis are
described in Appendix B. The finite element mesh is designed in such a way, that the
number of solid finite elements does not change along with delamination propagation, and
only the number of contact elements’  pairs changes from 42 (a/ao=1) to 94 (a/ao=3.167).
Thus, the total number of solid elements is equal to 2224, while the corresponding node
number is 17760. Special attention is focused on the design of the near crack tip mesh to
simulate appropriate singular stress behaviour, and for purposes of accurate fracture
parameters’  determination. It is achieved by a very fine meshing around the crack tip,
where the first row of finite elements around the crack tip consists of sixteen PLANE82
elements collapsed to the triangular shapes with quarter-point mid-side nodes. This
modification of the finite element is carried out at the pre-processing stage through the use
of user-written subroutine MNODIF.mac.
Fig. 17. The finite element model of the composite laminate
Two contact methods implemented in ANSYS, i.e. the augmented Lagrange and the
penalty methods (cf. chapter 4), are separately used to compute contact constraints.
Computation of frictional stresses and resulting slip was possible due to the so called radial
return algorithm implemented in ANSYS. Solution was obtained via the full Newton-
Solid finite elements: PLANE82
Near crack-tip region
Finite elements contact pairs:
CONTA172-TARGE169
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Raphson incremental-iterative technique. The latter was backed up by additional numerical
tools implemented in ANSYS such as predictor-corrector and line search options to
enhance solution convergence. Some numerical details of the present computational
contact problem are reported in Appendix B. Then, as soon as solution was obtained, a
numerical approximation of a possible discretisation error was carried out using the ZZ
error estimation concept described in chapter 4. It is shown in Fig. 18 that the highest error
is estimated for three finite elements in the vicinity of the composite edge.
a/ao=1 a/ao=1.67
Fig. 18. Discretisation error – structural energy norm per element
Most probably it results from the sudden change of boundary conditions from free-
edge to supported edge and furthermore from the discontinuity of the material properties at
the interface. This suggests that mesh should be refined in this region. In principle this can
be done manually in a natural way by the simple reduction of the mesh subdivision size or
automatically exploiting available adaptive procedures implemented in ANSYS. However,
the near tip region is free from discretisation errors and it is expected not to be influenced
by errors near the composite edge. Therefore, the composite with the original mesh is used
in further computations.
Table 1. Error estimation within solid finite elements
a/ao SERR [J]×10-4 SEPC [%]
    1.0 0.4286 7.2946
1.67 0.3522 5.9427
2.33 0.3250 5.2237
    3.0             0.9884 8.0880
The structural energy error over the entire model (SERR) and the percentage error
in the energy norm (SEPC), according to Eqs (4.33) and (4.34) respectively are collected in
Tab. 1 for different delamination lengths. It is observed that either the SERR or the SEPC
decrease for intermediate and then increase for the largest delamination lengths. The reason
for this can be decrease of the difference between averaged and nodal stresses for
intermediate delamination lengths in case of SERR and corresponding element energy
errors, and possibly decrease of the overall strain energy in case of the SEPC.
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6.3. Example 01: Composite laminate with opened tip dur ing delamination growth
6.3.1. Near tip displacements and stresses
All results are generated in the global cylindrical coordinate system, thus normal
and tangential directions correspond to radial and angular directions, respectively.
Moreover, either normal or tangential near tip displacements are normalised byÜ
=(gE1)/(σΘRI), where E1 and RI are nominal values of upper layer Young’s modulus and
interface radius, respectively. Then, all near tip components of stresses are given in
Pascals, while their contours in the deformed state are shown with magnification factor of
10. The arc length s is introduced to describe particular position along the crack length.
First of all, the analysis is focused on the behaviour of normal relative
displacements gN during delamination growth to select appropriate fatigue fracture
model(s) presented in chapter 3. This analysis is undertaken for nominal values of all
design parameters. The delamination propagates with an opened tip from its initial to the
final length as it is shown in Fig. 19 for four normalised delamination lengths a/ao. This
observation suggests application of the opened tip delamination model, that can be applied
to the entire range of delamination growth. A small region directly behind the tip is only
opened though, while surfaces are in contact with each other over the rest part of
delamination length (cf. Fig. 19). This small region is approximately equal to lo=1×10-4m
and constant along with maximum opening value till delamination length reaches
approximately a/ao=2.5 as reported in Figiel et al. (2004). Then, this opened region length
changes and is equal to lo=5×10-4m at a/ao=3, thus increases along with opening value. This
effect is assigned to composite interface curvature – delamination tip changes its directionÝÞ ß àbá â ã äâ å ß8ß æbç ä
äè Þ â éè æ
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T also
increase during delamination growth as it is reported in Figiel et al. (2004) – non cracked
portion of the interface decreases, hence it results in larger relative tangential
displacements under shear loading.
It is noted that the near tip deformation is mainly dominated by the behaviour of the
lower softer component, Al. Therefore, the results correspond schematically to situation
shown in Fig. 19 at a/ao=1.
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a/ao=2.33 a/ao=3
Fig. 19. Near tip normal displacements during delamination propagation
It was expected that behaviour of near tip displacements during delamination
growth would correspond to similar trends in the behaviour of near tip stresses.
Verification of this is undertaken through analysis of the normal, shear and equivalent (von
Mises stresses) for two delamination lengths, a/ao=1 and 3, as it is shown in Fig. 20.
General observation is that maximum tip values of all stress components increase during
delamination growth. However, the distribution of these fields around the tip change only
for normal stress component. In that case (cf. Fig. 20-1), the compressive normal stresses
increase both their values and also their range (on the side of lower component) during
delamination growth – this results from increasing normal (or opening) near tip
displacements, gN. Then, either shear or von Mises stress domains remain unchanged
during delamination growth, while their near tip values increase. It is noted that either
normal or shear near tip stress component provides an initial information about mode of
fracture, while the von Mises stresses are the effective combination of principal stresses
frequently exploited in different criteria such as e.g. yield criteria. Thus, on the one hand
these results show the shearing mode prevails during delamination propagation, while the
opening mode gives a small contribution to interface fracture process. It is noted though
that interface resistance to delamination is usually much smaller in opening than shearing
mode – then it sometimes leads to interface fracture due opening mode conditions even if
shearing mode prevails. Such situation is reported in Beckert and Lauke (1996) for the
debonding between fibre/matrix during pull-out test. On the other hand if one considers
von Mises stresses values (cf. Fig. 20-3) in the aluminium (lower) component and compare
them with common aluminium yield stress values equal to around 400-480 MPa (MIL-
HDBK-5J (2003)), which are certainly lower than for B/Ep, then one can conclude that the
size of the possible plastic zone in the aluminium component would be very small and only
confined to the first row of finite elements (1×10-6m). Thus, it theoretically satisfies linear
elastic assumptions of the present model. However, it is noted that in real situations it is
expected that there can exist an additional thin interlayer (interphase) that bonds B/Ep to
Al, and yield faster than Al.
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a/ao=1
1 2 3
a/ao=3
Fig. 20. Near tip stress distribution for nominal design parameter values [Pa]
(1) normal (2) shear (3) von Mises
Further, if one focuses on smaller composite scale, e.g. micro-scale, where one can
distinguish between boron fibres and epoxy matrix that build upper component, then one
can expect that epoxy properties will mostly contribute to the properties of the interlayer,
and its thickness can be possibly controlled by the boron fibre volume fraction. Inclusion of
such an interlayer would probably improve physics of the model, but it might also
complicate the model for engineering utilisation. It would require e.g. a proper selection of
crack location – within the interphase or between interphase and B/Ep or Al, which
consequently necessitates in an appropriate choice between the LEFM theory for
homogenous and interface cracks. As a remedy to this dilemma, on the one hand the so
called interface finite elements (Alfano and Crisfield (2001), Wagner et al. (2001)) can be
used to model such an interphase with prescribed fracture mechanics characteristics. On the
other hand, the continuum damage mechanics concept can be applied to study interphase
failure via continuum crack representation purely in terms of the finite element stiffnessô õ(ö ÷ö ø ùIú ûükýú þ?ö ÿ  öô    $ú ûü
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numerical approaches not utilising FEM, such as this reported in e.g. Kaziolas and
Baniotopoulos (2001) or Bruno et al. (2003) can be also applied to account for an
interphase. However it is noted that empirical data utilised in this work via C1 and m1
accounts for these micro-phenomena in a generalised way, convenient for engineering
purposes.
Further, it is noted that normal and tangential near tip displacements as well as the
contour plots of near tip stresses were shown at the maximum applied load of the first
cycle. The linear elastic assumptions of the fatigue fracture model and additional
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assumption of no stress redistribution during delamination growth make it is possible to
conclude that the maximum (or peak) displacement and stress values are representative for
subsequent cycles number under peak applied loads. Furthermore, values of the near tip
displacements and stresses should be zero at complete unloading due to R=0. It was
numerically verified by additional computer simulations for larger number of loading
cycles, since it was expected that contact with friction might affect these values.
Now question arises what can occur with the near tip quantities along with the
design parameters’  perturbations. For this purpose additional FEM analyses were carried
out with ANSYS with design parameters subjected to ∆bk=+10% perturbation. It was
expected that the stiffening of Al Young’s modulus, E2, thereby, decreasing the
components’  stiffness ratio E1/E2, would result in a smaller deformation at the
delamination tip. Consequently it would lead to a decrease of the near tip stress
components. These expectations are verified in Figs. 21-23. Values of the near tip normal
displacements and stresses decrease due positive perturbation of E2 during delamination
propagation as it shown in Figs. 21 and 23-1. Similar situation is also observed for the near
tip tangent displacements – they decrease along with a decrease of E2 (cf. Fig. 22). A
slightly different situation is observed for the near tip shear stresses, where their values
initially decrease (a/ao=1), and then slightly increase (stresses) at a/ao=3 (cf. Fig. 23-2).
a/ao=1 a/ao=3
Fig. 21. Effects of Young’s moduli variations on normal crack surface displacements
a/ao=1 a/ao=3
Fig. 22. Effects of Young’s moduli variation on tangential crack surface displacements
Particularly, a change in numerical values of maximum (at r≈0) stress components that
corresponds to increment of E2 is –8.4% (a/ao=1) and –5.7% (a/ao=3) for normal stresses, -
2% (a/ao=1) and +0.6% (a/ao=3) for shear stresses, -2.6% (a/ao=1) and –0.7% (a/ao=3) for
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von Mises stresses. In addition to numerical changes of normal stress values, there are
observed also some qualitative changes in their domains shown in Fig. 23-1 – domains of
compressive normal stresses in the lower component decrease in comparison with results
obtained for nominal values of design parameters (cf. Fig. 20-1). The domains of shear and
von Mises stresses remain unchanged under E2 changes for analysed delamination lengths.
It was expected that positive perturbation of E1 (Young’s modulus of upper layer) would
bring a composite response opposite to that caused by perturbation of E2. In fact, the near
tip opening displacements increase due to an increase of components’  stiffness ratio E1/E2,
as it is shown in Fig. 22. However, the perturbation of E1 brings about negligibly small
changes (an increase) of tangential near tip displacements (cf. Fig. 23).
a/ao=1
1 2 3
a/ao=3
Fig. 23. Near crack tip stress distribution (+∆E2=10%) [Pa]  (1) normal (2) shear (3) von Mises
It was expected that the contact pressure distributed along closed delamination
surfaces can have a significant influence on near tip fields of displacements and stresses.
For instance, increase of the contact pressure increases frictional stresses that make smaller
the relative tangential displacements of the crack surfaces, thus consequently reduce the
near tip deformation and stresses. Then, it was expected that perturbation of E2 can bring
some influence on distribution of contact pressure. A fact of the composite constituent
stiffness ratio effect on contact pressure in particle reinforced composites is reported in
Knight et al. (2002). Knowledge of the E2 perturbation influence on contact pressure
distribution can shed some light on reasons of the near tip behaviour under design
parameter perturbation. The normalised contact pressure (pN(nor)=fN/σΘ) slightly decreases
if E2 increases as it is shown in Fig. 24. This relative slight change generates decrease in
frictional stresses, and consequently decrease of tangential near tip displacements, as it was
shown in Fig. 22, for delamination lengths a/ao=1 and 3. However, it is believed that the
contact pressure change is not large enough to have a direct effect on the near tip fields
changes due to design parameter perturbation.
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The contact pressure behaviour under E1 variation is opposite to that observed for
E2, similarly to a response of the near tip normal displacements (cf. Fig. 21).
a/ao=1 a/ao=3
Fig. 24. Contact pressure versus variation of Young’s moduli
Further, it was expected that a change (increment) of Poisson’s ratio value of
aluminium (Al), ν2, can amplify an extension of this component in the radial direction, it is
compressed in the angular direction. Consequently one should expect an increase of
reactions forces at external supports distributed over composite edges as well as increase of
contact pressures along the delamination surfaces. Furthermore, the length of the opened
zone near the delamination tip should decrease along with the near tip values of normal
displacements and stresses. Then, the near tip tangential displacements, thereby, the near
tip shear stresses should be reduced due to increase of frictional stresses along crack
surfaces.
a/ao=1 a/ao=3
Fig. 25. Effects of Poisson’s ratio variation on normal crack surface displacements
Investigation of an influence of the Poisson’s ratio (ν2) change on the near tip
normal displacements and stresses, or contact pressures confirms these suppositions (cf.
Fig. 25, 27-1 and 28), while a variation of the Poisson’s ratio does not influence the  !"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of about 25% due to 10% increment of ν2. A change in numerical values of the maximum
tip stress components that corresponds to 10% increment of ν2 is –8.8% (a/ao=1) and –
7.1% (a/ao=3) for normal stresses, -1.3% (a/ao=1) and +0.2% (a/ao=3) for shear stresses, -
1.8% (a/ao=1) and –1.4% (a/ao=3) for von Mises stresses. In addition to numerical changes
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in normal stress components, there are also some changes in their domains shown in Fig.
27-1 – domains of compressive normal stresses in the lower component decrease compared
to those shown in Fig. 20. The domains of shear and von Mises stresses remain unchanged
under ν2 changes for analysed composite laminate. Predicted increase of contact pressure
due the ν2 increment is presented in Fig. 28.
 a/ao=1 a/ao=3
Fig. 26. Effect of Poisson’s ratio variation on tangential crack surface displacements
It is noted that +10% increment of the Poisson’s ratio of the upper component (B/Ep), ν1,
does not influence the near tip values of displacements and contact pressures as it is shown
in Figs. 25, 26 and 28.
a/ao=1
1 2 3
a/ao=3
Fig. 27. Near crack tip stress distribution (+∆ν2=10%) [Pa]  (1) normal (2) shear (3) von Mises
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a/ao=1
 a/ao=1
a/ao=3
Fig. 28. Contact pressure versus variation of Poisson’s ratio
No predictions were made a priori an investigation of the influence of thickness
variation on the near tip quantities. The results of either normal and tangential near tip
displacements show that they increase due to +10% change of h2 mainly for large
delamination lengths a/ao=3, as it is shown in Figs. 29-30. The quantitative change of the
near tip displacements values is similar for both components and approximately equal to
+20%. Particularly, a change in maximum tip values of stress components that corresponds
to increment of h2 is +4.2% (a/ao=1) and +11.93% (a/ao=3) for normal stresses, +3.63%
(a/ao=1) and +10% (a/ao=3) for shear stresses, +3.7% (a/ao=1) and +10% (a/ao=3) for von
Mises stresses, as it is shown in Fig. 31. It is noted that changes in the numerical values of
all stresses components are rather similar at same delamination lengths. Moreover,
additionally to numerical changes in normal stress components, there are also some
changes in their domains shown in Fig. 31-1 – domains of compressive normal stresses
decrease in the lower component with respect to those obtained for nominal design
parameters (cf. Fig. 20-1). The domains of the near tip shear and von Mises stresses remain
unchanged, as in previous cases. Contact pressures slightly increases due to h2 increment,
but this can be only partially responsible for the relatively large increase of the near tip
shear stresses. A reason for this significant changes of stress values, might be such that by
increasing the component thickness, while holding fixed values of applied stresses, as it is
done in this work, it can lead to an increase of the resulting force, FΘ=σΘh2, imposed on the
lower component. However, it is not clear since this phenomena should affect delamination
behaviour during the entire propagation range, not only be present at larger lengths.
a/ao=1 a/ao=3
Fig. 29. Effects of layer thickness variations on normal crack surface displacements
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A second reason for that can be decreasing stress transfer area defined by the non cracked
portion of the interface. Therefore, smaller and smaller amount of force is carried out by
edge supports in the angular direction (cf. Figs. 15 or 16) during delamination growth.
a/ao=1 a/ao=3
Fig. 30. Effects of layer thickness variation on tangential crack surface displacements
a/ao=1
1 2 3
a/ao=3
Fig. 31. Near crack tip stress distribution (+∆h2=10%) [Pa]  (1) normal (2) shear (3) von Mises
Additionally, it is observed that by decreasing of the h1 thickness, the normal near tip
displacements slightly increase at larger delamination lengths, while the near tip tangential
displacements are not affected by this change as it is shown in Figs. 29-30. Moreover, the
contact pressures slightly decrease due to increase of h1 (cf. Fig. 32).
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a/ao=1 a/ao=3
Fig. 32. Contact pressure versus variation of thickness
Next design variable subjected to perturbation was the interface radius RI.
Obviously, it was expected before the analysis, that interface of analysed composite would
become flatter due to increment of RI. In a consequence it was supposed, that this change
would make near tip behaviour similar at different delamination lengths - for RI→∞ tip
opening value is expected to be similar for all delamination lengths. However it is
supposed that the change in RI should not bring any change of near tip state variables for
short delamination lengths, since delamination tip is nearly at the same location with
respect to load direction. Rather, it is expected the normal displacements become smaller
for longer delaminations for RI→∞.
These suppositions find their confirmation in Figs. 33-36. Either normal or
tangential displacements (cf. Figs. 33-34) nearly do not change along at different
delamination lengths. Similar situation is presented in Fig. 35, where neither values nor
domains of all near tip stress components change in comparison with the results obtained
for nominal design parameters (cf. Fig. 20). Ultimately, contact pressures are insensitive to
change in RI as it is shown in Fig. 36.
a/ao=1 a/ao=3
Fig. 33. Effects of RI and µ variations on normal crack surface displacements
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a/ao=1 a/ao=3
Fig. 34. Effects of RI and µ on tangential crack surface displacements
a/ao=1
1  2 3
a/ao=3
Fig. 35. Near crack tip stress distribution (+∆RI=10%) [Pa]  (1) normal (2) shear (3) von Mises
a/ao=1 a/ao=3
Fig. 36. Contact pressure versus variation of interface radius and friction coefficient
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The last investigation of effects of design parameters’  perturbations on the near tip
fields accounts for friction coefficient variations. It was expected that increasing friction
coefficient increases frictional stresses, what in consequence leads to a decrease of relative
normal and tangential displacements and normal, shear and von Mises stresses. The normal
and tangential near tip displacements are nearly not affected by the 10% increase of friction
coefficient as it is shown in Figs. 33-34. Then, a decrease in numerical values of the tip
stress components that corresponds to increment of µ is –0.46% (a/ao=1) and –0.95%
(a/ao=3) for normal stresses, -0.33% (a/ao=1) and –1.0% (a/ao=3) for shear stresses, -0.35%
(a/ao=1) and –1.42% (a/ao=3) for von Mises stresses, as it is shown in Fig. 37. Moreover,
no changes in stress distributions are observed for all stress components in comparison
with those computed for nominal design variables (cf. Fig. 20). Additionally, no change in
contact pressures due to the change of µ is observed in Fig. 36.
a/ao=1
1 2 3
a/ao=3
Fig. 37. Near crack tip stress distribution (+∆µ=10%) [Pa]  (1) normal (2) shear (3) von Mises
General conclusion that results from this investigation is that design parameters
associated with the lower softer component (Al) are the most crucial to the near tip
composite behaviour during delamination growth. Hence it is supposed that these design
parameters can also be most crucial to fatigue fracture performance of analysed composite
laminate. Particularly, on the one hand equalising component stiffness ratio (E1/E2→1) and
decreasing component compressibility ratio (ν1/ν2→0) would correspond to a decrease of
the near tip deformation and consequently the near tip stresses. Hence, this can result in a
composite resistance improvement against fatigue fracture. On the other hand, increasing
components’  thickness (h2) can lead to larger deformations and stresses near the
delamination tip – thus decrease of thickness may improve fatigue and fracture
performance and results in cost saving. It is noted though that such a situation might be
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solely true for the present specific boundary conditions. For instance, increasing the
thickness of the same composite laminated beam and subjecting this to cyclic three point
bending, one can expect improvement of the composite bending stiffness. This can lead to
smaller central deflections, thereby smaller near tip stresses. In consequence it can improve
the composite fatigue and fracture performance, that reflects opposite effect, than obtained
in this work. Nevertheless, increasing the thickness of the softer constituent of the same
composite subjected to cyclic compression can lead to some similar behaviour as presented
in this work – this would result in an increase of the near tip shear stresses, therefore
deteriorate the fatigue fracture performance of the composite. This is why, one should take
care in generalising present results and focus on an investigation of other load cases. An
interesting thing is shown for increasing friction coefficient that defines the roughness of
delaminated composite surfaces – its increase leads to a decrease of some of near tip
quantities’  values. Thus, if one is able to control the interface roughness (increase the
roughness) before components bonding, then one can improve the fatigue and fracture
performance of the composite laminate. Surprisingly, the change in the interface curvature
described by the interface radius RI does not much influence the near tip fields of
displacements and stresses. Results and conclusions presented in this section can be used in
qualitative verification of the parameter sensitivity analysis results presented further.
6.3.2. Energy release rate
The total energy release rate (TERR) is selected as the fracture parameter, that
controls the fatigue growth of delamination as described in chapter 3. There are some
different approaches to compute this fracture parameter such as e.g. via the extrapolation of
the stress intensity factors (SIFs) or the virtual crack closure concept. The choice among
the available methods depends mainly on the underlying fatigue fracture model describing
the problem at hand, or/and way of its implementation into computational procedures. This
work utilises the LEFM models and post-processing capabilities of ANSYS. Therefore, the
linear extrapolation technique based on the least-squares (cf. chapter 3) is applied to
compute the TERR, GT, and its components G1 (mode 1) and G2 (mode 2) from real and
imaginary SIFs, K1 and K2. These two components of the complex SIF can be obtained
from two different near tip state variables, namely, stresses according to Eqs (3.23)-(3.24)
or displacements through Eqs (3.25)-(3.26). The nodal values of those state variables are
obtained from the solution of the BVP by FEM based program ANSYS, as described in
chapter 4. It is noted that nodal values of near tip stresses at the interface ahead of the tip
can be used directly in further computations, while evaluation of the nodal near tip relative
displacements behind the tip requires additional simple calculations based on
displacements of corresponding nodes lying on opposite sides of cracks surfaces. For the
purpose of SIFs computations a certain number of nodes was chosen at the interface ahead
or behind the tip. This number results in the accuracy of SIFs’  evaluation. It was observed
that this accuracy is the most affected by the nodes belonging to the quarter point elements,
and at some distance far away from the tip. Therefore, the nodes in the vicinity of the tip
were chosen except nodes of singular finite elements.
In order to check accuracy of the ANSYS solution, the SIFs, K1 and K2, evaluated
through extrapolation technique were used to compute analytical normal and shear stresses
and compared with corresponding nodal quantities obtained from ANSYS. It is shown in
Figs. 38 and 39, where FEM and analytical solutions are in a good agreement either for
normal or shear stresses, normalised as σ(nor)=σt/σΘ. Slight differences, especially in the
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case of normal stresses, occur very close to and far away from the delamination tip, but
these nodes were excluded from the computation of K1 and K2. This comparison also
shows that one should slightly improve stress singularity modelling by e.g. decreasing the
size of quarter point elements or through an implementation of the analytical asymptotic
solution of the present model into the tip finite element. However, it is believed that these
improvements will not change the results of the SIFs – they will only properly contribute to
linear extrapolation close to the tip. Moreover, it is noted that first stress oscillations in the
analytical solutions were observed at the distance from the tip equal approximately to
r=1×10-25m for oscillatory index equal to ε=-0.0477. It confirms the fact that for interface
cracks in engineering composites, the extent of the oscillatory stress and is very small due
to relatively small mismatches (ε<0.1) in elastic properties as reported in Chan and
Davidson (1989).
 a/ao=1 a/ao=3
Fig. 38. Normal stress distribution ahead of the crack tip
 a/ao=1 a/ao=3
Fig. 39. Shear stress distribution ahead of the crack tip
The values of SIF components were then utilised in the computation of the TERR
and its components according to Eq (3.21). The results of the TERR obtained from
extrapolation methods were compared with the TERR calculated through the mixed-mode
formulation of the virtual crack closure method (VCCM) (Raju (1987)) for singular finite
elements and at a/ao=1. Moreover, the results were computed and compared for three
different lengths of quarter-point elements around the crack-tip, r1=0.5×10-6, 1×10-6 and
5×10-6m. All the results are collected in Table 2, where GT(u), GT(σ) and GT(VCCM) denote the
TERR obtained from nodal displacements, nodal stresses and the VCCM, respectively.
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Table 2. Comparison of the TERR
r1 [m] GT(u) [J/m
2] GT(σ)[J/m
2] GT(VCCM) [J/m
2]
5×10-6 117.937 123.826 118.603
1×10-6 118.241 121.648 120.579
0.5×10-6 118.971 120.661 127.466
Results of both extrapolation methods show nearly no dependency of the TERR on
delamination tip mesh density in comparison with the results obtained from the VCCM.
The displacement extrapolation method provides GT(u), that is nearly mesh insensitive,
while the stress extrapolation method results in GT(σ) that is slightly sensitive to mesh size
r1. In comparison, the GT(VCCM) considerably increases as r1→0. The results obtained from
these three approaches show a very good agreement for r1=1×10-6m. Therefore, the TERR
is computed further for that size of quarter-point elements. Further it is noted that for
purposes of the present work the method based on the extrapolation of stress based SIFs is
chosen in further calculations mainly due to its convenient implementation in the post-
processing routines of ANSYS and fast the evaluation of the TERR in comparison to other
two approaches.
Then, the TERR is plotted with its contributions as a function of normalised
delamination length, a/ao, and shown in Fig. 40. This plot provides two kinds of
information about crack growth. First, it points out delamination length ranges for which
fracture process might be stable or unstable. Second, it provides an information about
TERR modes, that can be additionally used to design appropriate fracture criterion.
Particularly, the TERR exhibits two different kinds of behaviour during delamination
growth. In the initial state of delamination propagation, namely from a/ao=1 to
approximately a/ao≈2.5, the TERR is nearly constant, while for a/ao>2.5 it increases
relatively fast tending probably to its critical value GTc. The former region suggest fracture
process to be stable, whereas the latter one represents opposite situation. Thus, such a
diagram could be perhaps used to estimate damage tolerance criterion tighter, e.g. at
a/ao≈2.5 than this proposed in this work, where failure is assumed to occur at the total
delamination length, a=af. As it was expected based on the investigation of near tip
stresses, the mode 2 prevails and its value is of nearly 3 orders of magnitude larger than
mode 1 value. The mode 1 slightly increases for larger delamination lengths. This may
suggest that delamination occurs under pure mode 2 conditions, that is associated with
TERR value. Thus, GT≅ G2 can be used for the sufficiently precise discussion of criteria of
the interfacial fracture in this case. This situation is confirmed by the results of the mixed-
mode angle tabulated in Table 3 (second column) and computed at the characteristic length
ro=1×10-6m and nominal values of design parameters. As it was expected from the
observation of the near tip displacements and stresses, the mixed-mode angle decreases
along with crack length due to increase of normal near tip components of displacements
and stresses. Moreover, it is noted that orΨ  is almost constant for shorter delamination
lengths. This trend is maintained up to a/ao≈2.5, that coincides with the tendency of the
TERR observed in Fig. 40.
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Fig. 40. The TERR during delamination growth
Table 3. Mixed mode angle during delamination growth
Mixed mode angle  or  [deg] (ro=1×10-6m)
a/ao nominal +∆E1 +∆E2 +∆ν1 +∆ν2 +∆h1 +∆h2 +∆µ +∆RI
  1.0 -84.28 -83.32 -84.67 -84.11 -85.04 -84.12 -84.14 -84.29 -84.24
1.67 -84.25 -83.29 -84.64 -84.09 -85.02 -84.09 -84.06 -84.28 -84.22
2.33 -83.65 -82.68 -84.05 -83.48 -84.42 -83.52 -83.22 -83.67 -83.61
  3.0 -78.37 -77.26 -79.00 -78.18 -79.35 -78.19 -77.74 -78.40 -78.31
Moreover, it is shown in Table 3, how the mixed-mode angle values are affected by
the design parameters’  perturbations (∆b=+10%) at different delamination lengths. It was
supposed based on the near tip field results that increments of E2, ν2 and h2 can be the most
crucial to the changes of orΨ . This is confirmed in Table 3, where increase of E2 and ν2
leads to an increase of the absolute value of the mixed-mode angle (tip opening decreases),
while positive perturbation of h2 results in an increase of o
rΨ  (tip opening increases).
Then, the mixed-mode angle is nearly insensitive to the change of RI.
6.3.3. Cumulative fatigue cycle number
The cumulative fatigue cycles’  number (CFCN) was computed from Eq (3.43) for
the CFCN increment computed from Eq (3.42) for given delamination length increment ∆a.
As a result of these computations, the so called a-N curve was obtained and it is shown in
Fig. 44. This fatigue curve is described by a non-decreasing function and it is qualitatively
similar to typical a-N curves reported in the literature, e.g. Chung and Yang (2003).
Particularly, this curve shows that delamination propagates linearly with respect to CFCN
up to certain delamination length approximately equal to a/ao=2.167, where delamination
most probably propagates in a stable manner. Then, the a-N is very steep for a/ao>2.167 –
this corresponds to a fast increase of delamination length along with application of a few
fatigue cycles.
It was expected that the choice of the delamination length increment, ∆a, used in
the Eq (3.42) to compute CFCN increment can have some quantitative influence on a-N
curve. Therefore, the CFCN was computed for four different delamination length
increments ∆a=1.83×10-3m(2deg), 0.92×10-3m(1deg), 0.46×10-3m(0.5deg) and 0.23×10-3m
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(0.25deg). The results show a considerable effect of delamination length increment on the
CFCN, especially on the total CFCN defining the composite fatigue life. Particularly, the
fatigue life becomes shorter and shorter along with decreasing ∆a. The differences in the
results decrease as ∆a→0, and it is expected, that there exists a limit value of ∆alim, for
which results become independent of the choice of ∆a. Thus, in principle it is necessary to
determine ∆alim for reliable estimation of the fatigue life. One should be aware that
utilisation of incorrect, e.g. too large ∆a, can lead to an overestimation of the composite
fatigue life, hence it can lead to erroneous conclusions on fatigue life prediction. This is
dangerous from the composite performance safety point of view. Furthermore, the results
of CFCN obtained for smaller delamination length increment show that there exist a
delamination length, above which the CFCN increment required to propagate the crack is
less than single fatigue cycle. This result suggests that above this delamination length
smaller than af, the fatigue fracture process is instantaneous and can lead to catastrophic
composite failure. Thus, it is concluded that utilisation of ∆alim can also tight the failure
criterion by decreasing the critical crack length.
Determination of the ∆alim is not a purpose of this work though and the delamination length
increment equal to ∆a=0.92×10-3m (1deg) was selected to compute CFCN in this work to
decrease the number of computations.
Fig. 41. Fatigue growth of delamination
Fig. 42. Effect of friction coefficient on (1) TERR and (2) CFCN
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It was observed that slight differences in the TERR values at adjacent delamination
lengths, within short crack length range a/ao∈ 〈1,2.5), lead to considerable differences
among computed CFCN at corresponding delamination lengths. Therefore, it was supposed
that this fact can have some repercussions with respect to results obtained for perturbed
values of design parameters. Particularly, results of the TERR computed for nominal
friction coefficient and its three perturbed values demonstrate some relatively small
differences between particular TERR values. These values seem to be reasonable though,
since they are in a good agreement with changes of the near tip fields due to perturbation of
friction coefficient. However, these values are then used to compute CFCN via Paris-like
law, and demonstrate large differences in composite fatigue life obtained for different
values of friction coefficient as shown in Fig. 42. These differences are very large and
seems to be unrealistic.
It is supposed that one of the reasons responsible for this behaviour can be a high
value of fatigue law exponent m1, that is typical for brittle composites though, as reported
in (Kenane and Benzeggagh (1997)). This fact might suggest some inaccuracies in
utilisation of the Paris like law to describe the fatigue crack growth in the present case, and
possibly in other situations involving crack growth within or between brittle materials.
Moreover, this fact can also point out high sensitivity of the Paris like model to its
exponent m1. It believed that an investigation of the aforementioned problem through
sensitivity analysis can lead to an understanding of the role of Paris like law exponent on
the present fatigue fracture model, thus also on determination of composite fatigue life. In
the case when fatigue life results are very sensitive to m1, then it will be necessary to
improve the present model. It is noted that such a sensitivity study should also account for
the Paris law constant C1, because this constant can be correlated with m1 as reported in
Cortie and Garrett (1988).
6.3.4. Sensitivity gradients dur ing delamination growth
6.3.4.1. Sensitivity gradients of the total energy release rate
Relative sensitivity gradients of the TERR were computed through utilisation of the
computational strategy presented in chapter 5. Three ranges of design variables’  increments
are considered in this work – parts per thousand (+0.1%), percents (+1%) and tenths
(+10%). The numerous experiments result from the fact, that particular values of sensitivity
gradients may depend on the perturbation value of a given design parameter as it was
described in chapter 5. This numerical phenomenon makes it necessary to determine the
most suitable interval of parameters increments for the sensitivity gradients computation.
It is observed in Figs. 43-50 a satisfactorily numerical stability of the relative
sensitivity gradients for nearly all investigated design parameters’  perturbations. There is
some discrepancy in relative sensitivity gradients’  values computed for the largest
increment of the lower component Young’s modulus, ∆E2=+10%. It is supposed that this
fact results from the forward finite difference approximation (FDA) based truncation error
as explained in chapter 5. This expectation is successfully verified by additional
computations of relative sensitivity gradients according to the central FDA, that is shown
in Fig. 51. Utilisation of the central FDA for this design parameter increment leads to an
excellent agreement among all relative sensitivity gradients’  values. This central FDA
computation increases twice computational cost related to relative sensitivity gradients’
evaluation in comparison to the forward FDA. Therefore, the forward FDA is applied in
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further computations, while the central FDA is only used for verification of results’
instability.
There are also some numerical instabilities of the relative sensitivity gradients shown in
Figs. 43-44, 48-49 for smallest delamination lengths and different design parameters’
increments. Moreover, similar instabilities can be observed in Fig. 50 for largest
delamination lengths. The forward FDA truncation error might not be responsible for these
effects. Therefore application of the central FDA can not improve results stability. Careful
investigation of this problem is left for the future research though.
Engineering interpretation of relative sensitivity gradients results of the TERR with
respect (w.r.t.) to various design parameters is such that if a particular gradient is less than
0, an increase of design parameter accompanies a decrease of the TERR. Otherwise, if
gradients are greater than 0, then an increase of the design parameter results in an
appropriate increase of the TERR. Ultimately, relative sensitivity gradients comparable to 0
mean that the given design parameter almost does not influence this objective function as  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zero valued sensitivity gradients can be neglected in either design optimisation or
probabilistic analyses.
Analysis of an evolution of relative sensitivity gradients of the TERR along with
the delamination length can provide a composite engineer with an information how design
parameters affect the fatigue fracture process at its different stages. A general observation
of results shown in Figs. 43-50 is that relative sensitivity gradients change along with
delamination length. This suggests that fatigue fracture process is affected in different ways
by design parameters at different delamination lengths. There are some exceptions to such
behaviour, where the gradients are nearly constant especially at smallest and largest
delamination lengths as shown by Figs. 43-45 and 47. Particularly, the evolution of
sensitivity gradients of the TERR w.r.t. E1 and ν1 demonstrate quantitatively a behaviour
similar to each other as it is shown in Figs. 43-44. Namely, their positive values at smallest
delamination lengths decrease along with delamination growth until crack reaches certain
length approximately equal to a/ao=2.667, where the gradients become zero.
Fig. 43. Sensitivity gradients of the TERR w.r.t. Young’s modulus E1
Then, sensitivity gradients change their sign to negative and at the same time their absolute
(non-negative) values increase together with delamination length. Thus, the fatigue fracture
performance of analysed composite becomes worse with an increase of E1 and ν1 for
smaller delaminations a/ao∈ 〈1, 2.667), while it is improved for delamination range
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a/ao∈ (2.667, 3.167〉 . Ultimately, this performance is insensitive to design parameters’
changes at a/ao=2.667. Different situation is observed in Figs. 45-46 for the relative
sensitivity gradients of TERR computed w.r.t. to elastic constants of the lower component,
E2 and ν2. There, the gradients are negative during entire range of delamination growth.
This suggests that the fatigue fracture performance of analysed composite can be improved
through a positive change of these elastic constants. The nominal value of the components’
stiffness ratio is E1/E2>1, whereas their compressibility ratio is equal to ν1/ν2<1. Therefore,
by decreasing the stiffness ratio as E1/E2→1 and compressibility ratio as ν1/ν2→0, it can
lead to an extension of the composite fatigue life. Moreover, it is noted that the gradients
w.r.t. both elastic constants have their maximum absolute values occurring at shorter
delaminations, while their minimum absolute values for largest ones. This suggests that
crack propagation is more sensitive to the change of E2 and ν2 in its initial growth stage.
This is in a good agreement with the near tip behaviour of displacements and stresses
analysed in preceding sections. This effect considerably decreases due to change of the
lower component elastic constants at smaller delamination lengths. It is additionally noted
that the absolute relative sensitivity gradients’  values computed w.r.t. either E2 or ν2 are
quantitatively larger than those obtained w.r.t. E1 or ν1.
Fig. 44. Sensitivity gradients of the TERR w.r.t. Poisson’s ratio ν1
Fig. 45. Sensitivity gradients of the TERR w.r.t. Young’s modulus E2
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Then, it is observed in Figs. 47 and 48, that relative sensitivity gradients values computed
w.r.t. components’  thickness h1 and h2 are positive during the entire delamination growth
range. This means that the TERR increases due to positive changes of these design
variables. This suggests undesirable effect of thickness variation on fatigue fracture
process, which becomes more severe from the structural safety point of view. Essentially
different behaviour of these gradients is observed during delamination propagation.
Namely, the gradients computed w.r.t. h1 are nearly constant for a/ao≤2.333, and then they
decrease to nearly zero at a/ao=3.167. Rather opposite behaviour is observed for the relative
sensitivity gradients w.r.t. h2, where the gradients increase along with delamination length
and reach their maximum values a priori catastrophic failure may occur. Furthermore it
should be underlined that there is a considerable increase of the gradients values w.r.t. h2 as
delamination propagates – values at small delamination lengths are amplified by a factor of
two in comparison to the gradients’  values at large delamination lengths. The gradients’
results w.r.t. components’  thickness are again in a good agreement with the near tip
behaviour of displacements and stresses subjected to a perturbation of component
thickness.
Fig. 46. Sensitivity gradients of the TERR w.r.t. Poisson’s ratio ν2
Fig. 47. Sensitivity gradients of the TERR w.r.t. laminae thickness h1
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The relative sensitivity gradients of the TERR computed w.r.t. the interface radius
RI are shown in Fig. 49. Their values are nearly positive except some numerical
instabilities at smallest delamination lengths. Then, the gradients increase during fatigue
fracture process. It is noted though that gradients’  values are very small in comparison with
gradients’  values presented for other design parameters, as also concluded from the
analysis of the near tip fields. Therefore, the TERR and fatigue fracture process is nearly
insensitive to changes in RI.
Fig. 48. Sensitivity gradients of the TERR w.r.t. laminae thickness h2
Ultimately, the TERR gradients values were obtained w.r.t. interface friction
coefficient µ and are shown in Fig. 50. As expected all gradients’  values are negative that
means improvement of the fatigue fracture performance of analysed composite.
Specifically, absolute values of these gradients increase as delamination propagates and
reach their maximum values at a/ao=2.667. Then, these absolute values slightly increases as
delamination approaches its critical length a→af. Initial increase of absolute gradients’
values is explained by the fact that contact length increases, while the length of the opened
near tip region remains nearly constant. Then, this opened region increases due to larger
contribution of normal deformations, thus it leads to a reduction of friction coefficient
induced effects.
Fig. 49. Sensitivity gradients of the TERR w.r.t. interface radius RI
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Fig. 50. Sensitivity gradients of the TERR w.r.t. friction coefficient µ
Fig. 51. Sensitivity gradients of the TERR w.r.t. Young’s modulus  E2 – central FDA
Evolution of the relative sensitivity gradients of the TERR, shown in Figs. 43-51,
pointed out the sensitivity of fatigue fracture process at its different stages (delamination
lengths). These results also revealed that E2, ν2 and h2 are the most crucial design
parameters that affect the fatigue fracture process. This is in a very good agreement with
the results obtained from the investigation of near tip behaviour. Thus the knowledge of
these parameters enables to carry out improved composite design against fatigue fracture
and/or estimate certain safety factors if one expects statistical scatter in the composite
behaviour. Different behaviour of these gradients at different delamination length makes it
difficult to generalise these results for the whole fatigue fracture process though.
There was observed satisfactorily numerical stability of the gradients computed for
nearly all design parameter increments. Utilisation of the central FDA is recommended for
those cases only, where large design parameter increments bring about by large numerical
instabilities of sensitivity gradients.
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6.3.6.2. Sensitivity gradients of cumulative fatigue cycle number
The relative sensitivity gradients of the CFCN were also computed for three
different design parameters’  increments. Nearly all these sensitivity gradients smoothly
evolve during entire process of delamination propagation as it is shown in Figs. 52-59.
There are observed some discrepancies among gradients obtained for small delamination
lengths though as it is shown in Figs. 52, 54 and 59, where gradients tend to large values at
the beginning of the fatigue fracture process. Explanation of this behaviour is left for future
studies, however it is noted at this point that these instabilities are related to instabilities of
corresponding gradients of the TERR at corresponding delamination lengths.
The best numerical stability is obtained for the gradients evaluated w.r.t. the
interface friction coefficient since results are closed each other for various perturbation
orders as it is shown in Fig. 58. In other cases the gradients computed for smaller design
parameters’  perturbations show usually a good stability (cf. Figs. 53 and 55-57). It is
supposed that these tendencies result from the forward FDA based truncation error. This
fact is confirmed through a utilisation of the central FDA and it is shown in Fig. 60, where
the numerical stability of gradients computed for the largest design parameter increment is
considerably improved.
Fig. 52. Sensitivity gradients of the CFCN w.r.t. Young’s modulus E1
Fig. 53. Sensitivity gradients of the CFCN w.r.t. Poisson’s ratio ν1
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Fig. 54. Sensitivity gradients of the CFCN w.r.t. Young’s modulus E2
Fig. 55. Sensitivity gradients of the CFCN w.r.t. Poisson’s ratio ν2
Fig. 56. Sensitivity gradients of the CFCN w.r.t. laminae thickness h1
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Fig. 57. Sensitivity gradients of the CFCN w.r.t. laminae thickness h2
Fig. 58. Sensitivity gradients of the CFCN w.r.t. friction coefficient µ
Fig. 59. Sensitivity gradients of the CFCN w.r.t. interface radius RI
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Fig. 60. Sensitivity gradients of the CFCN w.r.t. Young’s modulus E2 – central FDA
The most important outcome of sensitivity gradients for purposes of this work is
fact that all sensitivity gradients smoothly converge to some constant values, at large
delamination lengths, which describe the relative sensitivity gradients of composite fatigue
life at a=af. All sensitivity results obtained for design parameter increment ∆b=+1% are
collected in Table 4, where the relative sensitivity gradients of composite fatigue life,
Srel(b)=(dNc/db)rel, correspond to a/ao=3.333. It can be observed from Table 4 that the
fatigue life of analysed composite is most sensitive to design parameters related to lower
softer component, E2, ν2 and h2. This fact is in a good agreement with conclusions obtained
from an investigation of the near tip behaviour as well as sensitivity gradients of the TERR.
Particularly, increase of E2 and ν2 extends the composite fatigue life, while increasing h2
leads to a reduction of that life. Then as it was supposed, an increase of interface friction
coefficient, hence interface surface roughness after delamination can extend the composite
life. The interface radius does not affect much the composite fatigue life, that also confirms
results presented in preceding sections.
Therefore, if a composite engineer wants to extend the fatigue life of present
composite he should focus on decreasing the components’  stiffness ratio E1/E2→0 and/or
components’  compressibility ratio ν1/ν2→0. Moreover, if the fatigue life is also
constrained with weight saving associated with decreasing the constituent thickness h2,
then the composite engineer should carefully play with this design parameter since it makes
shorter the fatigue life of analysed composite. However, design parameters such as elastic
constants or thickness can be relatively easily controlled to obtain values that can improve
design. A different situation is represented by the interface friction coefficient. Although its
increase extends the composite fatigue life, nevertheless the crack surface roughness is
more difficult to control and this should be elaborated a priori bonding of composite
constituents. Ultimately, the composite life is the least sensitive to the interface radius
variations. Therefore, this design parameter can be neglected in the composite optimisation
routines or probabilistic analysis.
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Table 4. Relative sensitivity gradients of the CFCN (design parameter perturbation ∆b=+1%)
a/ao Srel(E1) Srel(E2) Srel(ν1) Srel(ν2) Srel(h1) Srel(h2) Srel(µ) Srel(RI)
1.167 -2.29196 12.95702 -1.66224 3.01621 -3.21975 -8.73252 0.81463 -1.46731
1.333 -2.21078 13.06032 -0.87899 3.17169 -3.20241 -8.11903 0.80837 -0.63867
1.500 -2.20459 13.02402 -0.62050 3.21659 -3.22861 -8.00413 0.91841 -0.41264
1.667 -2.19286 12.99339 -0.49192 3.26612 -3.25855 -8.03443 1.01173 -0.30591
1.833 -2.17124 12.95906 -0.41532 3.31252 -3.28687 -8.14479 1.09663 -0.24783
2.000 -2.13964 12.91468 -0.36617 3.34929 -3.31354 -8.31760 1.17319 -0.21556
2.167 -2.09784 12.86079 -0.33340 3.37278 -3.33485 -8.53570 1.23841 -0.19858
2.333 -2.04909 12.80117 -0.31213 3.38114 -3.34796 -8.76728 1.28734 -0.19114
2.500 -2.00616 12.74967 -0.30016 3.37824 -3.35255 -8.95796 1.31624 -0.18911
2.667 -1.98183 12.72118 -0.29544 3.37281 -3.35113 -9.05802 1.32734 -0.18910
2.833 -1.97536 12.71373 -0.29445 3.37069 -3.34958 -9.08260 1.32939 -0.18924
3.000 -1.97481 12.71311 -0.29438 3.37047 -3.34933 -9.08448 1.32951 -0.18926
3.167 -1.97481 12.71310 -0.29438 3.37047 -3.34932 -9.08451 1.32952 -0.18926
3.333 -1.97480 12.71310 -0.29438 3.37047 -3.34932 -9.08451 1.32952 -0.18926
The absolute sensitivity gradients of the CFCN obtained from ‘single ANSYS
execution approach’  were compared with absolute sensitivity gradients obtained from the
optimisation module of program ANSYS (‘multiple ANSYS execution approach’ ). This
comparison is shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Comparison of absolute sensitivity gradients
Absolute sensitivity gradients (∂Nc/∂E1)abs [cycle/Pa]×10-5
Single ANSYS execution approach Multiple ANSYS execution approacha/ao
0.1% 1% 10% 0.1% 1% 10%
1.167 -2.50705 -0.38929 -0.33445 -2.507 -0.389 -0.334
1.333 -2.92251 -0.79679 -0.68141 -2.923 -0.796 -0.681
1.500 -3.38908 -1.25352 -1.06535 -3.389 -1.254 -1.065
1.667 -3.88541 -1.74035 -1.47441 -3.885 -1.740 -1.474
1.833 -4.38565 -2.23391 -1.89087 -4.386 -2.234 -1.891
2.000 -4.85845 -2.69850 -2.28467 -4.858 -2.698 -2.285
2.167 -5.25087 -3.08440 -2.61376 -5.251 -3.084 -2.614
2.333 -5.51372 -3.34330 -2.83761 -5.514 -3.343 -2.838
2.500 -5.63638 -3.46542 -2.94475 -5.636 -3.465 -2.945
2.667 -5.66754 -3.49626 -2.97250 -5.668 -3.496 -2.973
2.833 -5.66981 -3.49857 -2.97469 -5.670 -3.499 -2.975
3.000 -5.66976 -3.49851 -2.97463 -5.670 -3.498 -2.975
3.167 -5.66976 -3.49851 -2.97463 -5.670 -3.498 -2.975
3.333 -5.66976 -3.49851 -2.97463 -5.670 -3.498 -2.975
Results of these two approaches are nearly same and negligibly small differences result
from numerical round-off in ANSYS. This nearly excellent agreement is not surprising
because both strategies are based on the same forward FDA of gradients. User induced
errors can be only responsible for eventual discrepancies in the results.
6.4. Example 02: Composite laminate with closed tip dur ing delamination growth
Composite laminate shown in Fig. 16 is considered in the second computational
example in this work. This example is called as the case 2. The boundary conditions from
the case 1 are maintained, while there is a change in material configuration, namely, the
components are replaced by each other. First, the near tip composite behaviour is analysed,
then evaluation of the TERR and the CFCN is shown for the case 2. Ultimately, the
sensitivity gradients of the TERR and the CFCN are computed and analysed.
6.4.1. Near tip displacements and stresses
The near tip fields of displacements and stresses are generated in the global
cylindrical coordinate system, thus the normal component corresponds to radial direction,
while the tangential one follows the angular direction. Contours of the near tip stresses are
shown under magnification factor of 10. The arc length s is introduced to describe
particular location along the crack length.
a/ao=1 a/ao=1.67
a/ao=2.33 a/ao=3
Fig. 61. Near tip tangential displacements during delamination propagation
First, the near tip composite behaviour during delamination growth is analysed for
nominal values of design variables to reveal what fatigue fracture model(s) should be
applied. This composite configuration brings closure of crack surfaces along entire
delamination length, and it also incorporates the crack tip closure. This behaviour is
observed during entire analysed delamination propagation range for a∈ 〈ao,af-1〉 . This
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implies that the fatigue fracture model for the closed tip must be utilised to describe the
TERR and the composite fatigue life. Consequently, the near tip relative normal
displacements are equal zero, thus the relative tangential displacements shown in Fig. 61
are analysed. These components of the near tip displacements are normalised as¶
T=(gTE2)/(σΘRI), where E2 is the lower component’s Young’s modulus and RI denotes the
composite interface radius; σΘ=100MPa. It is observed in Fig. 61 that the near tip
tangential displacements do not change at initial stages of delamination growth, as
suggested by maximum values at two normalised crack lengths a/ao=1 and a/ao=1.67. Then,
these near tip displacements slightly increase at intermediate delamination lengths
a/ao=2.33, and they become approximately twice bigger at large crack lengths, a/ao=3. It is
noted that tangential displacements are approximately twice smaller than those computed
in the case 1. The reason for that is mainly small deformation of the lower component,
subjected to loading, and singular shear stresses directly behind the crack tip.
Closed delamination surfaces are shown in stress contours’  plots of two stress
components, normal and shear, as well as of the von Mises stresses, all shown in Fig. 62
for two different normalised crack lengths, a/ao=1 and 3. It is observed that the maximum
tip stresses increase along with crack length for all stresses. Additionally, the shape of the
stress domains change during delamination propagation – thus, some stress redistribution
occurs.
a/ao=1
1 2 3
a/ao=3
Fig. 62. Near tip stress distribution for nominal design parameter values [Pa]
 (1) normal (2) shear (3) von Mises
Particularly, the negative normal and shear stress domains increase in the lower
composite constituent as crack grows. It is noted that this behaviour is different from that
observed in the example 01, where the domains of normal stresses were only changed. This
is probably an effect of the singular normal stresses directly behind the crack tip – these
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singular stresses increase along with crack length, as it is shown further for contact
pressure distribution along delamination’s surfaces.
Further, the composite design parameters are separately subjected to a perturbation
∆b=+10%. Effects of these perturbations are analysed mainly for three design parameters
related to the lower composite constituent, E2, ν2 and h2. First, an influence of E2 variation
is considered for the near tip tangential displacements shown in Fig. 63. It was expected
that such stiffness increment can reduce composite near tip deformation, e.g. tangential
displacements, and additionally decrease contact pressure along delamination surfaces.
Trends of near tip tangential displacements shown in Fig. 63 confirm these suppositions,
since their values decrease during delamination growth.
a/ao=1 a/ao=3
Fig. 63. Effect of Young’s moduli variation on tangential crack surface displacements
Then, 10% increase of E2 causes a decrease -1%(a/ao=1) and an increase +3.3%
(a/ao=3) of the normal tip stresses, -6% (a/ao=1) and –4.3% (a/ao=3) of the shear tip stresses
and –6% (a/ao=1) and –3.1% (a/ao=3) of the von Mises tip stresses. It is noted that increase
of maximum contact pressure directly behind the crack tip (r≈0 and θ±π) at a/ao=3 for 10%
perturbation of E2 (cf. Fig. 65) might be responsible for an increase of normal stresses at
corresponding length in comparison with their absolute (non-negative) unperturbed values
(cf. Fig. 62). Additionally, there is a change in stress contours due to E2 perturbation.
Domains of the normal tensile stresses decrease in the upper component at a/ao=1, and on
account of this, there is an increase of the domain of compressive stresses within lower
component at a/ao=1, as observed with respect to unperturbed stress fields. Then, the
normal stresses at a/ao=3 are slightly different from those shown in Fig. 62 – the
compressive stress domain decreases in the lower component due to increase of E2. Then,
the contours of shear and von Mises stresses near the tip remain nearly unchanged w.r.t.
those obtained for nominal values of design parameters.
  Then, the contact pressure shown in Fig. 65 slightly decreases due to +10%
variation of E2 far-off from the tip, while it drops down in the close vicinity of the tip at
large delamination lengths, a/ao=3.
Further, an influence of upper component stiffness perturbation is also shown in
Figs. 63 and 65. The composite near tip behaviour is not affected by the change of E1 at
small delamination lengths a/ao=1 and it slightly reduces the tangential displacements at
a/ao=3. Then, the contact pressure increase far-off from the tip, while it increase very close
to the tip at a/ao=3.
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a/ao=1
1 2 3
a/ao=3
Fig. 64. Near crack tip stress distribution (+∆E2=10%) [Pa]  (1) normal (2) shear (3) von Mises
a/ao=1 a/ao=3
Fig. 65. Contact pressure vs. variation of Young’s moduli
Positive perturbation of ν2 does not bring any effect on the near tip tangential
displacements at a/ao=1 and 3. This is similar to the behaviour shown in the example 01 for
the same variable perturbation. This lack of influence of ν2 perturbation on near tip
displacements, results in a similar effect in the case of shear and von Mises stresses.
Particularly, the tip values of these stresses remain unchanged at a/ao=1 due to change of
ν2, while they are slightly reduced (-0.3%) at a/ao=3. Consequently, there is no change in
contours of these stresses in comparison with those obtained for nominal design parameters
(cf. Fig. 62).
Then, it was expected that increase of ν2 would lead to an increase of contact
pressure, due to the same reasons as explained in the example 01. This supposition finds its
confirmation in Fig. 68, where contact pressure, either far-off or nearly at the tip, slightly
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increases due to increase of ν2. This increase is most probably responsible for a small
increase of normal tip stresses +1% at both investigated delamination lengths a/ao=1 and 3.
a/ao=1 a/ao=3
Fig. 66. Effects of Poisson’s ratio variation on tangential crack surface displacements
a/ao=1
1 2 3
a/ao=3
Fig. 67. Near crack tip stress distribution (+∆ν2=10%) [Pa]  (1) normal (2) shear (3) von Mises
Further it is noted that perturbation of Poisson’s ratio of the upper component, ν1,
does not affect the near tip tangential displacements (cf. Fig. 66) and contact pressures (cf.
Fig. 68).
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a/ao=1 a/ao=3
Fig. 68. Contact pressure vs. variation of Young’s moduli
The perturbation of the lower layer’s thickness, h2, brings an increase of the near tip
tangential displacements, especially at large delamination lengths a/ao=3, as it is shown in
Fig. 69. This behaviour is similar to that observed in the example 01 for perturbation of h2.
Further it is observed that tip values of all analysed stresses increase due to positive
variation of h2. Particularly, this increase is equal to +1.6% (a/ao=1) and +9.4% (a/ao=3) for
normal tip stresses, +1.7% (a/ao=1) and +1% (a/ao=3) for shear tip stresses, and +1.8%
(a/ao=1) and +1% (a/ao=3) for the von Mises tip stresses. Moreover, the contours of normal
stresses at a/ao=1 change in comparison to Fig. 62 (stresses plotted for nominal design
parameters) – the domain of compressive stresses within lower component increases, while
the corresponding domain of tensile stresses in the upper component decreases.
Ultimately, it is observed an increase of contact pressures due to +10% change of h2
as it is shown in Fig. 71.
It is noted that variation of the corresponding thickness of upper layer, h1, brings a
small increase of tangential displacements at a/ao=1 (cf. Fig. 69), while the contact pressure
along delamination surfaces is reduced at a/ao=3 (cf. Fig. 71).
a/ao=1 a/ao=3
Fig. 69. Effects of thickness variation on tangential crack surface displacements
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a/ao=1
1 2 3
a/ao=3
Fig. 70. Near crack tip stress distribution (+∆h2=10%) [Pa]  (1) normal (2) shear (3) von Mises
a/ao=1 a/ao=3
Fig. 71. Contact pressure vs. variation of thickness
A general conclusion resulting from the presented results is that composite response
to analysed design parameter changes is qualitatively similar to that presented in the
example 01 for some design variables. Namely, perturbations of design parameters related
to lower composite constituent stiffness and thickness bring the largest influence on the
near tip fields of displacements and stresses, as well as contact pressures. This fact can be
caused by the specific boundary conditions implied by shear loading. This conclusion
might probably change if the load σΘ is applied to upper layer, while the lower component
is constrained at the edge in the angular direction. However, such a conclusion needs some
further computational verification. Thus, the results of the sensitivity analysis are to fully
reveal the most crucial parameters, that affect delamination growth and the fatigue life of
the composite with closed tip.
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6.4.2. Energy release rate
The TERR was computed from the SIF, as in the example 01. The shear mode or
mode 2 component of the TERR is exclusively responsible for the fatigue fracture of
composite in this case. This is due to shear stress singularity ahead of the delamination tip
as described in chapter 3. Therefore, the TERR is fully equal to its mode 2 contribution as
GT=G2, thus consequently the TERR is computed from mode 2 SIF, K2. This SIF is
obtained from the nodal SIFs via the linear extrapolation technique, described in chapter 3
and in the example 01. Nodal SIFs are obtained from corresponding nodal shear stresses
ahead of the tip, σ12, according to Eq (3.30) and utilising the stress exponent λ from Eq
(3.32).
The accuracy of the FEM solution was verified via a comparison between analytical
and FEM-based stress exponents, λ and λFEM, respectively, at delamination length a=ao.
The exponent λFEM was computed based on the knowledge of nodal K2, nodal shear
stresses, σ12, and nodal coordinates r. The FEM based stress exponent was computed and
compared for three essentially different friction coefficient values, µ=0, 0.25 and 0.5. This
exponent is defined as the slope of a line obtained via linear extrapolation of data plotted in
the lognormal scale as it is shown in Fig. 72. The slope of each line is negative and it
decreases along with increasing friction coefficient. This FEM approximation of the stress
exponent λFEM is compared with exact analytical value of λ computed from Eq (3.32) for
β=-0.14895 for corresponding values of friction coefficient and collected in Table 6. It is
observed that the FEM based exponent only slightly diverges from the analytical one along
with increasing friction coefficient, and that fact suggests sufficient accuracy of the FEM
approximation. It is noted that there occurs the so called weak singularity (cf. Eq (3.34))
since λ<0.5 for non-zero friction coefficient.
Fig. 72. Approximation of the FEM based stress exponent λFEM
Table 6. Stress exponent - comparison
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The comparison between analytical and FEM stress solution is carried out for the
near tip singular shear stresses. The analytical near tip shear stresses were computed based
on value of K2 for three essentially different friction coefficients µ=0, 0.25 and 0.5. The
comparison with the nodal shear stresses obtained from the FEM solution of the
delamination contact problem with friction is shown in Fig. 73. It is observed a very good
agreement between these stresses, that points out a proper FEM modelling of the problem
and accurate determination of K2. Therefore, K2 can be used to compute the TERR.
Fig. 73. Near tip shear stresses ahead of the closed tip
Results of the TERR computation are shown in Fig. 74, where the TERR is plotted
against normalised delamination length, a/ao. The behaviour of the TERR during
delamination propagation is qualitatively similar to this shown in Fig. 39 of the example
01. Thus, the TERR is almost constant within the crack range a/ao∈ 〈1,2.5), that might
suggest stable delamination growth. Then, the TERR increases for a/ao≥2.5 and the most
probably tends to its critical value, GTc. Thus, it is supposed an instability in a fatigue
fracture process to occur within the range a/ao∈ 〈2.5,af), if the critical TERR, GTc, is
reached. It is noted that the TERR behaviour in the case of delamination propagating with
the closed tip is quantitatively different from this observed in the example 01 (delamination
growth with opened tip). Namely, TERR values shown in Fig. 74 are more than twice
smaller than those from Fig. 39 at corresponding delamination lengths. Furthermore, these
values of the TERR are smaller than the TERR threshold (cf. Eq (3.11) in chapter 3), taken
as GT,th=100J/m
2, within delamination range a/ao∈ 〈1,2.5). This means that delamination
may not grow under applied load σΘ=100MPa, and thus the maximum load (hence
amplitude) must be increased for fatigue fracture to happen. Additional computations
revealed that under load equal approximately to σΘ=250MPa, the TERR exceeded the
TERR threshold for all analysed delamination lengths. This load value could be treated as
the threshold load σΘ,th in this case, that causes fatigue fracture of the composite. This
would also mean that the applied load value required for delamination growth with closed
tip is approximately 2.5 times larger than this resulting in crack propagation with opened
tip. It is noted though that for purposes of this work all further computations were carried
out at load σΘ=100MPa, that is equal to this applied in the example 01.
It is noted that the mixed mode angle (cf. Eq (3.20)) is approximately equal to
orΨ =-90deg during entire propagation range of delamination.
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Fig. 74. TERR during delamination growth
A comparison was made between the TERR computed from Eq (3.39) via the
extrapolation technique and this derived from the virtual crack closure method (VCCM) at
a/ao=1 and for friction coefficient value equal to µ=0.0. Moreover, three different sizes of
the quarter point elements, r1=0.5×10-6m, 1×10-6m and 5×10-6m were chosen to investigate
a mesh influence on the TERR results. These different element sizes also correspond to
different crack extensions, r1=∆a, in the VCCM. The simplified formulae of the VCCM for
singular higher order finite elements (Raju (1987)) was selected to compute the TERR. It is
found a good agreement among computed results, which are collected in Table 7. The very
good one is found for intermediate size of the quarter point elements r1=1×10-6m, that is
chosen in all further computations through the extrapolation technique selected due to the
same reasons as presented in the example 01. Moreover, it is noted that this technique is
also less mesh sensitive than the VCCM – the TERR obtained from the latter method tends
relatively rapidly to some upper bound for the smallest r1=∆a.
Table 7.Comparison of the TERR for r1
r1; ∆a [m] GT(VCCM) [J/m
2] GT(σ)[J/m
2] Difference [%]
5×10-6 18.127 18.519 -2.12
1×10-6 18.286 18.189 +0.53
0.5×10-6 19.308 18.039 +7.03
It is a known fact that in the case of contact with friction along the crack surfaces, the
global potential energy of the composite is the sum of the elastic strain energy stored
within composite during loading, and the energy dissipated due to friction, and work done
by external applied loads on corresponding displacements. Therefore, the change of this
potential energy has to cover the energy for two different processes, the fracture energy
required for delamination growth and additional work generated by frictional forces. The
TERR computed from Eq (3.39) does not include dissipated energy associated with the
crack surface friction during given delamination extension, and thereby can be regarded as
the energy solely utilised in composite interface fracture, as reported in chapter 3 and by
Qian and Sun (1997). However, the TERR obtained from the VCCM contains effects of
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contact with friction, when the crack surface roughness is defined by µ>0. Therefore, a
comparison between TERRs obtained from these two methods for frictional contact case,
can show how big is the discrepancy between those two TERRs. This discrepancy is shown
in Table 8 as the difference between the TERR obtained from the VCCM and Eq (3.39) for
three essentially different values of friction coefficient µ=0.05,0.25 and 0.5; r1=1×10-6m.
As it was expected, this difference increases along with increasing crack surface roughness.
It is noted that this difference must also account for the difference between TERR
computed with these two methods as shown in Table 7. However, it is noted that this
difference is rather small in the present case.
Table 8.Comparison of the TERR for differentµ
µ GT(VCCM) [J/m
2] GT(σ)[J/m
2] Difference [%]
0.05 16.552 16.364 +1.14
0.25 10.658 10.316 +3.31
0.50 5.339 5.119 +4.30
The difference shown in Table 8 most probably does not correspond to energy
dissipation rate due to friction during crack extension. This energy dissipation rate (EDR),
GD, is evaluated through determination of the work done by frictional forces on the relative
tangential displacements during crack extension, ∆a=r1. The EDR is compared with the
TERR obtained from Eq (3.39), and tabulated in Table 9 for µ=0.05 and ∆a=r1=0.5×10-6m,
1×10-6m and 5×10-6m.
Table 9. Energy dissipation rate and the TERR
r1; ∆a [m] GD [J/m
2] GT(σ)[J/m
2] Difference [%]
5×10-6          16.081 16.660 -3.475
1×10-6 6.791 16.364           -58.500
0.5×10-6            4.428 16.231           -72.718
As expected, the EDR increases along with the delamination length increment as shown
Table 9 - the EDR constitutes a substantial portion of the dissipated energy as the crack
extension increases.
6.4.3. Cumulative fatigue cycle number
The cumulative fatigue cycles’  number (CFCN) was computed through Eq (3.43)
based on the knowledge of the TERR, the CFCN increment and given delamination length
increment ∆a=0.92×10-3m. The a-N curve is a result of these computations and it is shown
in Fig. 75. This fatigue curve is qualitatively same as that shown in Fig. 41 of the example
01. Thus, there is a linear behaviour within the range approximated from the plot to be
a/ao∈ 〈1.167,1.833), while further, the curve changes its slope and becomes steeper. First, it
is noted that the range of linear behaviour of a-N curve is smaller than this observed in the
example 01 for the opened delamination tip. Moreover, the composite fatigue life is
approximately eight orders of magnitude larger than this obtained in the example 01 for
corresponding delamination length increment. This is mainly due to much smaller values of
the TERR, as discussed in the preceding section, and additionally due to some inaccuracy
of the Paris-like law, discussed in the example 01.
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Fig. 75. Fatigue growth of delamination
The final outcome, thus the composite fatigue life might be unrealistic due to utilisation of
GT<GT,th. Therefore higher load σΘ should be applied to increase GT, as discussed in the
preceding section for fatigue delamination growth to take place. However, these rather
unrealistic values of the CFCN are used in the computation of sensitivity gradients in
following sections.
6.4.4. Sensitivity gradients dur ing delamination growth
The sensitivity gradients of the TERR and the CFCN, thereby composite fatigue
life, were computed with respect to same design parameters as in the example 01.
Moreover, these gradients were also computed for three different design variable
increments that correspond to parts per thousand (+0.1%), percents (+1%) and tenths
(+10%).
6.4.4.1. Sensitivity gradients of the total energy release rate
Nearly all sensitivity gradients of the TERR show very good numerical stability
since they smoothly evolve during entire delamination lengths’  range as it is shown in Figs.
76-81. There are two exceptions to this behaviour and they are related to gradients obtained
w.r.t. interface radius, RI, and friction coefficient, µ, as it is shown in Figs. 82 and 83.
There occur some numerical instabilities at certain delamination lengths, and they are
pertained to the smallest increment (∆RI=+0.1%). The condition error (cf. chapter 5) of the
finite difference approximation (FDA) can be responsible for this behaviour. In this case it
is expected that this error results from numerical round-off of the TERR, since changes of
the TERR due to small parameter perturbation are probably very small. These changes can
be additionally perturbed by numerical round-off due to too lose convergence criteria in the
incremental-iterative solution of the non-linear contact with friction problem. A careful
investigation of the influence of the convergence criteria on the solution of this problem
might probably allow to explain origins of aforementioned error of the sensitivity
gradients. Similar type of instabilities is shown in Fig. 83 especially for small friction
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coefficient increments (∆µ=+0.1% and 1%). Furthermore, it is observed that the sensitivity
gradients w.r.t. µ for all increments do not smoothly evolve during delamination growth.
Rather similar non-smooth behaviour can be also seen in Fig. 79 for sensitivity gradients
w.r.t. ν2, where additionally point-instability is observed for the largest increment
∆ν2=+10%. It is believed that instability is not related to the FDA induced truncation error,
since it is local (occurs at single delamination length). Then, the gradients computed w.r.t.
Young’s modulus of the lower component (B/Ep), E2, demonstrate instability for the
largest increment ∆E2=+10 as it is shown in Fig. 78. It is supposed that line defining
gradients is shifted w.r.t. other ones due to forward FDA induced truncation error. This
problem is explained by performing additional computations of the TERR gradients via
central FDA. These results are shown in Fig. 84, and confirm truncation error based
deviations of the gradients, and which are completely eliminated by the central FDA.
The numerical values of the TERR gradients w.r.t. to upper Young’s modulus E1
decrease along delamination length as it is shown in Fig. 76. All values of the gradients are
positive during entire crack propagation, which means that TERR increases due to increase
of E1 at all lengths. However, these gradients tend to zero values at large delamination
lengths. Thus, the fracture parameter is the most affected in the initial stage of
delamination propagation – decreasing the Young’s modulus would improve the fatigue
fracture performance of the composite laminate.
Qualitatively rather similar trend is observed for the TERR gradients obtained w.r.t.
Poisson’s ratio of the upper component, ν1. These gradients are also positive during entire
delamination growth, and furthermore decrease to zero at large delamination lengths.
Again, the TERR gradients take their largest values at smallest delamination lengths. It is
concluded that decreasing of this design parameter would improve fatigue fracture
performance of the composite.
It is noted that aforementioned results referred to E1 and ν1 are qualitatively rather
similar to those presented in the example 01 (cf. Figs. 43 and 44). However, gradients do
not change their sign at certain delamination lengths in this example. Moreover, their
values in the present example are larger than those presented in the preceding one, for
crack propagation with the opened crack tip. Therefore, the importance of these design
parameters increases, when the delamination propagates with the closed tip.
Fig. 76. Sensitivity gradients of the TERR w.r.t. Young’s modulus E1
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Fig. 77. Sensitivity gradients of the TERR w.r.t. Poisson’s ratio ν1
Quantitatively different behaviour to that observed for E1 and ν1 is observed for the
sensitivity gradients of the TERR obtained w.r.t. to Young’s modulus E2 and Poisson’s
ratio ν2 of the lower composite constituent. Particularly, these gradients are negative for the
entire investigated range of delamination lengths. This suggests that change of these design
parameters results in a decrease of the TERR. Therefore, improvement of the composite
fatigue fracture performance occurs in the case of positive perturbation of both material
elastic constants. This enhancement of the composite behaviour can be especially obtained
by controlling E2, for which the sensitivity gradients’  (absolute) values are much higher
than those obtained w.r.t. ν2, which is rather small in this case and in comparison with
results shown in example 01 for the same design variable. Then, the largest sensitivity
gradients w.r.t. E2 occur for small delamination lengths, and further absolute values of
gradients decrease along with delamination length. Qualitatively different behaviour is
observed for ν2, where absolute values of gradients initially increase and reach their
maximum at approximately a/ao=2.333.
Fig. 78. Sensitivity gradients of the TERR w.r.t. Young’s modulus E2
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Fig. 79. Sensitivity gradients of the TERR w.r.t. Poisson’s ratio ν2
The sensitivity gradients computed w.r.t. component thicknesses h1 and h2 are
shown in Fig. 80 and 81 in the function of delamination length. Gradients are positive
during crack growth w.r.t. both variables. Therefore, the TERR increases due to to positive
change of either h1 or h2, that consequently leads to a deterioration of the fatigue fracture
performance of the composite. In both cases, the sensitivity gradients reach their peak
values and then decrease – these maximum values are reached at shorter delamination
lengths for h1, than for h2. Moreover, these peak values of gradients might be connected
with an effect of composite curvature – there is a different composite response depending
on the location of delamination tip. Thus, the change of h1 is more severe for short
delaminations, while h2 becomes more decisive at large crack lengths.
Fig. 80. Sensitivity gradients of the TERR w.r.t. laminae thickness h1
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Fig. 81. Sensitivity gradients of the TERR w.r.t. laminae thickness h2
It is observed that the TERR gradients are nearly insensitive w.r.t. change of the
interface radius, RI as it is shown in Fig. 82, when one analyses results for the largest
design parameter increment. This increment corresponds to the best numerical stability of
these gradients. Therefore, this design variable has secondary importance on the composite
response, similarly to the example 01.
The absolute values of relative sensitivity gradients w.r.t. friction coefficient µ
demonstrate increasing trend of gradients as it is shown in Fig. 83, and reach their
maximum at approximately at a/ao=2.333. Then, these absolute values decrease and tend to
zero at large delamination lengths. Therefore, the TERR is the most affected by µ for small
and intermediate delamination lengths, while this parameter becomes less and less crucial
to the TERR for large delaminations. This confirms results reported in the literature
(Buchholz et al. (1997)), that friction is mainly important to fracture process at short crack
lengths. All gradients are negative, thus an increase of friction coefficient improves
composite resistance to fatigue fracture as discussed in the example 01. 
Fig. 82. Sensitivity gradients of the TERR w.r.t. interface radius RI
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Fig. 83. Sensitivity gradients of the TERR w.r.t. friction coefficient µ
Fig. 84. Sensitivity gradients of the TERR w.r.t. Young’s modulus E2 – central FDA
Generally, the evolution of the TERR gradients provided some information about
an influence of composite design variables on the fatigue fracture process. These gradients
pointed out those ranges of the failure process, which are especially sensitive to
perturbation of chosen design parameters. These gradient based indications can help a
composite engineer to predict a composite fatigue fracture behaviour at its different stages
using the TERR. However, the most crucial parameters for fatigue fracture are revealed via
computation and analysis of the relative sensitivity gradients of the fatigue life in the
following section.
6.4.4.2. Sensitivity gradients of cumulative fatigue cycle number
It is observed smooth evolution of the relative sensitivity gradients of the CFCN
w.r.t. nearly all design parameters along entire delamination propagation’s range as it is
shown in Figs. 85-90 and 92. An exception to this, is a behaviour of the gradients evaluated
w.r.t. interface radius RI. There exist some instabilities related to small parameter
increments and delamination lengths as it is shown in Fig. 91. These instabilities reflect
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similar instabilities of the TERR sensitivity gradients shown in Fig. 82. It is expected that
numerical round-off induced errors are responsible for this behaviour due to relatively
small values of increments in the FDA. Further, in most cases the sensitivity gradients of
the CFCN computed for the largest design parameters’  increment (+10%) differ from those
determined with small increments’  values (+0.1% and 1%) as it is shown in Figs. 85-87
and 89-90. These errors are caused by the forward FDA truncation errors as verified in Fig.
93, where the central FDA was utilised to evaluate gradients. The central FDA based
gradients demonstrate numerically more stable behaviour – a difference between gradients
obtained for various increments is reduced, but not eliminated. It is noted that truncation
error based instabilities of gradients affect the most only those sensitivities, which have
large absolute values, and thereby are the most decisive to fatigue fracture performance of
the composite.
Fig. 85. Sensitivity gradients of the CFCN w.r.t. Young’s modulus E1
Fig. 86. Sensitivity gradients of the CFCN w.r.t. Poisson’s ratio ν1
It is observed that all the sensitivity gradients smoothly converge to some constant
values, that define the fatigue life sensitivities of the composite. However, some of the
gradients have nearly constant values during entire delamination propagation’s range as it
is shown in Figs. 85 and 87. This suggests that change of design parameter has similar or
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nearly same effect on the CFCN. Thus, it allows to generalise and simplify eventual design
procedures for composite design against fatigue fracture. In other cases, the CFCN
gradients have different behaviour at the beginning of the fatigue fracture (small
delaminations) from this corresponding to composite failure (large delaminations) as it is
shown in Figs. 88, 90 and 92. This corresponds to different effect of design parameters at
subsequent stages of fatigue fracture process of analysed composite. This can make more
difficult optimisation of the composite against fatigue fracture, if one wants to find the
most optimum composite response at CFCN smaller than the fatigue life. However, the
absolute values of sensitivities have always their maximum values at large delamination
lengths. Therefore, the optimisation of the composite can be fully based on present results
of gradients that point out optimum design search directions.
Fig. 87. Sensitivity gradients of the CFCN w.r.t. Young’s modulus E2
Fig. 88. Sensitivity gradients of the CFCN w.r.t. Poisson’s ratio ν2
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Fig. 89. Sensitivity gradients of the CFCN w.r.t. laminae thickness h1
Fig. 90. Sensitivity gradients of the CFCN w.r.t. laminae thickness h2
Fig. 91. Sensitivity gradients of the CFCN w.r.t. interface radius RI
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Fig. 92. Sensitivity gradients of the CFCN w.r.t. friction coefficient µ
Fig. 93. Sensitivity gradients of the CFCN w.r.t. Young’s modulus E2 - central FDA
Particular values of the relative sensitivity gradients of the CFCN w.r.t. all design
parameters, Srel(b)=(dNc/db)rel, are collected in Table 10 for increment ∆b=+1%.
Sensitivities of the fatigue life correspond to the largest normalised crack length
a/ao=3.333.
Table 10. Relative sensitivity gradients of the CFCN (design parameter perturbation ∆b=+1%)
a/ao Srel(E1) Srel(E2) Srel(ν1) Srel(ν2) Srel(h1) Srel(h2) Srel(µ) Srel(RI)
1.167 -6.16575 17.72950 -2.20744 0.19804 -7.94205 -3.49729 1.06505 -0.50302
1.333 -6.11315 17.66288 -2.22314 0.23891 -8.13149 -3.60408 1.10452 -0.12191
1.500 -6.01645 17.40840 -2.23756 0.28141 -8.33260 -3.76259 1.20565 -0.01621
1.667 -5.94853 17.34752 -2.25178 0.31659 -8.53184 -3.94269 1.23146 0.03175
1.833 -5.87682 17.26980 -2.26174 0.34486 -8.70088 -4.14163 1.25357 0.05284
2.000 -5.81578 17.19942 -2.26634 0.36335 -8.81482 -4.31867 1.26794 0.06130
2.167 -5.77814 17.15503 -2.26685 0.37206 -8.86751 -4.43117 1.27444 0.06330
2.333 -5.76375 17.13790 -2.26621 0.37455 -8.88105 -4.47466 1.27606 0.06179
2.500 -5.76088 17.13451 -2.26590 0.37492 -8.88246 -4.48324 1.27628 0.06193
2.667 -5.76063 17.13421 -2.26586 0.37494 -8.88247 -4.48398 1.27630 0.06192
2.833 -5.76062 17.13420 -2.26586 0.37494 -8.88247 -4.48400 1.27630 0.06192
3.000 -5.76062 17.13419 -2.26586 0.37494 -8.88247 -4.48400 1.27630 0.06192
3.167 -5.76062 17.13419 -2.26586 0.37494 -8.88247 -4.48400 1.27630 0.06192
3.333 -5.76062 17.13419 -2.26586 0.37494 -8.88247 -4.48400 1.27630 0.06192
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The fatigue life of the composite with closed delamination tip under shear loading
is the most affected by the stiffness of its lower component, E2. Positive variation of this
stiffness leads to an extension of the composite fatigue life. This is in a very good
agreement with the results of the near tip response under change of E2, where an increase
of E2 reduces composite near tip deformation. Opposite behaviour, thus reduction of the
fatigue life is brought about by an increase of upper component stiffness, E1, and Poisson’s
ratio ν1, components’  thickness h1 and h2. Positive increments of these variables led also to
an increase of the near tip deformation.
As it was expected from the results of the example 01 an increase of crack surface
roughness elongates composite fatigue life. Similar situation, the fatigue life extension, is
also observed for variations of Poisson’s ratio of lower component, ν2, and interface radius
RI. However, the sensitivity gradients obtained w.r.t. to these two latter variables are very
small in comparison with other results. Thus, it is supposed that the change of the fatigue
life they bring is not considerable.
The nominal components’  stiffness ratio in the example 02 is E1/E2<1, while their
compressibility ratio is ν1/ν2>1 and thickness ratio is equal to unity, h1/h2=1. Hence, if the
composite engineer wants to optimise (extend) the fatigue life of the composite analysed
here, he should decrease components’  stiffness ratio such that it should tend to E1/E2→0
and/or decrease components’  compressibility ratio, ν1/ν2→0. Moreover, the engineer
should keep the components’  thickness ratio equal to h1/h2=1. Moreover, an inspection of
components’  surface roughness before components’  bonding, should focus on keeping it
rough large enough to expect frictional effects acting against delamination propagation. It
also seems that the Poisson’s ratio of lower component and the interface radius can be
neglected in optimisation routines for composite against fatigue fracture, or in the
probabilistic analysis of fatigue fracture of the composite.
It is ultimately noted that the relative sensitivity gradients shown in Table 10 are
qualitatively similar to those collected in Table 4 of the example 01. Their positive and
negative values coincide for the design variables related to the same component number 1
or 2, thus to composite configuration with respect to applied load. The specific character of
the shear loading can be responsible for this effect. However, these values do not coincide
quantitatively for the same design variable, since components have been replaced by
essentially different material properties. Moreover, the sensitivities w.r.t. the interface
radius RI are opposite to those shown in the example 01. These differences confirm that it
is always necessary to investigate influence of composite material and geometrical
configuration on its behaviour.
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Conclusions and recommendations
The present work dealt with the numerical sensitivity analysis of an interfacial
fatigue crack propagation in elastic composite laminates.
A novel computational strategy was developed and implemented with special use of
the FEM based package ANSYS to carry out a numerical sensitivity analysis of interfacial
fatigue crack growth in the case of two component elastic composite laminates. The
strategy was based on the computational fatigue fracture model, which is built upon plane
stress/strain assumptions, linear elastic isotropic composite constituents, a composite
interface of infinitesimal thickness and a cyclic static loading of constant amplitude. The
fatigue fracture model accounted for two essentially different scenarios that can occur
during the delamination growth at the crack tip, i.e. the cases of an opened and a closed
crack tip. The fatigue propagation of opened crack tip was described by the oscillatory
model of the linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) for interfacial cracks, while the
closed crack was described in terms of the contact zone model of fracture mechanics for
closed interfacial cracks. The model uses the defect-tolerant approach to predict the fatigue
life, using a Paris-like equation to define the fatigue growth of delamination. The
computational fatigue fracture model was combined with the FDA to compute the relative
sensitivity gradients of the total energy release rate (TERR) and the cumulative fatigue
cycles’  number (CFCN). The FDA based sensitivity analysis concept was computationally
implemented using the ANSYS Parametric Design Language (APDL), in such a way that it
integrated all basic parts of program ANSYS (pre-processor, solver and post-processor),
and resulted in a user’s friendly and tractable strategy. This approach allowed to control the
choice of the design parameters and their increments, the types of the finite difference
approximation (forward or central) and the crack length increment. Moreover, a connection
with the ANSYS solver enabled the solution of the non-linear delamination contact
problem using standard FEM isoparametric finite solid and contact elements with
implemented non-linear contact solution capabilities.
The computational strategy was used in two case studies on a curved boron/epoxy-
aluminium (B/Ep-Al) composite subjected to cyclic static shear. In the first case, the softer
component (i.e. Al) was subjected to shear loading, while in the second case the stiffer
component B/Ep was loaded. The composite design variables used were the component
elastic constants (the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio), the component thickness, the
radius of the interfacial curvature and the surface roughness of the crack. These two case
studies provided ample information about the numerical stability of the proposed approach
and made it possible to reveal the most crucial design variables of the composites that
affect the interface fatigue crack growth. The sensitivity gradients of the TERR and CFCN
were computed for three different design parameter increments (parts per thousand, percent
and tenths) and analysed during the delamination growth. The results of the sensitivity
gradients obtained using the forward FDA demonstrated a relatively good numerical
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stability with respect to most of the composite design parameters. The best numerical
stability was usually obtained for small parameter increment for which the sensitivity
gradients were very close to each other. The instabilities resulting from the forward FDA
truncation error (for the largest design variable increment) were successfully eliminated or
reduced, resulting to a large degree of accuracy by using of the central FDA. Subsequently,
other instabilities of the sensitivity gradients, related to FDA based condition errors, were
observed for some design variables and their small increments. These errors probably
resulted from the numerical round off in the incremental-iterative solution of the non-linear
contact problem with friction. Moreover, these condition error based numerical
inaccuracies of the sensitivity gradients occurred mainly for their small values. Therefore,
corresponding design variables did not significantly affect the fatigue fracture performance
of the composite. There also existed other numerical instabilities related to the sensitivity
gradients of the TERR with respect to some design variables and their increments. These
problems took place only for the smallest and the largest delamination lengths. The
gradients converged to large absolute values at these locations. A corresponding situation
was also observed in the case of the CFCN sensitivity gradients only at the smallest crack
lengths.
It was observed that the sensitivity gradients of the TERR have undergone a
qualitative change from positive to negative values at some crack lengths for certain design
variables. Furthermore, it was also observed that the CFCN gradients were smoothly
converging to constant values with respect to all analysed design parameters. These
constant values determined the sensitivity gradients of the fatigue life. These results
provided important information about the composite fatigue fracture behaviour. In case 1,
it was observed that the most crucial design parameters are the Young’s modulus (E2), the
Poisson’s ratio (ν2) and the thickness (h2) of lower softer component. In particular, an
increase of E2 and ν2 led to an increase of composite fatigue life. The opposite situation
(i.e. fatigue life reduction) was observed for increasing the thickness h2. Moreover, an
increase of the Young’  s modulus (E1), Poisson’s ratio (ν1) as well as the thickness (h1) of
upper stiffer component reduced the composite fatigue life. Therefore, an optimum design
of the composite from case 1 should focus on minimising the component stiffness ratio (i.e.
E1/E2→0) and compressibility ratio (i.e. ν1/ν2→0) whilst retaining the component
thickness ratio constant and equal to unity, h1/h2=1. In case 2, it was observed that the most
crucial design parameters are related to the lower component Young’s modulus (E2), upper
component thickness (h1) and the upper component Young’s modulus (E1). In particular,
the composite fatigue was extended by an increase of E2, whilst an increase of h1 and E1
reduced the fatigue life. Moreover, it was found that an increase of the lower component
thickness (h2) reduced the composite fatigue life, whilst it was extended by an increase of
the lower component Poisson’s ratio (ν2). Therefore, an optimum design of the composite
in this case should focus on decreasing the component stiffness and compressibility ratios
as E1/E2→0 and ν1/ν2→0, whilst retaining the component thickness ratio constant and
equal to unity, h1/h2=1. Moreover, it was observed that the friction coefficient describing
the crack surface roughness had a large influence on the composite fatigue life in both case
studies. Fatigue life became longer with an increase of the friction coefficient. Thus,
increasing crack surface roughness could improve fatigue fracture performance of the
composite. However, this design variable appears to be difficult to control during
composite manufacturing. The present study indicates that the overall curvature of the
composite interface, defined by a constant radius, is the least important design variable for
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fatigue life prediction in both case studies. This suggests that the interface curvature of the
analysed composites can be neglected in numerical optimisation procedures as a design
variable, or in the probabilistic fatigue analysis as a random variable.
Sensitivity studies were accompanied by a numerical investigation of the influence
of the design parameter variations on the near-tip stress and displacements fields, as well as
a contact pressure along crack surfaces and mixed mode angles to elucidate their effect on
the delamination propagation and qualitatively verify the results of the present sensitivity
analysis. The results of the near tip displacements and stresses demonstrated that if, for
example the softer component is subjected to load and positive stiffness perturbation, then
this results in decreasing near-tip deformation. Consequently, such behaviour is
accompanied by a decrease of the TERR thus, leading to the extension of composite fatigue
life, as observed from the sensitivity analysis results. These results qualitatively confirmed
the outcome of the sensitivity analysis. Furthermore, in case 1, when the soft component
(aluminium) was loaded, the region near the crack tip was opened during the entire
delamination growth range. As the component configuration was changed – i.e. the load
imposed on the stiffer component (boron/epoxy) – the tip was closed during crack
propagation. Consequently, these two essentially different situations required use of two
different fracture parameters, namely, the classical TERR for traction free interfacial cracks
and the non-classical TERR accounting for stress singularity change due to frictional
contact. Both the TERRs were computed from the FEM analysis results using the linear
extrapolation technique, and their values were successfully verified by those obtained from
the virtual crack closure method (VCCM). It was observed that the near-tip deformation as
well as the TERR for the composite with a closed crack tip were much smaller than the
same quantities for the composite with an opened crack tip. Those differences resulted in
an estimation of different fatigue lives for both composites.
The numerical stability of the sensitivity gradients was satisfactory for most of the
design parameters and their increments. However, there were some composite design
parameters (e.g. interface radius) for which the gradient numerical stability decreased. This
could be attributed to the use of FDA, with neither forward nor central FDA providing
satisfactorily results. The symbolic computations of gradients might be a remedy for the
aforementioned problem. This approach requires analytical-like evaluation of sensitivity
gradients. These are based upon symbolic differentiation of closed-form solutions for the
TERR and/or CFCN with respect to design variables. These computations can be
undertaken using algebra packages such as Mathematica, as presented in the Appendix A.
The closed form derivatives could be then implemented in the postprocessor of ANSYS to
perform a numerical evaluation of sensitivity gradients.
A lack of correlation between design variables was assumed in this work. Only one
design variable was subjected to a perturbation during each analysis, whilst other
composite design parameters were kept constant. The introduction of design parameter
correlations would be an initial step towards multi-parameter sensitivity studies, where
several parameters are subjected to perturbation at the same time (Jensen and Cifuentes
(1998)). The changing of several parameters simultaneously can strengthen or weaken the
influence of single parameters. The principal component analysis (Saltelli et al. (2000)) can
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be used to estimate the effect of simultaneous parameter changes on several state variables
and objective functions.
The developed numerical strategy can be directly applied to study the sensitivity of
other composites containing interface pre-cracks between dissimilar isotropic constituents.
However, some composite laminate constituents are non-isotropic when the laminae is
reinforced by long fibres. In these cases, values for displacement and stress near the tip, as
well as the TERR, depend upon fibre arrangement in adjacent plies. The present strategy
can be extended to account for non-isotropic laminae properties relatively easily. The
TERR for delaminations with opened (Suo (1990)) and closed tips (Sung and Chung
(2003)) can then be obtained. The material anisotropy might also induce the directionality
of frictional properties (Hornbogen (1986)) and lead to the anisotropy of crack surface
roughness. Tribological tensor might be required for a full description of crack surface
roughness in such a case. The strategy can also account for effects of fatigue loading
variables such as load frequency or load ratio, which can be incorporated into the fatigue
law of delamination growth (Jia and Davalos (2004)). Fatigue loading variables can affect
the time-dependent composite behaviour such as viscoelastic creep, relaxation, damping
and the damage of laminates with polymeric matrices, as reported in Dillard (1990). These
time-dependent or viscoelastic effects can result in time-dependent fatigue fracture
behaviour. Furthermore, these viscoelastic effects can be amplified by friction-induced
cyclic heat generation and conduction due to cyclic crack-surface sliding. The
incorporation of these influences could extend the FEM model and analysis, but will
require thermoelastic coupling of mechanical and thermal fields (Johansson and Klarbring
(1993)). An even more complex cyclic-sliding contact situation could incorporate
composite surface wear (Hornbogen (1986), Strömberg (1999)) and allow an estimation of
their effects on fatigue fracture behaviour. Whilst the incorporation of all aforementioned
effects will extend the physics of the composite problem, it will provide new composite
design variables such as direction dependent elastic constants. These can be used in
numerical sensitivity analysis to verify the influence of their variation on composite fatigue
fracture behaviour.
Crack surface roughness was assumed to be macro-mechanically smooth and
constant along the entire delamination length. Generally however, surfaces are not smooth
on all length scales (Klüppel and Heinrich (2000)). Thus, a deterministic description of
crack surface roughness is only a macro-mechanical approximation. In the real situation,
different randomly distributed asperities may exist, frequently of different heights. A more
precise description of the small-scale roughness phenomena of the crack surface would
require stochastic mechanics modelling (Buczkowski and Kleiber (1999)) or application of
fractal concepts (Majumdar and Bhushan (1990), Carpinteri and Chiaia (1996)).
An interface of vanishing thickness with no assigned material properties is usually
an approximation to the real situation occurring between adjacent laminae. In reality an
interlayer of very small but finite thickness exists with properties which are frequently
related to those of one or both components. Interlayer characteristics can be crucial to
interface fatigue crack propagation in composite laminates. Therefore, these properties
should also be treated as design variables and be a subject of sensitivity studies.
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Incorporation of such an interlayer would lead to considerable changes in the present
fatigue fracture model and the computational approach towards FEM-based computational
interface/interphase composite models (Chaboche et al. (1997), Alfano and Crisfield
(2001), Wagner et al. (2001), Remmers and de Borst (2001), Roe and Siegmund (2003),
Borg et al. (2004)).
The eventual occurrence of a local damage zone ahead of the crack tip was not
addressed in this work. This can however be included via a combination of fracture
mechanics and continuum damage mechanics (Lemaitre (1992), Kattan and Voyiadjis
(2002)) concepts (Jun and Xing (1995), Bolotin and Shipkov (2001), Andersons et al.
(2001)).
6
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A
On symbolic computation of sensitivity gradients in fatigue fracture
Herein, a different way of the TERR and fatigue life sensitivity gradient evaluation
is briefly discussed, that is believed to be an alternative to the finite difference
approximation (FDA) presented in chapter 5. This approach is based on the symbolic
computation of sensitivity gradients using the algebra package Mathematica (2003). The
present approach utilises analytical forms that describe the TERR and empirical based
Paris-like law for interface cracks in terms of composite design variables such as Young’s
modulus and Poisson’s ratio. Particularly, the TERR can described in terms of
components’  Young’s moduli E1 and E2 via Eq (41). Then, introduction of Eqs (43)-(44) or
(45)-(47) into Eq (41) yields the following expressions for the TERR:
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based on the near tip normal and shear stresses σ, and
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in terms of the near tip normal and tangential displacements g.
It is noted that the TERR given by Eqs (A.1) and (A.2) is an explicit function of
design variables E1 and E2 as well state fields g and σ, while the state fields are implicit
functions of E1 and E2. Therefore, the sensitivity gradient (partial derivative) of the TERR
with respect to E1 and E2 can be obtained through the chain rule of differentiation. Thus,
gradients of the TERR defined by Eq (A-1) with respect to E1 and E2, respectively, can be
obtained utilising Mathematica as follows:
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while sensitivity gradients of the TERR defined in terms of displacements (cf. Eq (A-2))
are given by
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It is noted that sensitivity gradients with respect to particular design parameter were
obtained by keeping constant other design variable and β, and ε. Moreover, it is observed
in Eqs (A-3)-(A-6) that numerical evaluation of the TERR gradients depends on the choice
of the distance from the crack tip r at which σ and g should be obtained. Moreover, it is
necessary to compute derivatives of state variables with respect to design parameters
∂σ/∂En and ∂g/∂En. On the one hand, these derivatives can be further evaluated analytically
when the closed form solutions for σ and g in terms of E1 or E2 are available. On the other
hand, these derivatives can be computed the e.g. forward finite difference approximation
based on the FEM results obtained for two different design parameter values as follows:
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for nodal stresses ahead of the tip at r, and
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for nodal displacements behind the tip at r. This approximation can lead to some
inconveniences, though, related to finite difference approximation such as influence of
truncation and condition errors as well as relatively high cost of computations.
Moreover, the computation of sensitivity gradients becomes more complex if there is taken
parameters’  correlation such as e.g. µn=En/2(1+νn) as it occurs for isotropic linear elastic
components. Therefore, Eqs (A-1)-(A-6) should account for this relation via β and ε,
defined in chapter 3.
The TERR can be also defined in terms of Poisson’s ratio, νn, and Kirchhoff’s modulus, µn,
of the n-th composite constituent as follows (Malyshev and Salganik (1965)):
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where κn is the Kolosov’s constant defined in chapter 3. Replacing κn and ε by Eqs (34)-
(36), Eq (A-9) takes the following form:
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with C2, C3, C4 and C5 described as follows:
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Closed forms of derivatives of the TERR given by Eq (A-10) are very complex and long, if
calculated with respect to constituent Poisson’s ratio or Kirchhoff’s modulus, and need
some further simplifications. Therefore, they are not presented here.
The sensitivity gradients of the composite fatigue life can be evaluated analogously to
TERR, utilising the chain rule of differentiation. Thus, the composite fatigue life takes the
following forms, when in Eq (60), the TERR is replaced by Eqs (A-1) and (A-2):
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in terms of stresses ahead of the tip
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through crack surfaces’  displacements.
Then, the sensitivity gradients with respect to E1 and then E2 can be given based on Eq (A-
18) as follows:
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by keeping E2, β and ε constant during differentiation, and
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For fixed E1, β and ε during differentiation.
Then, utilising Eq (A-19) it was possible to evaluate with Mathematica the following
gradients:
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under similar assumption taken during differentiation, introduced for Eqs (A-20)-(A-21).
It is believed that derived sensitivity gradients can implemented in the postprocessor of
ANSYS to determine their numerical values for the specific problem under assumption of
delamination propagation with opened tip. However, similar differentiation procedures can
be also carried for the case of crack with closed tip during delamination growth. This case
seems to be relatively more complex due to presence of friction.
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B
Computational delamination contact problem with fr iction in ANSYS
Some aspects of the computational delamination contact problem with friction in
ANSYS are presented in this appendix, with numerical values referred to composite from
the example 01.
The FEM based contact with friction analysis of a cracked composite is complex
from the computational viewpoint due to presence of singular as well as contact elements
and contact solution algorithms. Finite contact elements that are implemented in ANSYS
have several different assigned, the so called key-options and real constants, that depend on
the problem at hand. Each contact element pair TARGE169-CONTA172 includes element
key-options that allow to control several aspects of contact behaviour such as e.g. contact
algorithm (penalty or augmented Lagrange), location of contact detection points (nodes or
integration points), type of the problem (axisymmetric, plane strain/stress), contact stiffness
update (each loadstep or substep) or behaviour of contact surface (unilateral, bonded,
rough). The present delamination contact problem was analysed as the unilateral and one-
pass (asymmetric) contact problem. This means that contact between crack surfaces was
only analysed, where the lower crack surface was defined as the slave segment and the
upper one as the master segment.
Then, FEM treatment of contact with friction problem needs an utilisation of some
solution algorithms, which can be divided into two groups as reported in Wriggers (2002)
•  Global algorithms pertained to contact search and solution of the variational inequality
(cf. Eq. (4.7))
•  Local algorithms referred to contact detection and updating of constitutive frictional
laws (cf. Eq (4.26)).
The search for an active set of contact constraints, nc, requires some considerable
computational effort and it is usually divided into two parts. First, the search for contact
elements, which might possibly come into contact is undertaken. This search is carried out
in ANSYS via the so called pinball algorithm. This algorithm depends on the pinball
region that is defined as a circle for two dimensional problems (2D) centred on the nodal or
integration points of the contact element. The size of this region is defined based on the
depth of underlying solid element and user defined scaling factor, equal to PINB=2, that
results in 2.5723×10-3m in this work. ANSYS monitors each contact element and assigns a
status from amongst (i) open far-field contact (ii) open near-field contact (iii) sliding
contact and (iv) sticking contact. First results describes lack of contact, whereas near-field
contact denotes contact element entering the pinball region (nearly or actually in contact).
The computational cost of searching for contact depends on the size of the pinball region.
Far-field contact computations are simple and computationally inexpensive, while the near
field are slower and complex. The most cumbersome computations occur when elements
are in actual sliding or sticking contact. Setting a proper pinball region is also useful to
overcome spurious contact such as self-contact especially if analysed master surface has
several convex regions.
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Contact detection is associated with an identification of closest master node for
slave node which is usually performed by computing the minimum distance between them
according to Eq (1.1) in chapter 2. The so called auto-offset contact was used to close all
gaps at the beginning of the present analysis, therefore the initial penetration was included
with its maximum value equal approximately to 9.5×10-12m.
Two computer algorithms were applied in this work to solve variational inequality
described by Eq (4.7), the penalty and augmented Lagrange methods, which are based on
active set strategy and implemented into CONTA172-TARGE169. For these two methods
it was necessary to specify some real constants related to normal contact stiffness and the
penetration tolerance. Therefore, the normal contact stiffness of the contact element was
computed by ANSYS to be equal to 0.11009×1017 Pa×m, based on the user defined contact
stiffness factor equal to FKN=1. An allowable maximum penetration was computed to be
equal to 0.128×10-4m based on the user specified penetration tolerance factor TOLN=0.1 in
this work. It is noted that if ANSYS detects any penetration larger than this tolerance, the
global solution is still considered not converged, even other criteria in the Newton-
Raphson iterations have met convergence criteria.
Computational efficiency of the penalty and augmented Lagrange methods was
verified for the present problem at specified delamination lengths via observation of
cumulative iterations’  number after the solution convergence was reached. Moreover, it is
known that Coulomb’s friction law leads to an non-symmetric tangent matrix in the sliding
case as defined in Eq (4.21). This non-symmetry emanates from the non-associativity of the
slip rule – slip direction is not normal to the Coulomb’s cone defining slip criterion, but¯ ° ± ² ³µ´ ¶ ·0¸ °¹ · ² ¯ ¸ ² °³º¹ °· ¯ ´I» ¼² ¯ ½µ¶ ¾ °¿2À Áµ²¶ ³µÂq¼%· Ã Ä%» Å Æ ÇµÈ É É ÊË½µ´ · ´ ¹ °· ´ Ì¸ ½µ² ÀÍ¶ ¸ · ² Îº¯ ¶ ³qÏµ´
‘symmetrised’  in ANSYS based on the concept of Laursen and Simo (1993) to decrease the
cost of equations’  solution. Results of this comparison is shown in Table B1. On the one
hand, it is observed that both contact methods provide same convergence rate for
corresponding matrices. On the other hand, symmetrisation of Eq (4.21) slows down the
convergence rate in comparison with non-symmetric solution. Therefore, the solution of
non-symmetric matrix is computationally more efficient than symmetrisation, while the
choice of the contact method does not influence the convergence rate.
Table B1. The penalty and augmented Lagrange methods: comparison of solution convergence
Number  of iterations
Penalty method Augmented Lagrange method
a/ao Contact
element
number Symmetr ic Unsymmetr ic Symmetr ic Unsymmetr ic
1.000 42 16 10 16 10
1.167 46 16 10 16 10
1.333 50 16 11 16 11
1.500 54 16 10 16 10
1.667 58 16 11 16 11
1.833 62 18 10 18 10
2.000 66 18 11 18 11
2.167 70 17 11 17 11
2.333 74 17 11 17 11
2.500 78 18 11 18 11
2.667 82 18 11 18 11
2.833 86 17 11 17 11
3.000 90 18 13 18 13
3.167 94 21 17 21 17
Then, a possible influence of tangent matrix symmetrisation on analysis results is
verified through a comparison of the total energy release rate (TERR) at different
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normalised delamination lengths with solution for non-symmetric matrix. There are
observed some differences in the results of TERR obtained from these two essentially
different solutions, as shown in Table B2. Particularly, the results computed from non-
symmetric approach are slightly lower than those obtained via non-symmetric solution.
These differences increase along with increasing crack length. Again either penalty or
augmented Lagrange methods provide same results in corresponding, symmetric and non-
symmetric cases.
Table B2. The symmetric and unsymmetric solvers: comparison of the TERR results
Total energy release rate Ð T [J/m2]
Penalty method Augmented Lagrangian method
a/ao
Symmetr ic Unsymmetr ic Symmetr ic Unsymmetr ic
1.000 111.95 112.26 111.95 112.26
1.167 110.80 111.05 110.80 111.05
1.333 109.78 109.99 109.78 109.99
1.500 108.95 109.20 108.95 109.20
1.667 108.52 108.80 108.52 108.80
1.833 108.74 109.05 108.74 109.06
2.000 110.04 110.39 110.04 110.39
2.167 113.17 113.58 113.17 113.58
2.333 119.60 120.08 119.60 120.08
2.500 132.20 132.79 132.20 132.79
2.667 156.99 157.78 156.99 157.78
2.833 207.41 208.61 207.41 208.61
3.000 317.07 319.27 317.07 319.27
3.167 620.17 626.02 620.19 626.02
The system of simultaneous non-linear equations defined by Eqs (4.27)-(4.28) is
solved either using a direct elimination process or an iterative method. The direct
elimination process involves decomposition (or factorisation) of the stiffness matrix into
lower and upper triangular matrices (Bathe (1996)), and then forward and back substitution
using the latter matrices is carried to compute solution vector. The sparse direct solver of
ANSYS is used to perform these operations. The full Newton-Raphson technique (Bathe
(1996), Zienkiewicz and Taylor (2000)) implemented in ANSYS was applied to solve
nonlinear equations’  system (cf. Eqs (4.27)-(4.28)). The line search option (Wriggers
(2002)) was used to improve the Newton-Raphson based solution convergence by scaling
the solution nodal displacement vector by the scalar termed the line search parameter.
Solution convergence criterion was based on the residuals convergence (Bathe (1996)), and
this convergence was achieved as soon as a norm (so called Euclidean norm) of residuals
was less than a product of tolerance and a reference value.
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C
Files to ANSYS
Files to ANSYS for the finite difference approximation (FDA) based sensitivity
analysis were prepared in the ANSYS Parametric Design Language (APDL) and herein,
they are combined all together. First, the central part of the analysis (subroutine CB-
AUTO.mac) is presented, that controls and links other subroutines (or macros), related to
pre-processing, solution and post-processing, which are then included in the execution
order. In this central part, a user defines design parameters, chooses their increments and
the FDA approach (forward or central), and ultimately specifies the crack length increment.
It is noted that choice of single parameter and FDA approach is only possible at the same
time. The discrete, parametric flexible model of the composite is build in the pre-
processing part (subroutine CB-PRE7.mac). Definition of proper tools and quantities
(equation solver, iteration technique, convergence criteria, load history) for specific contact
with friction problem solution is included in the solution part (subroutine CB-SOL.mac).
Then, the results of the solution such as the near tip displacements and stresses, contact
pressures are retrieved (subroutine CB-POST1.mac) and used to compute the stress
intensity factors (SIFs), the energy release rate (ERR) and the cumulative fatigue cycles
number (CFCN) for delaminations with the opened and closed tips. Ultimately, the central
subroutine is completed by computations of the relative sensitivity gradients of the TERR
and CFCN via FDA in subroutines NREADER-FORWARD.mac (forward FDA) and
NREADER-CENTRAL.mac (central FDA).
It is noted that some parts of files, especially in the pre-processing subroutine, are
intentionally omitted to reduce the size of this appendix. These parts depend on the
composite geometry and structure, and must be built every time the new composite
geometry, structure and boundary conditions are applied. Moreover, the NREADER-
FORWARD.mac subroutine is only presented, since the NREADER-CENTRAL.mac has
been created analogously and includes some additional terms regarding the central FDA.
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
C***          SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS BASED ON THE FINITE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATION APPROACH                              !
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
SUBROUTINE CB-AUTO.mac
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
C***                    DEFINITION OF COMPOSITE DESIGN PARAMETERS AND THEIR NOMINAL VALUES                                    !
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
EBEP = 207.0e9                                                        !Young’s modulus of Boron/epoxy                                [Pa]
EAL  =  70.8e9                                                          !Young’s modulus of Aluminium                                   [Pa]
VBEP =   0.21                                                           !Poisson’s ratio of Boron/Epoxy
VAL  =   0.33                                                            !Poisson’s ratio of Aluminium
MI   =   0.05                                                               !interface friction coefficient
RAD  =   0.0525                                                        !interface radius                                                              [m]
H1   =   0.0025                                                           !component thickness of Boron/Epoxy                          [m]
H2   =   0.0025                                                           !component thickness of Aluminium                             [m]
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C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
C***                       CHOICE OF A DESIGN PARAMETER AND ITS INCREMENTS (PERTURBATIONS)                                          !
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
DESPAR = EBEP                                                     ! nominal design parameter value
DELTA01  = 0.1                                                       !+10% design parameter increment
DELTA001 = 0.01                                                    ! +1% design parameter increment
DELTA0001= 0.001                                                 ! +0.1% design parameter increment
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
C***                              SELECTION OF FINITE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATION APPROACH                                                         !
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
FDA=1                                                                    !FDA multiplier: FDA=1 forward finite difference; FDA=2 central finite difference
NORFAC01 = (DESPAR)/(FDA*DELTA01*DESPAR)                                     ! normalisation factor for relative sensitivity gradients
NORFAC001 = (DESPAR)/(FDA*DELTA001*DESPAR)                                 ! normalisation factor for relative sensitivity gradients
NORFAC0001 = (DESPAR)/(FDA*DELTA0001*DESPAR)                             ! normalisation factor for relative sensitivity gradients
CONUM=4                                                            ! dimension of the design parameter vector: CONUM=4 forward finite difference
                                                                               !                                                                      CONUM=7 central finite difference
C***---------------------------------------------------------FORWARD FINITE DIFFERENCE--------------------------------------------------------!
*DIM,DVERUP,TABLE,CONUM,1                                                                                                   ! vector of design parameters’  values
DVERUP(1,1)=(DESPAR),(DESPAR+DELTA01*DESPAR),(DESPAR+DELTA001*DESPAR),(DESPAR+DELTA0001*DESPAR)
DVERUP(1,0)=1,2,3,4
DVERUP(0,1)=1
C***---------------------------------------------------------CENTRAL FINITE DIFFERENCE---------------------------------------------------------!
!*DIM,DVERUP,TABLE,CONUM,1                                                                                                   ! vector of design parameters’
values
!DVERUP(1,1)=(DESPAR),(DESPAR+DELTA01*DESPAR),(DESPAR-
!DELTA01*DESPAR),(DESPAR+DELTA001*DESPAR),(DESPAR-
!DELTA001*DESPAR),(DESPAR+DELTA0001*DESPAR),(DESPAR-DELTA0001*DESPAR)
!DVERUP(1,0)=1,2,3,4,5,6,7
!DVERUP(0,1)=1
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
C***           COMPUTATION OF FRACTURE PARAMETERS AND CUMULATIVE FATIGUE CYCLES’ NUMBER                        !
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
C***------------------------------------------DEFINE CRACK SIZE INCREMENTS NUMBER-----------------------------------------------------!
CRINISIZE=6                                                              ! initial crack size (in degrees)
CRISIZE=19                                                                ! critical crack size (in degress)
CRISINCR=1                                                               ! crack size increment (in degrees)
CRINU=(CRISIZE-CRINISIZE)+1                            ! number of analyses and crack length increments
START=1
END=CONUM
INCR=1
*DO,TIM,START,END,INCR                                        ! external loop over design parameters increment
   ERUP=DVERUP(TIM)                                                ! Young's modulus of upper component
   !ERLO=DVERUP(TIM)                                              ! Young's modulus of lower component
   !VRAUP=DVERUP(TIM)                                           ! Poisson's ratio of upper component
   !VRALO=DVERUP(TIM)                                           ! Poisson's ratio of lower component
   !FRC=DVERUP(TIM)                                                 ! interface friction coefficient
   !CR2=DVERUP(TIM)                                                 ! interface radius
   !CTHUP=DVERUP(TIM)                                           ! thickness of  upper component
   !CTHLO=DVERUP(TIM)                                           ! thickness of lower component
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   *CFOPEN,GPSN,out,,APPEND                                  !write the total energy release rate (TERR) results into GPSN.out
   *VWRITE,TIM
    (/,1x,’DESIGN PARAMETER NO.’,f5.0)
   *CFCLOS
   *CFOPEN,NCYCLE,out,,APPEND                              !write the cumulative fatigue cycles’  number (CFCN) results into NCYCLE.out
   *VWRITE,TIM
    (/,1x,'DESIGN PARAMETER NO.',f5.0)
   *CFCLOS
   tcn=0                                                                               ! initial total cycles number
   *DO,ANGLE,CRINISIZE,CRISIZE,CRISINCR          ! internal loop over crack length
     CB-PRE7.mac                                                               ! call subroutine CB-PRE7.mac (PREPROCESSING)
     CB-SOL.mac                                                                 ! call subroutine CB-SOL.mac (SOLUTION)
    CB-POST1.mac                                                              !call subroutine CB-POST1.mac (POSTPROCESSING)
     PARSAV,all
     /CLEAR,nostart
     PARRES,new
   *ENDDO
*ENDDO
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
C***                                                    COMPUTE RELATIVE SENSITIVITY GRADIENTS
!
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
NREADER-FORWARD.mac                                       ! call subroutine NREADER-FORWARD.mac:
!NREADER-CENTRAL.mac                                         ! call subroutine NREADER-CENTRAL.mac
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
C***                                                                              THE END OF THE FILE
!
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
C***                                                        SUBROUTINE CB-PRE7.mac (PREPROCESSING)
!
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
/CONFIG,nres,200000
/SHOW
/UNITS,SI
/PREP7
SMRT,off
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
C***                                                                                  PARAMETERS                                                                                                !
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
PI  = 3.141592654                                                              !number PI
CR1 = 0.0525                                                                     !reference interface radius
CR2 = 0.0525                                                                     !nominal interface radius
TETA = ANGLE                                                                !
CTP = 90 + (TETA)*(CR1/CR2)                                       !crack-tip in global cylindrical coordinate system
CTHUP = H1                                                                      !upper component thickness
CTHLO = H2                                                                     !lower component thickness
WIDTH = RAD                                                                  !specimen width
LEN = 1.e-6                                                                         !finite element length in the first row around the crack-tip [m]
C***------------------------------------EFFECTIVE COMPOSITE PROPERTIES (from VOIGT bounds)-----------------------------------------!
EEFF=105.511879e9
VEFF=0.256667
C***----------------------------------------------REAL COMPOSITE COMPONENTS' PROPERTIES---------------------------------------------!
!ERUP=EBEP                                                               ! Young's modulus of upper component (switched-off if subjected to
perturbation)
VRAUP=VBEP                                                                                            ! Poisson's ratio of upper component
GRAUP=ERUP/(2(1+VRAUP))                                                                 ! Kirchhoff’s modulus of upper component
ERLO=EAL                                                                                                 ! Young's modulus of lower component
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VRALO=VAL                                                                                              ! Poisson’s ratio of lower component
GRALO=ERLO/(2(1+VRALO))                                                                 ! Kirchhoff’s modulus of lower component
FRC=MI                                                                                                       ! friction coefficient of the Coulomb's friction law
C***---------------------BIMATERIAL CONSTANTS USED IN COMPUTATION OF FRACTURE PARAMETERS------- --------------!
KOL1=(3-VRAUP)/(1+VRAUP)                                                                      !Kolosov's constant for upper layer (PLANE STRESS)
KOL2=(3-VRALO)/(1+VRALO)                                                                     !Kolosov's constant for lower layer (PLANE STRESS)
BETA=(GRAUP*(KOL2-1)-GRALO*(KOL1-1))/(GRAUP*(KOL2+1)+GRALO*(KOL1+1))                 !second DUNDUR's parameter
EPSIL=(1/(2*PI))*LOG((1-BETA)/(1+BETA))                                                      !elastic mismatch
GAMMA1=4*GRAUP*GRALO
GAMMA2=GRALO*(KOL1*(1+BETA)+(1-BETA))
GAMMA3=GRAUP*(KOL2*(1-BETA)+(1+BETA))
GAMMA=(GAMMA1)/(GAMMA2+GAMMA3)                                                   !parameter GAMMA
*CFOPEN,mismatch,out                                                                                           !write parameters into file MISMATCH.out
*VWRITE,KOL1,KOL2,BETA,EPSIL,GAMMA
 (1x,'KOL1=',e12.6,/,1x,'KOL2=',e12.6,/,1x,'BETA=',e12.6,/,1x,'EPSIL=',e12.6,/,1x,'GAMMA=',e12.6)
*CFCLOS
C***--------------------------------------------------------ELEMENT AND MATERIAL DATA-------------------------------------------------------
ET,1,PLANE82,,,3,,0,0                                                                ! eight node plane finite element for composite domain discretisation
ET,2,PLANE82,,,3,,0,0                                                                ! eight node plane finite element for crack tip discretisation
!
ET,3,CONTA172,0,0,0,0,1,,0,0,1,1,0,0                                       !segment contact element (slave segment)
ET,4,TARGE169,,1,0                                                                   !segment target element (master segment)
!
R,1,(WIDTH)
R,2,(WIDTH)
R,3
!
MP,EX,1,(ERUP)
MP,NUXY,1,(VRAUP)
MP,GXY,1,(GRAUP)
!
MP,EX,2,(ERLO)
MP,NUXY,2,(VRALO)
MP,GXY,2,(GRALO)
!
MP,MU,3,(FRC)                              !friction coefficient MU
!
!
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
C***--------------------------------------------------MODEL GENERATION----------------------------------------------------------------------------!
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
!!!              This part is intentionally omitted – related to composite discretisation: near tip region, composite constituents’  domains and
!!!             crack surfaces
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
C***----------------------------------------------BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND COMPONENTS----------------------------------------------!
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
!!!    This part is intentionally omitted – related to application of boundary conditions (displacements and forces) and components’
!!!    selection of the FEM model (groups of nodes, lines, elements) used further in retrieving results for fracture parameter computation.
!!!    Components selection facilitates handling with the results in the post-processing part, especially when the so called
!!!    classical FEM model (based on nodes) is detached from ANSYS’ solid modelling – this occurs due to introduction of near tip
!!!    singularity into crack tip elements
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
mnodif.mac                                                                             ! call  macro MNODIF – shifting of midside nodes to quarter point
positions
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SAVE,cb                                                                           !save file in the database
FINISH                                                                             ! finish the pre-processing part
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C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C***                                                                                    END OF THE FILE
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C***                                                                  SUBROUTINE CB-SOL.mac (SOLUTION)
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
/SOLU                                                                     !enter solution part
/GST,on                                                                   !Graphical-Solution-Tracking (convergence state – cumulative number of iterations)
ANTYPE,static                                                       !static analysis
C***-------------------------------------------INCREMENTAL-ITERATION TECHNIQUE OPTIONS---------------------------------------------
NLGEOM,off                                                          !geometrically non-linear effects are excluded
NROPT,full                                                             !full Newton-Raphson iteration technique with symmetric tangent matrix
NROPT,unsym                                                        !full Newton-Raphson iteration technique with unsymmetric tangent stiffness
LNSRCH,on                                                            !line search option
PRED,on                                                                  !predictor-corrector option
NEQIT,35                                                                !max. number of equilibrium iterations
!EQSLV,front                                                          !frontal equation solver
EQSLV,sparse                                                         !direct sparse equation solver
CNVTOL,f,,0.005,2                                                ! force based convergence criteria
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
C***                                                                                    LOADING CONDITIONS
!
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
C***-------------------------------------------STRESS-CONTROLLED REPEATED STATIC LOAD-----------------------------------------------
*DIM,STRESS,TABLE,208,1                                                                !load vector
STRESS(1,1)    =  0,100.e6,0,100.e6,0,100.e6,0,100.e6                         ![Pa]
(...)
STRESS(201,1)  =  0,100.e6,0,100.e6,0,100.e6,0,100.e6                       ![Pa]
STRESS(1,0)   =   0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7                                                             !standard analysis
(...)
STRESS(201,0) =  200,201,202,203,204,205,206,207                            !steps
STRESS(0,1) = 1                                                                                     !additional vector
C***-----------------------------------------------------------------LOADING LOOP-----------------------------------------------------------------------
TM_START=1                                                                      !
TM_END=2                                                                          !2 steps = 1 cycle (loading-unloading)
TM_INCR=1                                                                         !
*DO,TM,TM_START,TM_END,TM_INCR
   TIME,TM
   * IF,TM,le,1,then
     NSUBST,10,10,1                                                                ! divide step into substeps
     SF,NLOAD,pres,STRESS(TM)                                         !apply stress vector STRESS
     OUTRES,all,all
     /OUTPUT,res-cb,out,,append
     SOLVE
   *ELSE
      NSUBST,10,10,1
     SF,NLOAD,pres,STRESS(TM)
     OUTRES,all,all
     /OUTPUT,res-cb,out,,append
     SOLVE
*ENDIF
*ENDDO
SAVE,cb                                                                               ! save file into database
FINISH                                                                                 ! complete solution part
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C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C***                                                                              END OF THE FILE
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C***                                                               SUBROUTINE CB-POST1.mac (POST-PROCESSING)
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
/POST1                                                                      ! enter postprocessor on
RESUME,cb                                                              !resume database file
RSYS,1                                                                      !display results in the global cylindrical co-ordinate system
ALLSEL,all                                                               ! choose all entities
SET,1                                                                         !retrieve results at maximum applied load (half cycle)
*GET,zestaw,active,0,set,lstp                                    !get the load step number
*CFOPEN,CB-K,out,,append                                    !open results file for  near tip displacements and stresses and stress intensity factors’
*VWRITE,TETA
(1x,/,’***** ’,’TETA=’,f5.0,’***** ’)
*VWRITE,zestaw
(1x,/,’***** ’,’step=’,f5.0,’***** ’)
C***-----------------------------------------------DISCRETISATION ERROR APPROXIMATION--------------------------------------------------
/GRAPHICS,FULL                                              !deactivate power graphics
ESEL,s,type,,1,2
*GET,sersm,prerr,0,sersm                                    !energy error over the entire model
*GET,sensm,prerr,0,sensm                                  !strain energy over the entire model
*GET,sepc,prerr,0,sepc                                        !structural percentage error in energy norm
ALLSEL
/GRAPHICS,POWER                                              !activate power graphics
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CB-SIF.mac                         ! call subroutine CB-SIF.mac (computation of the ERR and CFCN)
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C***-----------------------------------------------RETRIEVE THE CONTACT ELEMENT OUTPUT------------------------------------------------
ESEL,all
NSEL,all
ESEL,s,type,,3,4
NSLE,s
NSORT,loc,y,1
PRNSOL,cont
ALLSEL
FINISH                                                                  ! complete post-processing
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C***                                                                                      END OF THE FILE
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C***                                                                                 SUBROUTINE CB-SIF.mac
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C***---------------------------introduce parameters for linear extrapolation of SIFs and assign initial values to them ----------------------------
nliczba=0                                                                        !nodes number used in the extrapolation
suk1=0                                                                           ! sum of k1 at all nodes
suk2=0                                                                           !sum of k2 at all nodes
suk3=0
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sux=0                                                                            !sum of coordinates’  values
suxk1=0                                                                        !sum of the product of coordinates’  values and k 1
suxk2=0                                                                        ! sum of the product of coordinates’  values and k2
suxk3=0                                                                        !sum of the product of coordinates’  values and k2
suxx=0                                                                         ! sum of the squares of coordinates
sukk1=0                                                                       ! sum of the squares of k1
sukk2=0                                                                       ! sum of the squares of k1
sukk3=0                                                                       ! sum of the squares of k2c
C***------------------------------------------RETRIEVE CRACK SURFACES’ DISPLACEMENTS------------------------------------------------
C***--------------------------------------------------------- upper crack surface-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
ALLSEL
CMSEL,s,fup                                                                                                !path from which displacements are taken
*VWRITE
(1x,/,1x,'upper crack surface',/,3x,'node',5x,'dist',10x,'urup',10x,'utup')
*GET,nnnumin,node,,num,min
*GET,nnnumax,node,,num,max
*DO,nnnum,nnnumin,nnnumax
      nnnr=nnnumin
      !
      *GET,llocy,node,nnnr,loc,y
      *GET,uurup,node,nnnr,u,x
      *GET,uutup,node,nnnr,u,y
      !
      ddist=llocy-90
      yytipdist=((CTP-llocy)*PI*CR2)/(180)                                               !distance from the crack tip (m)
      *VWRITE,nnnr,yytipdist,uurup,uutup
      (1x,f6.0,1x,e12.5,1x,e12.5,1x,e12.5)
      NSEL,u,node,,nnnumin
      *GET,nnnumin,node,,num,min
      * IF,nnnumin,eq,0,exit
*ENDDO
C***-----------------------------------------------------------lower crack surface---------------------------------------------------------------------------
ALLSEL
CMSEL,s,fdown                                                                                         !path from which displacements are taken
*VWRITE
(1x,/,1x,'lower crack surface',/,3x,'node',5x,'dist',10x,'ur',10x,'ut')
*GET,numinn,node,,num,min
*GET,numaxx,node,,num,max
*DO,numm,numinn,numaxx
      nrr=numaxx
      !
      *GET,locy,node,nrr,loc,y
      *GET,urlo,node,nrr,u,x
      *GET,utlo,node,nrr,u,y
      !
      distt=locy-90
      ytipdistt=((CTP-locy)*PI*CR2)/(180)                                                !distance from the crack tip (m)
      *VWRITE,nrr,ytipdistt,urlo,utlo
      (1x,f6.0,1x,e12.5,1x,e12.5,1x,e12.5)
      NSEL,u,node,,numaxx
      *GET,numaxx,node,,num,max
      * IF,numaxx,eq,0,exit
*ENDDO
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C***------------------------------------RETRIEVE STRESSES AHEAD OF THE CRACK TIP -----------------------------------------------------
ALLSEL,all
CSYS,1
CMSEL,s,mainpath                                                                                     !path from which stresses are taken for extrapolation
NSORT,loc,y,1                                                                                            !sort nodes of the path in increasing order
PRNSOL,s,comp
ESLN,s
ESEL,r,type,,2
NSLE,s
*GET,elmin,elem,,num,min
*GET,elmax,elem,,num,max
*DO,elnum,elmin,elmax
    *DO,nomid,5,8,1
      nsel,u,node,,nelem(elmax,nomid)
    *ENDDO
    ESEL,u,elem,,elmax
    *GET,elmax,elem,,num,max
    * IF,elmax,eq,0,exit
*ENDDO
*VWRITE
(’******************************************************** ’)
*VWRITE
(3x,’node’,5x,’dist’,10x,’sigx’,8x,’sigxy’,10x,’K1’,13x,’K2’,10x,’KF1’,10x,’KF2’,10x,’G1’,10x,’G2’,10x,’G’)
CMSEL,r,mainpath
!NSEL,a,node,,1
NSEL,u,node,,25
/PNUM,node,1
NPLOT
ESEL,all
*GET,nnumin,node,,num,min
*GET,nnumax,node,,num,max
*DO,nnum,nnumin,nnumax
      nnr=nnumax
      !
      *GET,locy,node,nnr,loc,y
      *GET,nsigx,node,nnr,s,x
      *GET,nsigy,node,nnr,s,y
      *GET,nsigxy,node,nnr,s,xy
      !
      sydist=((locy-CTP)*PI*CR2)/(180)      !distance from the crack tip (m)
      sigx=nsigx/1
      sigy=nsigy/1
      sigxy=nsigxy/1
      *VWRITE,nnr,sydist,sigx,sigxy,K1,K2,KF1,KF2,G1,G2,G
      (1x,f6.0,1x,e16.9,1x,e12.5,1x,e12.5,1x,e12.5,1x,e12.5,1x,e12.5,1x,e12.5,1x,e12.5,1x,e12.5,1x,e12.5)
C***------------------------------compute classical mode I and II stress intensity factors-------------------------------------------------------------
     K1=sigx*sqrt(sydist*2*PI)                                                                                         !classical KI
     K2=sigxy*sqrt(sydist*2*PI)                                                                                       !classical  KII
      yop=0.000001                                                                                                            !the reference length [m]
C***--------------------------compute nodal SIFs for opened delamination case -----------------------------------------------------------------------
      KF1=K1*COS(EPSIL*LOG(sydist/yop))+K2*SIN(EPSIL*LOG(sydist/yop))       ! K1
      KF2=-K1*SIN(EPSIL*LOG(sydist/yop))+K2*COS(EPSIL*LOG(sydist/yop))      !K2
C***-----------------------------------compute nodal SIFs for closed delamination tip -----------------------------------------------------------------
C***------------------------------------------assign stress exponent lambda--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      * if,FRC,eq,0.05,then
      LAMBDA=0.497629                                                                      !LAMBDA for nominal value of friction coefficient (FC)
      *elseif,FRC,eq,(DESPAR+DELTA01*DESPAR)
      LAMBDA=0.497392                                                                     !LAMBDA for 10% increment of FC
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      *elseif,FRC,eq,(DESPAR+DELTA001*DESPAR)
      LAMBDA=0.497606                                                                     !LAMBDA for 1% increment of FC
      *else
      LAMBDA=0.497627                                                                     !LAMBDA for 0.1% increment of FC
      *endif
      KC2=sigxy*((sydist*2*PI)**(LAMBDA))                                  ! mode 2 SIF
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      NSEL,u,node,,nnumax                                                                  !decrease the number of the selected nodes
      *GET,nnumax,node,,num,max                                                     !select the maximum node number
      * IF,nnumax,eq,0,exit                                                                    !complete SIFs computation if all nodes were utilised
C***------------------------PREPARE NODAL LOCATION and STRESS VALUES for EXTRAPOLATION----------------------------------
       nliczba=nliczba+1
      suk1=suk1+KF1
      suk2=suk2+KF2
      suk3=suk3+KC2                                                                           !contact-zone mode II SIF
      sux=sux+sydist
      suxk1=suxk1+sydist*KF1
      suxk2=suxk2+sydist*KF2
      suxk3=suxk3+sydist*KC2
      suxx=suxx+(sydist**2)
      sukk1=sukk1+(KF1**2)
      sukk2=sukk2+(KF2**2)
      sukk3=sukk5+(KC2**2)
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*ENDDO                                                                                                            !complete looping over selected nodes
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C***-------------------------------------------------------EXTRAPOLATION PROCEDURE-----------------------------------------------------------
slopek1=(nliczba*suxk1-sux*suk1)/(nliczba*suxx-sux*sux)                               ! computation of slope parameter for k1
slopek2=(nliczba*suxk2-sux*suk2)/(nliczba*suxx-sux*sux)                               ! computation of slope parameter for k1
slopek3=(nliczba*suxk3-sux*suk3)/(nliczba*suxx-sux*sux)                               ! computation of slope parameter for k2
k1t=(suk1-slopek1*sux)/nliczba                                                                         !kf1  extrapolation
k2t=(suk2-slopek2*sux)/nliczba                                                                         !kf2  extrapolation
kct=(suk3-slopek3*sux)/nliczba                                                                         !kct extrapolation
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C***-----------------------------------------------------------mixed mode angle-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
*afun,deg                                                                               ! radian to degree transition
momix=atan(k2t/k1t)                                                             ! mixed mode angle
*afun,rad
C***------------------------------------------------------------print results to file CB-K.out---------------------------------------------------------------
*VWRITE
(’****************************************************** ’)
*VWRITE,momix,yop,epsil
(1x,’Mode Mixity:’,f6.2,/,1x,’Reference Length:’,e10.4,/,1x,’Elastic Mismatch:’,e10.4)
*VWRITE
(’******************************************************* ’)
*VWRITE,k1t,k2t
(1x,’K1t=’,e12.5,/,1x,’K2t=’,e12.5)
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*VWRITE
(’******************************************************* ’)
C***----------------------------------------COMPUTATION OF ENERGY RELEASE RATE--------------------------------------------------------
C***--------------------------------------------------------------OPENED TIP-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
VRAMA=VRAUP                                                                    !
GRAMA=GRAUP                                                                    !
VRAFI=VRALO                                                                       !
GRAFI=GRALO                                                                       !
ERMA=ERUP                                                                          !upper component’s Young’s modulus (plane stress)
ERFI=ERLO                                                                             !lower component’s Young’s modulus (plane stress)
ERMA1=ERUP/(1-VRAMA**2)                                            !upper component’s Young’s modulus (plane strain)
ERFI1=ERLO/(1-VRAFI**2)                                                 !lower component’s Young’s modulus (plane strain)
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------plane stress----------------------------------------------------------------------------
err1=((ERMA+ERFI)/(2*ERMA*ERFI*cosh(epsil*pi)*cosh(epsil*pi)))*(k1t**2)                 !Young’s modulus-based ERR1 plane stress
err2=((ERMA+ERFI)/(2*ERMA*ERFI*cosh(epsil*pi)*cosh(epsil*pi)))*(k2t**2)                 !Young’s modulus-based ERR2 plane stress
terr=err1+err2                                                                                                                             !Young’s modulus-based TERR  plane
stress
*VWRITE,err1,err2,terr
(1x,/,1x,’PLANE STRESS’,/,1x,’G1(E)=’,e15.8,/,1x,’G2(E)=’,e15.8,/,1x,’G(E)=’,e15.8)
*CFOPEN,GPSN,out,,APPEND                    !write a file GPSN.out
*VWRITE,terr
 (1x,f15.5)
*CFCLOS
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------plane strain----------------------------------------------------------------------------
err3=((ERMA1+ERFI1)/(2*ERMA1*ERFI1*cosh(epsil*pi)*cosh(epsil*pi)))*(k1t**2)        !Young’s modulus-based ERR1 plane strain
err4=((ERMA1+ERFI1)/(2*ERMA1*ERFI1*cosh(epsil*pi)*cosh(epsil*pi)))*(k2t**2)        !Young’s modulus-based ERR2 plane strain
terr1=err3+err4                                                                                                                          !Young’s modulus-based ERR  plane strain
*VWRITE,err3,err4,terr1
(1x,/,1x,’PLANE STRAIN’,/,1x,’G1(k)=’,e15.8,/,1x,’G2(k)=’,e15.8,/,1x,’G(k)=’,e15.8)
C***-----------------------------------------------------------------CLOSED TIP----------------------------------------------------------------------------
DELTA=0.000001
EULGAM1=0.886306
EULGAM2=1.76425
EULGAM3=1.00201
GIE1 = (kct**2)*SIN(LAMBDA*PI)*(DELTA**(1-2*LAMBDA))
GIE2 = 2*GAMMA*(1-LAMBDA)*((2*PI)**(2*LAMBDA))
GIE3 = ((EULGAM1*EULGAM2)/(EULGAM3))
GIE4 = (COS(LAMBDA*PI))/(2*(1-LAMBDA))
GIE5 = GIE3-GIE4
GIE  = (GIE1/GIE2)*GIE5                                                                                                ! TERR
*CFOPEN,GPSN,out,,APPEND                    !write a file GPSN.out
*VWRITE,GIE
 (1x,f15.5)
*CFCLOS
*CFOPEN,CB-K,out,,APPEND
*VWRITE,kct,GIE
(1x,/1x,’KCT=’,e12.5,/,1x,’GIE=’,e12.5)
*CFCLOS
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C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C***-----------------------------COMPUTATION OF CUMULATIVE FATIGUE CYCLES’ NUMBER-----------------------------------------
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
da=(PI*CR1*CRISINCR)/(180)                                                                    !delamination length increment
ce=1.e-29                                                                                                        !coefficient of the Paris-like law
em=10                                                                                                             !exponent of the Paris-like law
C***--------------------------------------------------------OPENED TIP-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
cn=(da)/(ce*(terr**em))                                                                  !cycles number for selected crack growth value
tcn=tcn+cn
*VWRITE,cn,tcn
(1x,/,1x,'CN=',f15.1,/,1x,'TCN=',f15.1,/)
*CFOPEN,NCYCLE,out,,APPEND                                              !write a file NCYCLE.out
*VWRITE,tcn
 (1x,f15.1)
*CFCLOS
C***----------------------------------------------------------CLOSED TIP-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
cn=(da)/(ce*(GIE**em))                                                              !cycles number for selected crack growth value
tcn=tcn+cn
*VWRITE,cn,tcn
(1x,/,1x,'CN=',f15.1,/,1x,'TCN=',f15.1,/)
*CFOPEN,NCYCLE,out,,APPEND                                               !write a file NCYCLE.out
*VWRITE,tcn
 (1x,f25.1)
*CFCLOS
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C***----------------------------------------------------------END OF THE FILE---------------------------------------------------------------------------
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C***--------------------------------SUBROUTINE NREADER-FORWARD.mac (relative sensitivity gradients computation)------------------
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C***-------------------------------------read values of TERR at each crack length and create vectors of TERR  -----------------------------------
*DIM,Gnominal,,CRINU
*VREAD,Gnominal(1),GPSN,out,,,,,,2
 (1x,f15.5)
*DIM,Gdelta01,,CRINU
*VREAD,Gdelta01(1),GPSN,out,,,,,,(CRINU+4)
 (1x,f15.5)
*DIM,Gdelta001,,CRINU
*VREAD,Gdelta001(1),GPSN,out,,,,,,(2*CRINU+6)
 (1x,f15.5)
*DIM,Gdelta0001,,CRINU
*VREAD,Gdelta0001(1),GPSN,out,,,,,,(3*CRINU+8)
 (1x,f15.5)
C***------------------------------------------------COMPUTE ABSOLUTE SENSITIVITY GRADIENTS------------------------------------------
*DIM,GABSSENGRAD01,,CRINU
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*VOPER,GABSSENGRAD01(1),Gdelta01(1),SUB,Gnominal(1)
*DIM,GABSSENGRAD001,,CRINU
*VOPER,GABSSENGRAD001(1),Gdelta001(1),SUB,Gnominal(1)
*DIM,GABSSENGRAD0001,,CRINU
*VOPER,GABSSENGRAD0001(1),Gdelta0001(1),SUB,Gnominal(1)
C***------------------------------------------------------COMPUTE RELATIVE SENSITIVITY GRADIENTS-------------------------------------
*DIM,GSENGRAD01,,CRINU
*VOPER,GSENGRAD01(1),GABSSENGRAD01(1),DIV,Gnominal(1)
*DIM,GSENGRAD001,,CRINU
*VOPER,GSENGRAD001(1),GABSSENGRAD001(1),DIV,Gnominal(1)
*DIM,GSENGRAD0001,,CRINU
*VOPER,GSENGRAD0001(1),GABSSENGRAD0001(1),DIV,Gnominal(1)
*DIM,GRELSENGRAD01,,CRINU
*VFACT,NORFAC01
*VFUN,GRELSENGRAD01(1),copy,GSENGRAD01(1)
*DIM,GRELSENGRAD001,,CRINU
*VFACT,NORFAC001
*VFUN,GRELSENGRAD001(1),copy,GSENGRAD001(1)
*DIM,GRELSENGRAD0001,,CRINU
*VFACT,NORFAC0001
*VFUN,GRELSENGRAD0001(1),copy,GSENGRAD0001(1)
C***----------------------------------------------------WRITE OUT RELATIVE SENSITIVITY GRADIENTS-------------------------------------
*CFOPEN,GRELSENSGRAD01,out
*VWRITE,GRELSENGRAD01(1)
 (1x,f15.5)
*CFCLOS
*CFOPEN,GRELSENSGRAD001,out
*VWRITE,GRELSENGRAD001(1)
 (1x,f15.5)
*CFCLOS
*CFOPEN,GRELSENSGRAD0001,out
*VWRITE,GRELSENGRAD0001(1)
 (1x,f15.5)
*CFCLOS
C***----------------------------------read values of CFCN at each crack length and create vectors of CFCN ---------------------------------------
*DIM,Nnominal,,CRINU
*VREAD,Nnominal(1),Ncycle,out,,,,,,2
 (1x,f25.1)
*DIM,Ndelta01,,CRINU
*VREAD,Ndelta01(1),Ncycle,out,,,,,,(CRINU+4)
 (1x,f25.1)
*DIM,Ndelta001,,CRINU
*VREAD,Ndelta001(1),Ncycle,out,,,,,,(2*CRINU+6)
 (1x,f25.1)
*DIM,Ndelta0001,,CRINU
*VREAD,Ndelta0001(1),Ncycle,out,,,,,,(3*CRINU+8)
 (1x,f25.1)
C***----------------------------------------------COMPUTE ABSOLUTE SENSITIVITY GRADIENTS--------------------------------------------
*DIM,NABSSENGRAD01,,CRINU
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*VOPER,NABSSENGRAD01(1),Ndelta01(1),SUB,Nnominal(1)
*DIM,NABSSENGRAD001,,CRINU
*VOPER,NABSSENGRAD001(1),Ndelta001(1),SUB,Nnominal(1)
*DIM,NABSSENGRAD0001,,CRINU
*VOPER,NABSSENGRAD0001(1),Ndelta0001(1),SUB,Nnominal(1)
C***-------------------------------------------------COMPUTE RELATIVE SENSITIVITY GRADIENTS------------------------------------------
*DIM,NSENGRAD01,,CRINU
*VOPER,NSENGRAD01(1),NABSSENGRAD01(1),DIV,Nnominal(1)
*DIM,NSENGRAD001,,CRINU
*VOPER,NSENGRAD001(1),NABSSENGRAD001(1),DIV,Nnominal(1)
*DIM,NSENGRAD0001,,CRINU
*VOPER,NSENGRAD0001(1),NABSSENGRAD0001(1),DIV,Nnominal(1)
*DIM,NRELSENGRAD01,,CRINU
*VFACT,NORFAC01
*VFUN,NRELSENGRAD01(1),copy,NSENGRAD01(1)
*DIM,NRELSENGRAD001,,CRINU
*VFACT,NORFAC001
*VFUN,NRELSENGRAD001(1),copy,NSENGRAD001(1)
*DIM,NRELSENGRAD0001,,CRINU
*VFACT,NORFAC0001
*VFUN,NRELSENGRAD0001(1),copy,NSENGRAD0001(1)
C***----------------------------------------------------WRITE OUT RELATIVE SENSITIVITY GRADIENTS-------------------------------------
*CFOPEN,NRELSENSGRAD01,out
*VWRITE,NRELSENGRAD01(1)
 (1x,f15.5)
*CFCLOS
*CFOPEN,NRELSENSGRAD001,out
*VWRITE,NRELSENGRAD001(1)
 (1x,f15.5)
*CFCLOS
*CFOPEN,NRELSENSGRAD0001,out
*VWRITE,NRELSENGRAD0001(1)
 (1x,f15.5)
*CFCLOS
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C***-------------------------------------------------------------------THE END OF THE FILE------------------------------------------------------------
C***--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Glossary of symbols
a crack length 
ao initial crack length 
af total crack length 
da/dN crack growth per cycle
(da/dN)th threshold value of crack growth per cycle
(da/dN)c critical value of crack growth per cycle
bo nominal vector of design variables
bok k-th component of the nominal design variables’  vector
b actual (perturbed) vector of design variables
bk k-th component of the actual (perturbed) design variables’  vector
c length of the near tip zone under contact with friction
cr proportionality or correction factor
Cn elasticity tensor of the n-th composite constituent
C, C1 empirical fatigue constants of the Paris law
en number of finite element connected at node ne
eσ(e) energy error within the e-th finite element
eσ(E) energy error over the total number of finite elements within the model
σeÑ normalised energy error (structural percentage error in the energy norm)
E overall number of finite elements
Eeff effective Young’s modulus of composite laminate
En Young’s modulus of the n-th composite constituent
dmin(P(1),P(2)) minimum distance between points P(1) and P(2)
f12 contact force vector at point P(1) due to contact with point P(2)
fN,fT normal and tangential components of the contact force vector
fs(n) applied tractions on Γσ(n)
fT,th cohesive sliding resistance
fT,max maximum frictional force
trial
Tf trial frictional force vector in the radial return algorithm
sF̂ Coulomb’s friction condition
trial
sFÒ trial Coulomb’s friction condition in the radial return algorithm
F internal force vector
Fc contact force vector
Fa applied force vector
gN,gT relative normal and tangential displacement of crack surfaces (gap and slip)
h
T
h
N g,g discrete representation of gap and slip
gt vector of the near tip relative displacements
t
Ng ,
t
Tg normal and tangential components of g
t
GT total energy release rate
G1,G2 mode 1 and 2 of energy release rate
th
minG energy release rate at the minimum temperature during a cycle
th
maxG energy release rate at the maximum temperature during a cycle
GT,th total energy release rate threshold
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H vector related to Lagrange multipliers
K s finite element stiffness matrix
KT tangent stiffness matrix in the absence of contact
K cT tangent stiffness matrix in the presence of contact
N
cNcN ,KK tangent stiffness matrices associated with normal contact conditions
K complex stress intensity factor
K1 real part of the complex stress intensity factor
K2 imaginary part of the complex stress intensity factor
lo length of the opened region near the tip
L loading parameter
Lmax maximum value of the loading parameter
m,m1,m2,m3 empirical exponents of the Paris law
M i shape functions for Lagrange multipliers
ne number of finite element nodes
n number of composite constituents
nn unit outward normal to the surface of the n-th composite constituent
nk number of nodes used in the linear extrapolation of stress intensity factors
N fatigue cycles number
Nc cumulative fatigue cycles number
Nf composite fatigue life
Ni finite element shape function
P(n) co-ordinates vector on crack surface of the n-th composite constituent
r radial component of local cylindrical co-ordinate system
r distance from the crack tip
ro characteristic length
R force residual vector
RI radius of composite interface curvature
Rλ contact force residual vector
R load ratio
s arc length along the crack surface
Sabs(.) absolute sensitivity
Srel(.) relative sensitivity
t tangential component of outward unit vector to the crack surface
u state function vector
uk k-th component of the state functions’  vector
un displacement vector of the n-th composite constituent
uh vector of finite element displacements
û vector of finite element nodal displacements
U strain energy over the entire finite element model
xh co-ordinates of finite element
xn point in the interior of n-th composite constituent
x local rectangular co-ordinate system
X global rectangular co-ordinate system
β the second Dundur’s parameter
δ(.) variation symbol
∆b vector of design variables’  perturbation
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∆bk k-th component of design variable perturbation vector
∆G1,∆G2 mode 1 and 2 of energy release rate range
∆G energy release rate range
∆N fatigue cycles number increment
∆K stress intensity factor range
c∆ increment of Lagrange multipliers vector
∆L loading parameter range
∆Lth loading parameter threshold range
û∆ increment of nodal displacement vector
∆σ vector of applied cyclic stress
e∆ vector of nodal stress difference
ε oscillation index (or mismatch parameter)
εn the linear Green-Lagrange strain tensor of the n-th composite constituent
∈ N, ∈ T normal and tangential penalty parameters
θ angular component of the crack tip cylindrical co-ordinate system
Θ angular component of the global cylindrical co-ordinate system
Γn boundary of the n-th composite constituent
Γu(n) boundary of the n-th composite constituent with prescribed displacements
Γσ(n) boundary of the n-th composite constituent with prescribed tractions
Γc(n) boundary of the n-th composite constituent where contact can occur
κn the Kolosov’s constant of the n-th composite constituent
λ stress exponent
λp plastic parameter
λN, λT normal and tangential Lagrange multipliers
h
T
h
N ,λλ discrete representation of normal and tangential Lagrange multipliers
λA adjoint variable vector
λc vector of Lagrange multipliers
µ isotropic coefficient of dry Coulomb’s friction
µn Kirchhoff’s modulus of the n-th composite constituent
νn Poisson’s ratio of the n-the composite constituent
ξ1, ξ2 dimensionless co-ordinates of the finite element
a
e vector of averaged nodal stresses at node ne from elements en
σe nodal stress vector at node ne of element e
σn Cauchy’s stress tensor of n-th composite constituent
σmin vector of minimum applied load during single cycle
σmin vector of maximum applied load during single cycle
σN,σT interface normal and tangential stresses at non-cracked interface
σt near tip stress vector
t
22σ ,
t
12σ normal and shear components of the near tip stress vector
( ) ( ).u~,.~ II,III,Iσ angular functions
ϖ degree of the Taylor’s expansion series
Ω composite laminate domain
Ωn domain of the n-th composite constituent
h
nΩ finite element approximation of composite constituent domain
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)n(eΩ single finite element domain
h
nΩ∂ finite element approximation of composite constituent domain
orΨ mixed mode angle
ℜ o nominal value of the objective function
ℜ actual (perturbed) value of the objective function
ℑ potential energy of the body
ℑ c contact contribution to the potential energy of the body
(i) iteration number
(e) single finite element level
(l) load step number
. absolute value
2
. Euclidean norm
∂(.)/∂(.) partial derivative
d(.)/d(.) total derivative
AD automatic differentiation
AL augmented Lagrange method
AVM adjoint variable method
BEM boundary element method
BVP boundary value problem
CFCN cumulative fatigue cycle number
CAD computer aided design
DDM direct differentiation method
DPA domain parametrisation approach
FDA finite difference approximation
FEM finite element method
LEFM linear elastic fracture mechanics
LM Lagrange multipliers’  method
MDA material derivative approach
PE penalty method
SIF stress intensity factor
TERR total energy release rate
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